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• J ~PREFACE "

'•" ~During the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel's study of the Department ,
' ~of Defense. its research staff m-ade a study of O~erational Testing antd

"" Evaluation (OT&E) in the Department o1 Defense.

.: i

:- The composition of the Panel's OTkE Task Group was as follows:

i PDr. Lawrence G. Starkey, Staff Consultant (Task Group Leader)
Mr. Leslie R. Heselton, Jr., Staff Consultant
Mr. Morrill E. Marston, Staff Consultant

,: ~Miss Betty J. Neitsel, Staff Consultant '

S[ !

j ~ ~Individuals Provided by the Military Services •.

Colonel Malcolm J. Agnew, U.S. Air Force •
! ~Mr. Phil E. DePoy, Department of the Navy
t I~~t. Colonel Benny E. Edney, U.S. Army i"

Captain John J. Hancotte, Jr., U.S. Navy
Mr. Herbert W. Hoyt, Depeartment of the Air Force n

Captain Kenneth F. R-)well, U.S. Navy
,. ~Colonel Frank L. Taylor, U.S. Army

ofDeeThis staff report to the Panel is considered to be of sufficient
interest to top-management personnel off e tefense to

S~be included as an Appendix to the Panel's Report. However, your
attention Is invited to Page 20 of the Panel's Report which states thatow

r Staff Reports are being printed ya information, wlthot (ecessarily L

implying endorsement by the Panel oSaf Cotheir conclusions and
recommendations. i S o

Although the Individuals provided by the Military Services Por-

S~formed much of the research on this report, it Is emphasized that
they are not responsible. for specific findings, conclusions, or
recommendations. Additionally, the Task Group Leader felt it would

not be-fair either to these individuaIs or to the study to attempt to
obtain a conpenius on Issues that are often controversial and on which
components of the Department of Defense may and frequently o differ.

SStpo Reproduced froms
ipn e rsd n b t P o e tiIr o clon and
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I. INTRODUCTIONI
A. Backgrn.d

The Blue Ribbon Defense Panel selected Operational Testing
and Evaluation (OT&E) as a P_ t-..QLoL• fense actlvity ret;iring
study. The Panel's decision tkldt OT&E merited bpecific attention
was based on a large number of judgments to that effect by well
qualified groups and individuals both within and external to the Depart-
ment of Defense.

For example, in August 1969 the Military Aircraft Panel of the
President's Scientific Advisory Committee (PSAC) recommended to
the Secretary of Defense that an OT&E organization be established
"- tne Office of the Secretary of Defense. In this connection, the

PSAC report stated:

I, "We regard the creation of the testing and evaluation
"group as of the utmost importance, since we believe
most of our previous failures to be prepared for wars
we fight wuuld have been thoroughly exposed had an
adequate program of testing and evaluation existed.
The actual tests are very expensive and since the
Testing and Evaluation budget in a Service is often
in competition with funds for new equipment develop-
ments, we believe it ;s vital that the Test and Evalua-

tion group in OSLD have a substantial budget to allocate
for tests."

At about the same time, the Defense Science Board Task Force
on R&D M.,nagernent recommended to the Director, Defense Research
and Enginec.ving that ODDR&E should.,

"beef up test and evluatien functions - not
only on weapon system products but also w~th
regard to policies and procedures,"
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In the Joint Research and Development Document for FY 1971-
1988. the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated:

"Test and evaluation of weapon systems and materiel
validates achievement of performance characteristics,
exposes weaknesses. suggests improvements, and
generates, requirements for new programs. It plays
an essential role throughout the life of weapon systems
and materiel. Operational test and evaluation is the
final essential 6tep in the research, development, test
and evaluation process; as such :t n(ed.s increasing
support and expansion as weapon systems become more
complex aad interdependent. "

The above quotations are represenmative of a large body of
opinion that OT&E in the Department of Defense has been done much
less well than it should have been and that there is a potentially
large pay-off for performing OT&E more effectively. It is significant
that similar conceen has recently been expressed by such agencies as
the Bureau of the Budlget, the Comptroller General of the Uaited States
and Congressional Committees studying the acquisition and effectiveness
of 'DOD's weapon systems and materiel.

It must b-- emphasized that the Task Group did not start with
the assumption that OT&E needed e.xtensive overhauling - or, for
that matter, that OT&E was currently being accomplished in a largpe'
unsatisfactory manner. The Task Group did accept the judgmentb k,,1
above as ample juatification for the st.,dy, but approached the stu;,
without preconceptions - entirely free to make an idependent a!se.;s
ment of how OT&E is currently being conducted.

B. Objectives

The principal objectives of the OT&E study have been to assess
the effectiveness of the org ,nization for and tbe conduct of OT&'E

throughout the Department o& Defense, to determine whethe- significant
changes are required, and hnbed apon these findings to d••elop any
required policy guidance for the conduct of OT?&E of weap.,ns, weapons
systems, and supporting systems and equipment.

2t
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I
C. Method of Approach

As the first order of business, the Task Group developed a

methodology for conducting its study. This is described briefly
as follows:

I

1. Soecific Study Tasks

First, it was essential to define what OT&E actually is -

that is, what kinds of activities it encompasses and what results

it may reasonably be expected to produce. This was not easy.
s;nce it was necessary to define it in terms that have mneaning and
relevance throughout the Defense establshment and not, for example,

to one Service alone.

Next, it was decided that it would be useful to document

selected representative OT&E efforts both from Ene individual
Militar' Departments and joint efforts sponsored by OSD or JCS.

The case histories might be specific operational tests or, alternatively,
development programs with OT&.E activities and their influence noted

and evaluated. It was believed that preparing such case histories

would yield insight into the characteristics of both successful and
aunt-uccessful OT&E.

descibeConcurrently, it was judged necessary to identi'fy and
describe existing major OT&E o-ganizational activities throughout
the Department of Defense. Through this means, it was possible to
judge the importance assigned to OT&E and to understand how major

* DOI) elements have orgarn cd to perform the OT&E function.

It has becn often sa;,I, and the Task Group agrees, that
individuals with experience and knowledge of OT&F are in very bhort

supply throughuut the Defense establishment. Oft-n those who have
such capabilities are no longer assoeiat'!d with OT&E. It was decide(-

* that it would hbt es entiai to consult with military and civilian personnel

with rtcogr~z,.-d expertise in OTFE. More than 60 such individuals
*• i were identified and engagcd in in-depth discussions with the Task Group.

3



From the beginning of the study, it was clear that the

Task Group must assess the facilities (ranges, instrumentation,
-. .. ! t., )ugr,)ut the j)UL) tor conducting U1 ., both from

the viewpoint of current adequacy and whether they can flfili

requirements for future OT&-E. A ci.,sely related subject, which

also reau'red study, is the adt-q,,acy of funds for the cupport of

necessary OT&E - both that conducted (or not conducted) by the

Services a.d the joint efforts initiated by the higher-than-Servicc

levels of the DOD.

The Task Group alsr, deciried to investigate the extent to

which large przoate indu.uty corz!urts OT&E, in order to evaluate

whether the DOD can. learn w•crtbwhxle lessons from rthat source.

2. Cr-tical Issues

The Task flroup cuncluded that the objectives of the OTPE

study could be rnest aeaningfully achevud in the context of a limited

nuruber of cr.,ical issues. These issues were exnressed as questions

tor setn of related questions) for which answers would both clarify

the currert DOD-wade OT.E situat:on and indicate specific actions

which mght be required to riprove that r,•tuation. These important

issues are as follows:

a. What is er.compassed by the term "operational

testing and -vaiuation"? What are. or should he, the

goals of OT&E?

b. At what points in the life cycle of a military

system, and in what wa, can OTSE he useful? Most

pertinently, can OTt;E provide meaningful inputs to

military decision-making 9 If so - where, when, and in

what manner?

c. Are the Military Department- acconiAishing

OTF;E to the extent and with the effecti veriess required?

What oeganizational relationshipps witnin the Military

Delpartmrents most effectively sulrjprt producti /e and
objective OTQ&E programs?

4
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d. Is there a requirement to change DOD policy

a "1/or organization so that OT&E can be more productively
ai-A objectively accomplished and/or the results of OT&E
mor-e effectively used? Specifically. should there be a
"higher-than-Service" OT&E organizaticn? If so, where

Sshould it b2 located and what should be the scope of its
responsibilities and authority? What kinds of people
should be assigne-d to such an organization?

e. What is the adeq.,acy (capabilities and limitations)
of DOD facilities for accoAnplishing OT&E? Is there
unnecessary duplication? Is there a need for new and
different facilities and/or methods for controlling their
use?

f. How should OT&Z_ be funded throughout the DOD?
Would increases in funds or changes in methods of funding
result in improved OT&E?

5



I1. CONCLUSIONS

1. There are major differences aniong elerr.nr:t, of the
Department of Defense as to what Operational Test'r.; and Eva'!ation

encompasses; what itb objectives and contributiors are, or ShouLd
be: and what'organization and methods are requiz od to a .r;':ih

it most effcctively.

2. OT&E has four principal objectivcs:

a. To provide irformation to the Research L Devo-lupuint
commrnity that will assist in the development oe rit w Systenis.

b. To establish the characteristic.- and capsbildt~eS and
limitations of such sysitems and equipment in order Q assist

in planning force size and force structure.

c. To develop tactics and techniques for employing new
systems or old systems which must be adapted for new uses.

d. To determine whether weap,.ns, weapon systems. arnd
supporting equipment fulfill up-to-date nmilitary requi-ements
(which may be substantially differcrnt from.the requirement5

which ldd to development).

3. OT&E can and should contribute significantly to decision-

making at all levels of the DOD. However, unless the process of
acquiring military materiel is radically altered, it is improbable

'Iat OT&E can be done in time to provide "go-no go" recommendation-
on whether to commence produ'tior of operationally -configured major

Ssystems.

4. The qualiti of OT&E is vezry un:even. There is no question

that military OT&E can and should be planned and executed much rno-e

effectively than it has been in recent years.

EF6
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5. The results of thie 0-T&E which has been accomplished havenot been adequately nide available to or used by DOD agencies which

need thei., Th-cre is no ne~hod of evaluating and preserving such

informn tion.

6. OT&E is not adequately managed or supervised at OSD level.

7. The're is a requirement for an OT&E organization at "higher-
than-Service" level to insure that OT-YE, throughout the DOI), is more
productively accomplished and its results more effectively made
avalable and used.

C

8. Existing ranges and other facilities have been marginally
adequate to support the OT&E which has been performed. There is
well-founded doubt concerning their adequacy for OT&E which should
have been bu was not performed. There is serious concern as to
whether future requirements for such ranges and other facilities

can or will be met.

9. OT&E within the Services is done most effectively" when
OT&E organizations report directly to the Chief of the Service,
representing both the developer and user, but organizationally
inde-)endent of both. There are, however, considerable forces
within the Services which resist the independence of OT&E organiza-
tions.

10. There has been, and is currently, no effective means for
conducting productive joint operational te.sts and evaluations. The
fact that some surh efforts (for example, Joint Task Force Two)
have encountered difficulties and achieved few useful results does
not obviate the requirement for much-needed joint OT&E.

I i. There should be a spedific and substantial OT&E budget
(administered by the "higher-than Service" OT&E organization) to
allocate for the most needed OT&E or to augment Service OT&E
budgets to obtain data required for high-level studies or decision
makers.
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12. There is a shortage of experienced and capable personnel
directly involved with OT&E. There has been inadequate use of V
civilian scientists and operations researchers/systems analysts in
OT&F at all :evels, but particularly where operational testing is
actually being planned, conducted, and analyzed.

13. Cox'duct ff needed OT&E is being adversely affected by
inadequate Finding a..- particularly by the lack of budgetary identity
for OT&E fu-ds.

14. The Weapons Systems Evaluation Group has more capability
to support OT&E than is being used, and this capability could be
increased by judiciou! asslgnment of military personnel and the use
of qualified contractor personnel.

I,

AL
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"II!. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Establish an Operational Testing and Evaluation Group,
with civilian leadership, within the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
reporting directly to the Deputy Secretary of Defense.

2. Consider establishing a Defense Test Agency with broad
authority and responsibility for DOD test a(.tivilies and giving
particular emphasis to OT&E.

3. The Secretary of Defense should communicate to the Military
Departments the importance he assigns to the accomplishment of
productive, objective, and timely OT&E, including his conviction
that the cause of effective OT&E is best served when independent
OT&E organizations report directly to Chiefs of Service, Service

I Secretaries - or both.

4. An early task and continuing resp6nsibility of the OSD OT&E
f group shc',td be to develop means to insure that productive joint
1 OT&E is accomplished when it is needed.

r 5. A substantial budget for OSD-sponsored. OT&E should be
I provided, 4nd administered by the OT&E group.

r 6. Require the Services to budget separately for an OT&E
1 progri'ni element.

7. Require the Weapons Systems Evaluation Group to increase
its capability to perform OT&E task's. Assign selected OT&E tasks
to WSEG as it develops the required capability to accept theryi.

B.

S. I
[9
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. The Nature of Operational Testing and Evaluation

The term "operatiornal testing and evaluation" is not well
understood throughout the DOD. Probably it would be m- *e accurate
to say that it means different things to different people. Understandably,
there have been many attempts to define OT&E with rome precision.
These efforts are gdnerally unproductive - or counter-productive. It
is not desirable to force OT&E into artificial and unnc:essary
constraints.

A major goal of OT&E is to determine in advance the effective-
ness (in terms of capabilities and limitations) ih the ultfmate operational
environrments (usually combat) of military weapons, weapon systems,
supporting systems and equipaient, tactics and techniques, and
organizational arrangemunts. It should be emphasized that OT&E is
dynamic, for not only is the operational environment changing but so
are the new systems and the new uses for old systems.

It has been customary t', think of OT&E in terms of physical
testing (under various de:signations such as operational suitability
testing, employment testing, or field experimentation). Operational
testing is a very important activity (which has often been done poorly),

physical testing is only one means of performing operational evaluation.

This is at. important point since it is often argued that operational
testing must await production of an adequate nurber of operationally-
configured systems; and by this time ii is too late to ,ise the information
gathered to help decide whether to produce the new system or even to
influence in any significant way the nature of the system procured.

Thus, OT&E, as a total process, if it is to bc effective, must
extend over the entire life cycle of a system, from initial requirement -"

to extending its life by adaptation to new uses. It must use analytical
studies, operations research, systems analysis, "component testing,
testing of other systems, and eventually testing of the system itself.

10
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Much OT&E does, however, involve physicai testing; and
therefore it is important to distinguish between "functional" testing
and "operational" testing. Unfortunately this distinction is often
poorly made within the DOD systen acquisition process, and there
is a disturbing (and apparently increasing) tendency to accept the
results of functional testing as indicative of operational capability.

Functional testing (often called "engineering testing") is
rou,;nely done by both contractors and developing agencies of the
DOD. It is intended to determine ho* well various systems and
materiel meet the design and performance epecifications which were
written into the contracts which produced them - in other wordg,
whether they meet technical requirements.

SOp2erational testing, on the other hand, is done to determine
insofar as possible, whether such systems and materiel are capable
of fulfilling operational requirements. Operational testing must

I help predict in advance the capabilities and limitations of systems
when they are subjected to the stresses of the environment ior which

r they were designed (usually combat). It must take into consideration
the interface with other systems and equipment, tactics and techniques,
organizational arrangements, and the human skills and frailties of the
eventual users. We can be certain that knowledge or estimates of
the operational environment will change significantly during the
relatively long time a system is under development, and operational
testing m,'st be keyed to the most likely conditions of use rather than
the requirements for which the system was developed. A system
which ftinctions perfectly but cannot cope with the threat for the time
period when it is available is worse than useless. Operational testing,
along with continuous operational evaluation, can help) us avoid such
unfortunate situations.

1B. The Role of OTVE in Military Decision-Making

In recent years there has been a growing desire, particularly at
the OSD level, to use data from OT&E as inputs to the decision-making
process. The d~ecisions that have to be made at this level concerning
osybtem development and future force composition are often very
difficult. Customarily they must be madIe in an atmosphere of claims

I
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and counter claims by proponents of competing systems. Often there
are almost no hard data to assist in the decision process. Therefore,
especially during the past decade, decisions have been predominantly
based on analytical studies - which have in turn been highly senstiti-e
to importarnt initial assumptions.

Thus, it is not surprising that there is great concern about the

difficulty z¢ , btaining va!i,; quantitative i.nputs to replace or support
such critical assumptions. Clearly, it would be very valuable to
obtain credible quantitative data from realistic and relevant opera-
tional testing.

Unfortunately, it has been nearly impossible to obtain test
results that are either directly applicable to decisions or analyses or
which can be credibly extrapolated for that prpose. Oft,.!n test data
do not exist. When they do, their usefulness for comparative analyses
is generally limited seriously by the fact that tests are seldom designed
or test conditions suffrciently conlrolled to permit valid comparisons.
It is especially difficult to obtain any quantitative information in time
to assist in decislon-making.

This question of timeline-s is extremely inportar,. For this
rea son it is essential to dispel th , widely-held belie! that useful
OT&E must await the completed product of R&D - that it is or should
be l-nited to the testing and evaluation of production systemo. It is
important, as will be indicated below, to perform OT&E on opera-

4 tionally-configurtd production systems, but if the OT&E process only
comniences at that point it misses most of the opportunity to influence
that product on behalf 'of the operational forces - the ultimate "users.,

There are four important ways in which OT&E can provide inputs
to m'litary decision-making:

1. OT&E can provide essential inputs to help with decisions
as to what kinds of new weapons or syhtems should be developed
and what capabilititv will provide worthwhile increaties in total
frce effectiveness. This assistance Is in the form of obtaining
and making available accu-ate quantitative information on the
capabilities an- limitations of the products of R&D currently
in the hands of tric operational forces. Unless it has such

12
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informatioa the R&D community cannot know what is required
tr. m:'--ease capabilities in future t;me periods. There is no
Sdoubt that such quantitative information on current systems
is often deficient and surrounded with uncertainties. Such

3 information is an essentia, element in validating require-
j niments - that is, making certain that requests for new systems,

and the risks .nherent in them, are actually justified.

S2. OT&E can and should be done in tim e to provide
important inputs to decisions regarding the size and composition
of military forces. Decisions about how many uf each ofI several systems must be based upon sume degree of knowledge,
or estimates, of the effectiveness of each system as a component
of the force mix to meet a spectrum of contingencies. Realistic
testing can provide valuable information to high-level decision-
makers when only a fraction of production has been completed
and when significa'nt alterations to overall force composition
are still possible.

3. OT&Z is particularly helpful in developing tactics and
I techniques for employing new systems or adapting old systems

to new uses. This is the kind of OT&E which should be, and
often is, conducted by the operational commands equipped with

Ii the sstems in question. The results of such OT&E are
essential to the operational comiander in making decisions
related to planning ftr and conducting combat operations, and1 in devi.3ing and carrying out the training necessary to maintain
operational forces in a state of readiness.

4. Traditionally, an important objective of OT&E was to
test production systems and obtain data on which to base
decisions as to whether to continue or discontinue production.
lUnless there are radical changes in the process by which DOi)
acquires major systems, it is unlikely that operational testing
"can play the major role in such decisions. If, however, the
practice of concurreacy were lessened and true prototypes
were built for pre-produrtion operational testing, then OT&E
"could contribute in a major way to such "go-no go" decisions.

13
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To accomplish the important purpotes cited above, an effective

program of OT&E must start with the earliest requirements and continue, r
with appropriately chaaging emphasis, for the life of a system. It
should b,- pointed out that to conduct this "life-time OT&E" it is not
necessary to conduct a different type of testing to fulfill each purpose
and satisfy each "customer." There is a great deal of overlapping,
and in large measure a genieralhz-d program of OT&E can assist with
all purposes.

C. OT&E at H, gher-than-Service Levels of DOD*

There has been increasing interest in OT&E at the higher-than-
Service levels of the DOD. Thic, interest is mainly attributable to
the desire to obtain hard data of operational validity which will assist
in making decisions and hopefully reduce the chances that incorrect
decisions will be made.

Despite such high-level interest, participation in OT&E by OSD
and JCS has been limited and fragmented. There is no organization at
such levels with the overall responsibility for either deciding what

OT&E should be done and for what purposes or for following through -.

to in~sure that the desired OT&E is done in a scientific and timely "

manner and that the results reach those who need them.

The OTt.E picture at OSD and JCS is dismal, and there is little
if any indication that it will improve. This is particularly unfortunate,
for without such leadership the quality and extent of OT&E throughout
the DOD cannot help but suffer.

1. OSD OT&E Activities

The Directorate of OT&E of ODDR&E was establiehed in 1966
under the Deputy Director (Administration and Management). ' Ithough
establishment of this organization was recognition, of a need for attention.
to the operational aspects of testing and evaluation, its authority and
resources have been limited from the beginning, it has had very little
influence in seeing that adequate OT&E is carried out in the DOD. This
small organization has been completely military and has lacked both the
continuity arid specialized technical expertise necesvary to formulate
and conduct an effective program.

See Appendix A for a more complete description and discussion. .

14
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Furthermore, the location of the organization in a lower echelon

of a develeper organization has militatea against the independence of
action and access to the higher levels of decision-making which are
prerequisite to effective representation of the user.

In February 1968, the Assistant Dire-ctor (Cheiical Technolol)),
ODDR&E, assumed cognizance over the IDeseret Test Center Joint
Chemical/Biological Operational Test & Evaiuation activities from the
Assistant Director (OT&E), ODDR&E. This was a further dilution of
the L.tter's mission, and further fragmentation of OT4-E responsibilities
within OSD. This change occurred when the Ar-my's Dugway Proving
Ground was merged with the Deseret Test Cer.ter. Currently the part
of the Deseret Test Center program involving joint offensive weapon
OT&E faces an uncertain future because of the Presidential moratorium
in this activity.

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis) has been
the most vocal supporter of increased OT&E for and by OSD. Until
recently, Systems Analysis prepared Draft Presidential Memoranda
on General Purpose, Strategic, and other military forces. Currently,
it performs anavses of alternative force structures, and reviews
Service budget requests for new weapon systems. In all these
endeavors, Systems Analysis has felt the need of OT&E data not
only on the capabilities of new systems but also on the capabilities
of :0ystems in the hands of operational forces.

The "Veapcns Systems Evaluation Group (WSEG) was established
in 1948 with the miss'on, among other things, of co,Aducting evaluations
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense. WSEG has
been reactive rather than anticipatory And has carried out OT&E through
a series of ad hoc studies and tests which were organized only after a
major problem developed.

Actually, WSEG has only been minimally concerned with actual
involvement with the design, conduct, and analyhis uf physical opera-
tional testing. It was, however, involved in the 1950's with the large
stale joint ECMvI tests and exercises called WEXVAL. More recently
it had a major part in establishing Joint Task Force Two and participated
to some extent in its adtivities until its disestablishment. In 1967-68,
it undertook an operational test of the M-16 rifle in a simulated

15
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environment in Panama; this OT&E effort is generally regarded as
highly successful. WSEG receives its tasks from ODDR&E and JCS
and is not ordinarily regarded as an OT&E organization.

2. JCS OT&E Activities

At the present time, there is very little involvement of the
Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in OT&E, and apparently
even less desire to be so involved. The JCS do not consider that I.
OT&E properly falls within their purview.

The JCS have from time to time sponsored.large scale joint
exercises and joint task forces. Some of the latter have achieved
considerable permanence. For example, Joint Task Force Eight
was hurriedly created in 1961 to facilitate resumption of atmospheric ..

nuclea: testing. It will be disestablished in July 1970.

It is probable, however, that much of JCS reluctance to
participate directly in joint OT&E is owing to Joint Task Force Two,
which was established in 1964 and disestablished in 1968. JTF-2
was a response to a demonstrated need to learn more about the
prcblemý associated winh low level penetration and mission performance
by aircraft. There is - rv little to show for an expenditure on the
order of 80 million dollars; however, it can and has been argued that
the JCS terminated the organization just as it was on the verge of
producing highly useful rebults.

At the same time JT'F-2 was being disestablished (April 1968).
the then Depo•ty Secretary of Defense (Mr. Nitze) requested the JCS
to consider establishment of a small Joint Test and Evaluation agency,
which would be an extension of the Jtoint Staff similar to The Special
Assistant for Strategic Mobility. The JCS lost no time in replying
(May 1968) that they had considered the suggestion and had concluded
that such an agency was unnecessary. The reply went on to e.press
the heliof that there already existed within the Organization of the JCS,
the Services, anor other agencies the capability tn plan, conduct, and

Sevaltoate the results of operational tests, including tests which involved
joint is.ues. It is amply evident that this capability does not exist ard
that the ad hoc testing on which the JCS relies produces very little
useful data to support high-level decision making.

1
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The JCS might have argued more convincingly that there was
a need for such an .)rganization, but that the Organization of the JGS
was not the place to eetablish it.

I 3. Assessment of OT&E at Higher-than-Service Levels of
the DOI)

I As indicated in the foregoisg discussidn, several elements of
OSD and the Organization of the JCS engahe in some OT&E activity.
The principal characteristic of such activities, however, is that
they are fragmented. None of them has the responsibility for over-
seeing DOD OT&E as a whole - including that which is carried on
by the individual Services. In fact, such higher-than-Service OT&F
activities appear to have very little comm-unication with each other.I There is no focal point at OSD or JCS level to which one can apply
for information regarding policies, procedures, organiza'.ions, and

7 facilities for conducting OT&E of systems .and equipment within the
DOD.

Thus, there is no organized capability at higher-than-Service
level to take a broader view toward OT&E than is possible within the
Services. The requirements for data from OTbE at the higher levels
differ very considerably from those of the Services. Some mechanism
is needed to place in perspective the more narrow Scrvice vit-wpoints
and to reduce the institutional bias which is prevalent in Service OT&E
undertakings. No effective means currently exists to identify to the

* Service.% the OT&E derived data which are required at OSD and JCS
level for decisions involving development, force structure, and
contingency planning.

In gene, il, the supervision of OT&E of strategic nussileb by
OSD and JCS is adequate. The Deputy Director (Strategic and Space
Sybtein), OlIDR&E, exerts considerable influence en OT&E activity
and faciliti-ii for evaluating strategic missile performance, in
addition, WSEG studies in the area of OT&E of stri,'.egic rismsiles
have been effective in influencing methods for such evaluations.

On the other hand, the supervision of OT&F, of non-nuclear
systems provides the best example of fragmentation and ineffective

higher-than-Service supervibion.

17
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The Assistant Director (OT&E), ODDR&E: has the principal

responsibility for OSD's interests in and supervisio~a of non-nuclear ti J
OT&E throughoct the DOD. This directorate has b"ien largely .
ineffective for the four years it has exibted. In part, this is because
of inadequate manning; but, more impurtantly, its location within
ODDR&E (a development agency) has inhibited effective performance
in the OT&E of the products of the development process. There is
extremely little productive relationship between the Assistant Director -

(OT&E) and Service OT&E personnel and agencies. Sornetir~es the
latter were not aware that there was such an organization . •tt:in the
OSD.

Two other OSD offices monitor, and in some respects supervise,
aspects of non-nuclear OT&E, but their functions duplicate or overlap -

those a;signed to the Assistant Director (OT&E). These offices are
the Assistant Director (Chemical Technology). ODDR&E, which pro-
vides OSD attention to joint OT&E of chemical and biological weapons,
and the Defense Communications Planning Group, which directs both -

the testing and operational ernp!oyment of certain automated sensor
devices.

JCS relres on an ad hoc approach to joint OTLE. This technique
which usually involves establishirg a joint task force to apply OT&E to
important problems has very serious shortcomings. First, such
problems only become candidates for JCS attentien when they become
urgent; JCS has no mechanism for anticipating such probiems. Sec-nd.
the ad hoc* joint task force approach is subject to delays inconsistent
with a sense of urgency, and the problefi~s associated with mobilizing
the required operational and scientific expertise are often inadequately
solved. The not-surprising result is a history of ineffective joint OTbE
efforts.

The Weapons Systems Evaluation Croup is responsive to the JCS for I
stufliei and, upon occasion, OT&E. For exanple, in 1967-1968, WSEG
condu( ted an urgent, effective, and inffluential operational test of the
M. 16 rifle. WVSEG is not manned either with officers or civilian con-
tractor personnel with the objective of maintaining a capability f-r OT&E.
Nevertheless, it is evident that WSEG has a greater capLbility in the
OTP..E area than is being used; and if the decision were made to do so
this capability could be substantially increased.

I
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D. Operational Testing & Evaluation in the Services

In the sections describing OSD and JCS OT&E activities, there
was no mention of any coittrol or important influence which these
h.gher ievels have on the OTt-E performed by the individual Services.
Currently, and historically. tOtre has been no OSD direction, either
f irnal or iniormal, in th:s area. OT&E done by the Services has been

and reinains the p-erogatide of the Services.

In view of the absence of any regulation or guidance from higher-4 authority, it is not surprising that tVe Services have differed substantial!
Sboth in OTS-E pl,iosophy and in organization to carry out and report on

OT&E acti "ities. Methods and procedures for perf'ormi.g OT&E fun'-: .n
have changed in all Services, to a greater or lesser degree, over the

ra past 20-odd -,-ars. There have never, however, been such large
Jifferences as now exist. These are most evident in the matter of
organization. There are three basic ways to organiz,! fur OT&E:

1. An independent organization reporting directly to 'Lhe

Chief of Service,

2. An organization under the developer.

I 3. An organization under the user.

T€ At the present time, all of the above organizational alternatives may be

S found in the Services.

The following brief accountQ highlight the salient f-atures ofI, organization for and conduct of JT&E ,n the Services.

1 1. OT&E in the Army*

The Army system of testing and evaluation is currently beinig

reorg;anized to place more emphasis on OT&E - and particularly on

j�'See Appendix B for a more complete description of Army OT&E

I
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ach~ev.ine significant operational testing as e3rly a-; pos•iblje in ,
t!-e develo-nien" cycle. The objective is to intr,;,ducc the results i

o;, valid. operational tests ii~to decisions regarding& whether to produce "

a system - and the extent of product,on. This means a ct-Nnt:nued and .

increasing o~erlapping )f the Engineering Tests w'.,.ch determine
wvhether s~vstcnis and equipment meet technical specifications and *

Service (uscr-urie.-,t,!o) Tests -which provide data cn the extent to
wh..zh militar-y sr~ecificat~ons are iist. The principal %.ethcd of",
ron•);,4ssing timne and testing wrill be the Operational Service Tes.' •

which is s•.he.luled to be completed and evaluated prior to a decision .

to commence full production. The objectives of these revised pro-
ceCu i es are unexceptionable; however, it will be several years before
.t ca:n be determined whether they l,ave resulted in substantially- ,

iniproved OT&-E.

in th*e •urrent Army system, OT&-E is subordinate to organiza-

ttor.s which are also responsible for development of the systems end

equip.-ent tested. Both Engineering Tests and Service Tests are
p~rforn, ed by the Army's Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM)
which is a su~bordinate element of the Army Materiel Command (AMC), •

TEC1,.. performs Engineering Tests at a number of proving groun,'!s,

and Service Tests are conducted by specialized TECOMv boards which,.

repnrebent a,,A art: coltlocated with elementz, of the user. TECOM will •

a!s,, be respo: gible for pe!rforming and reporting on the new Opurat~onal
S,ýr-.ce Ti.e-t5. However, neýw testing rf.gulations will require formal
%vritten commnents from the appropriate Center Commander (Armor, ,

Infa!.ry etc. ) to be attached to report% of Operational Service Tt'sts
which will be subnm:tte(, direo:fly to the Department of the Arnly, 1

It

There is a basic prohhern with the Army syst-rm of 7'i'.E: since

the deov. !oper (labeit throlugh a subordinate agency) tests and evaluatechI

the. rperatio~nal suitability of the aystems developed. The Army's
t ~ ~a.ppar,.ntly off..ial ip,.ttion in this regard is that despite organiz;.tional

'Yflthation, TFCON,OM by virtue of individual and organizaitior al int,.grity, "
is able to maiintain inoependence andi ubjectivity; and that its location

i n tI.c. Army ý.ter.archy is4 an. administrative conve.nwn,:P, which dotvu not
ad'crslyaffect o~i perforrmance of OT&E. In 1966, and again in 061),

the (-rganizational location of the Test Boards anid TECOM was reviewl-ii

-it high le.vel, and the (!cc ision was to maintain th!e status!.Ltlo.. Though
20
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the location may be expedient, it is far from ideal. No matter what
safeguards are built into the syst.em, theoretically it is not in the

interests of unbiased and objective OT&E to have those who perform
It report through the de•,ea!oper to the Chief of Staff level where
important decisions may rely extensively on test results or expert

but basically subjective evaluations.

For the nasi decade, the Army al '-s conducted a kind of
testing which it has designated "field experimentation. " Field

experimentation is not under the developer, nor is it under the user.
Rather it is performed by an organization which attempts to represent
the inte-ests of both developer and user: the Combat Developments
Command Experimentation Command (CDCEC). A field experimentJ is described in Army Reguletion 71-3 as:

"a controlled exercise conducted to colle'ct
objective data on a specific problem area
for use in developing or evaliaating new or
improved operational and organizational
objectives, concepts, tactics, techniques...
Field experiments are conducted under
controlled and instrumented conditions..."

Field experimentation represents a forward look by the Arnty in

one type of OT&E. Results obtained by field experimentation are
quantitative and provide useful inputs both to the developer and the
uzer. It has also had a salutary effect throughout the Army in'
upgrading testing methodology and facilities. There is considerable
evidence that field experimentation, and the Army personnel who have
participated in field experinmentation, have achieved an increased
awareneFs in the Army that there is a need to perform OT&E more

•;f' l effectively in the future than has been done in the past.

There is also littlf, doubt that field experimentation has been less
successful than was hoped for when it was established or confidently
anticipated even after several years of testing operations. It appears
to have hconie in recent years less responsive to the ne,!ds of the
d,,vcvlope.rs and dh,: operational forces, particularly the latter. There
is a growig body of judgment within the Army and elsewhere that
C DCI.X's increasing preowcul.ation with inlstrtmentation and simulation

12
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% 'and the inevitable loss of operational realism) is a disturbing trend.
There appears to be a requirement to re-evaluate both the objectives
and methods of field expernientation to assess the extent to which
this innovative and conceptually worthwhile Army testing activity is t*

living up to its early promise.

2. OT&E in, the Navy and Marine Corpst.

Navy. The Navy system ef OT&E has two principal characteristics:
(1) it is mainly implemented by ta .-ndependtnt OT&E organizatioii which
reports directly to the htghest Service level ((Chit-.f of Naval Operations), "and (2) there is a formal way of getting operational evaluation (including
sonie relevant operational testing) done early in the overall testing andr
evaluation process.

The independent Navy organization responsible for most Navy OT&E
is the Operational Tst and Evaluation Force (OPTEVFORI. OPTEVFORreports directly to the Chief of Naval Operations on the results of its ,
tests. OPTEVFOR is a relatively small organization and does not
command forces or maintain its own test ranges, instrumentation, and -
other facilities. It does maintain small test squadrons anid detachments.
The total strength of OPTEVFOR is approximately 1400 officers and
enlisted men.

The emphasis of OPTEVFOR is on conducting OT&E without
elaborate measurements or sophisticated test design. In making

Sevaluations, there is great reliance on the judgment of individualswho have come to OPTEVFOR with recent and relevant operational
experience and N n,, after, relatively short tours (perhaps two years)
will return to operational assignments. Only very rarely do such
individuals serve :ong tours with OPTEVFOR or return for subsequent
to,:rs.

Technical and/or Operatioaal Test and Evaluation is presently
conducted on all weapon systerms and/or components by OPTEVFOR
prior to release for procurement except where Chief of Naval Operations
specifically autho ,zes limited or pilot production prior to completion
of testing, Such authorization is occasionally considered necessary on
complex systems such as aircraft in order to test the products of
production type tooling and to facilitate the transition from prototype
t) production.

-See Appenf ix C for a more complete description of Navy and MarineCorps OT&E
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The Navy stresses operational evaluations at an early stage
of development - that is, at a time when it is still possible to make
significant changes if findings warrant. Obviously, such early
evaluations fall far short of what is often believed to be true OT&E.
However, their emphasis is on the early assessment of operational
suitability and timely identification of p tential operational shortcomings.
It is believed that trading off operational realism fo- timeliness makes
a worthwhile contribution to placing more effective systems in the
hands of operational forces.

An example of such early assessments is the Naval Preliminary
Evaluation (NPE) which is conducted on naval aircraft. Very soon
after first flight (within 90 days or so) well-qualified officers will
conduct a NPE. This will involve flying the first or second aircraft,
even though it will be far from operationally configured, to learn all
that can belearned at that time about operational suitability. Usually
there will be subsequent NPE's of the aircraft at appropriate intervals
and as something closer to an cperational system is evolving. The
important features of NPE's are that they are timely, are performed
by highly-capable operitional personnel, and are reported to a high
enough level so that necessary actions can be taken promptly.

SOther operationally-oriented !valuations -ccur even before first
flight. For example, the mock-up of a proposed cockpit configuration
may be evaluated bl personnel of OPTEVFOR's VX squadrons and of
the Naval Air Test Center so that operational inputs on behalf of the
eventual user may be made early in the development process.

Before Navy aircraft and ships are approved for use by the
operational forces, they are subjected to another kind of operational

S* evaluation, which is much closer to true OT&E. This is done by a
Board of Inspection and Survey (BIS), which is composed of experienced
officers with appropriate Navy backgrounds.

When an aircraft is declared ready for BIS trials by a NPE
board, a board consisting of especially-qualified officers from the

S* test centers involved (for example, Naval Air Test Center; Naval
Missile Center for air-to-air and air-to-surface missiles; Naval
Weapons Evaluation Facility for nuclear weapons.; etc.) is convened
to conduct the tests under the BIS command for air.

2



When ships leave the shipyard, they are given an acceptance
trial or underway trial by a permanent BIS force which has its own

officers assigned, some direct from the fleet, others with specialized

qualifications in various ship systems and shipyard background. Later

before the contractor's guarantee expires, usually within six months,

the BIS performs a final contract trial on the ship (ce submarine) and -
makes its final rf port to the Secretary of the Navy.

BIS trials are not commenced until the system to be evaluated
has approached operational configuration. The BIS reports are made
directly to the Secretary of the Navy with a second copy also sent to
the Secretary via the Chief of Naval Material and Chief of Naval
Operations for any comments they may have.

The Navy is probably the most logically organized of the Services
to perform objective OT&E. The main deficiency in Navy OT&E is that
it generally produces fewer hard data cn new or existing weapon systems
and equipment than would be considered desirable. It relies too much on '1-
the collective judgment of well-quali:ied officers, and does not take
adequate advantage of the testing techniques that are available for
obtaining measurements of scientific valdity." This is apparently
Navy OT&E philosophy and not any inherent inal;Iity to do more
scientific testing in the OT&E phase. It does mean, however, that
higher level study organizations, such as Assistant Secretary of Defense *

(Systems Analysis), find it very difficult to obtain scientifically valid
data from Navy operational tests which they can use in cor.parative
analyses.

The Navy OT&E system, however, has the important sd' .tage
of direct access to the Chief of Naval Operations (and upor occasion,

the Secretary of the Navy) so that when test results dictate expedited
action there are no interveuing echelons wih built-in delays and
interests which must be protected.

Marine Corps. The Marine Corps does not have an organization
which is devoted solely to OT&E. Marine Corps OT,4E consists
principally of expanded service tests, troop tests, and special opera-

tional evaluatinns, The Commandant of the Marine Corps tasks the
Commanding General, Marine Corps Development and Education
Command (MCDEC), with having such tests done.

24
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In the absence of a dedicated OT&E organization, the Marine SCorps ordinarily us-s Fleet Marine Force units for its tests. The

MCDEC develops test plans in cooperation with the Fleet Marine

I Force units involved, and when the tests are completed MCDEC
prepares test reports, including pertinent recommendations, and
forwards them to the Commandant, Marine Corps.

I In those joint programs where the Army, Air Force or Navy does
the development and testing, the Marine Corps partici,,at-s as required
and provides appropriate resources (funds. personnel and equipment).
When another Service has statutory responsibility for developmental
action that also satisfies a Marine Corps requirement, the OT&E done

I by that Service is usually accepted by the Marine Corps av the basis
a for procuzement. For major items of equipment (aircraft, tan;.s,

armored amphibians, weapons) the Marine Corps depends on the
other Services for the technical development, and in most cases the
operational testing, with varying degrees of participa~ion by the
Marine Corps.

The Marine Corps Development Center located at Quantico,
Virginia, and subordinate to MCDEC is the principal RDT&E field
activity of the Marine Corps. It also maintains a West Coast Test

SBranch at Camp Pendleton, California. Actually the facilities at
Quantico have limited capability for OT&E and are oriented primarily
towards conduct of studies, development of tactical doctritz,-, develop-
rment of requirements, supervision of Marine Corps sponsored R&D
programs, and monitoring R&D programs of other Services.

tsThe West Coast Test Branch is mainly concerned with service
t~sts on equipment peculiar to the Marine Corps and primarily for
employment i the amphibious environment. It does do some testing
of Army-developed vehicles to determine their suitability for Marine
Corps use, also in an amphibious environment.

Requirements for funds to nupport Marine Corps OT&E are
routinely included in the Department of Navy RDT&E appropriations.
They are part of the project or element they are to support. There

* is no specific program element for Marine Corps OT&E.

S
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* 3. OT&E in the Air Force*

The Air Force currently has the most formal and structured
system of testing to be found ir. the Services. The components of the
Air Force testing cycle are defined with considerable precision by
Air Force Regulations. Basically, testing and evaluation is divided
into two major types: Acquisition Testing and Operational Employment
Teating.

Acquisition Testing is made up of three categories. Categories
I and II are essnntially R&D testing and are the responsibility of the
Air Force Systems Command (AFSC). Category I is actually performed
by contractors, usually using contractor facilities, and has little or

Tio operational flavor. In most instances, Category I tests are of
individual components and subsystems. Category II is done by AFSC,.-
witn the contractor still very much involved. Ideally, Category 11
is of a complete system in as near an operational configuration as
practicable at that stage of development. In actual practice, Category
II tests seldom are operational in nature. Both the operational command
which is to be the ultimate user aad the Air Force Logistics Command -

(AFLC), which is responsible for lifetime support of the system, are

required to monitor Category I and 1I testing..

Category III is the first Air Force testing that can bc called OT&E.
Category III comprises tests and evaluations of operationally-configured
systems and is done by the appropriate operational command - the
ultimate user. Both AFSC and AFLC-remain involved in supporting
roles.

Operational Employment Testing is pure OT&E. It is conducted
by the using command and is closely related to integrating the new
system into that command. Its objecti'tes include the development of
tactics and teChniques of employment, identification of operational

problems which earlier testing may not havc ,'evealed, and validation
of requirements for system modification. This kind of testing places

great emphasis on realism of environment and missions, and limits
the personnel skills and support to those that would be available in

such an environment.

v See Appendix D for a more complete description of Air Force OT&E
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Strategic Ballistic Missile Testing is subject to unique objectives

and constraints. There are Category I and II tests which are roughly
similar to those described above. These are followed by Demonstration
and Shakedown (DASO) rests, which are related to Category III testing.
(DASO is prescribed by the JCS and is also conductcd by the Navy on its
btrategic missiles.) DASO evaluations are conducted by the operational
command (that is, the Strategic Air Command), assisted by the age-ncy
having Air Force engineering responsibility. Every practicable effort
is made to have such evaluation performed in an operational environment
using operational perzvonnel and procedures. The degree to which this
is achievable is, of course, less than for systems such as aircraft.
Ballistic Missile Operational Tests come closest to true OT&E of
strategic ballistic missiles. Their main objectives are to assess

I operational reliability and accuracy, and they include a fixed number
of launches (though not from operational sites).

There are two principal p:roblcms with Air Force OT&E, as
currently accomplished. First, operational considerations receive
much less attention than desirable during Categories I and II. Second,

I" the operational commands responsible for Category III and Operational
Employment Testing lack both the personnel and the facilities required
to do a first-rate job cf OT&E.

Air Force test reports must proceed through several echelons
- of command before they reach Chief of Staff level. Furt!.ermore, there

is insufficient management and supervision from that level. Relatively
recently (1965), there was established at Air Force Headquarters a
Deputy Director of Test and Evaluation as part of the Directorate of

Operations, Deputy Ch;ef of Staff, Plans and Operations. This OT&E
"o oganization is too limited in its authorized scope of responsibility
and too far down in the Headquarters staff to influence OT&E to the

* extent necessary to achieve a high degree of effectiveness. The
"emphasis which is placed on OT&E also varies significantly with the
backgrounds and predelections of successive Directors of Operations.
The finction should be elevated in s'.ature on the Air Force staff ii it
is to fulfill its very worthwhile objectives.

t1 There are valuable lessons to be learned from studying the
progress of OT&E in the Air Force and its predecessor elements in
the Army, the Army Air Corps and the Army Air Forces. Historically,
the Air Force was a pioueer in OT&E. From its origin before World
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War II until its disestablishment in 1958, the independent Air Proving pa'
Ground Command (APGC) at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, reported
directly to the Chief of Staff of the Air Force on its "operational
suitability tests." For years, it was considered a major Air Force .
asset and is generally agreed to have performed well.

In retrospect, it appears that the APGC was too successful. It
grew large and expensive. With its growth, it became more cumbersome
and less responsive - to the developers, to the operational commands,
and to the Chief of Staff in his decision-making role. When one of the J
periodic budget squeezes and retrenchments occurred in 1957, the ,
APGC was vulnerable and, much reduced in size, was relegated to
bc~ig a center of the AFSC. Subordinate to the developer, it quickly
lost the capabiiiii to do effective OT&E. The operational commands .-

were unable to assume OT&E responsi;bilities, except on paper, and
there is little doubt that some of the Air Force's problems when it - I
entered Vietnam can be traced to failure to do certain necessary OT&L
in the years immediately preceding.

Over the years since 1957, there have been attempts to re-ebtablish,2
the APGC, or something similar, that would be charged with performing
independent OT&E and report;ng results to Air Force Headquarters.
The consensus within the Air Force now seems to be that the APGC was
indeed highly successtul at one time and probably could be again, but
that it would be a luxury the Air Force could not afford in the present
austere environment. In addition, there is some feeling that the opera-
tional commands are beginning to appreciate the value of comprehensive
OT&E and that present programs combined with increased command

* 'emphasis have established the basis for significant OT&E improvement.
Actually, there is very little tangible evidence that this belief is
justified and considerable evidence that the operational commands
neither understand the value of OT&E nor are particularly interested
in giving it a high priority relative to other command responsibilities.

Ther,' is a lesson to he learned from this account, which apparently
the Navy did learn with regard to OPTEVFOR. OPTEVFOR has never
had more than a small fraction of the resources that the APGC had and
has continued to operate austerely. The APGC was a well-manned,
substantially funded, and expensively equipped organization. But the
APGC no longer exists, and OPTE/FOR has survived to provide the
Navy with 'he Services' only permanent independent OT&E organization.
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The other major lessons to be learned are that OT&E does not

flouril.-, when it is subordinate to the developer, ard that assigning the
responsibility for OT&E to operational commands does not insure that
OT&E will be done effectively.

4. Assessment of OT&E ir. '-he Services

o It is evident that the Sorvices d;'fer greatly in their approach
to and organization for OT&E. In the most general terms, the Navy
stresses independence and reporting directly to the Chief of Service.S The Army has generally subord'rated OT&-E to the developing organ*.za-

tion; however, its emphasis on field e:perimentation represents the
most inno.-Ative and potentially useful form of OT&E that now exists.
The Air Force has now placed the responsibility for OT&E w.:h th.e
operational commands; currently these commands have neither t'
kinds of personnel or facilities requirc-I to do a good job of OT&E.

There is, of course, no compelling reason why the Services
sho'ild have parallel OT&E organizations or should approach OT&1
activities with the same philosophy and procedures. There is also
the ancient management cliche that organizations do not much matter
if t.ey are staffed with good people. Unfortunately, in this instance,.
organization does seem to be important; and in an-, event good people -
that is, well-qualified OT&E people - are in very short supply.

OT&i E in the Services is currently in transition (perhaps most
so in the Army). Some of the changes %ave undoubtedly been inspired
by the desire to be better prepared and thus avoid some of the difficulties
encountered in Vietnam. Some are certainly attributable to criticism
from higher government agencies - bcth in and out of the Department
of Defense. It is true that the pressuces of 7ietnam have inhibited or
rendered hasty and ad hoc some important OT&E. This appears
particuilarly true of the Air Force, whore OT&E activities are in some
disarray - which is commonly attribated by Air Force people in Vietnam.

There are three major reasonis for the conclusion that Service
OTbE has been of uneven quality and generally much less successful
than would be desirable. First, OT&E in ti'c Services has lacked much

of the independence that encourages objectivity and high level action
when ti,: results of OT&E call for it. Second, throughout the Services
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there has been very little guidance from high levels as to what is

desired from OT&E activities. Third, there has been too little

support and encouragement of OT&E from high ievets within the

Services. This means that not only is more funding renuired to

support OT&-E but also thait there should be the visible indication

of how OT&E results are used in making important decisions,.

Insofar as can be determ'.ned, the Service Socretaries have had

very little influence on, or even contact with, OT&E. It would appear

that this situation should change and that the Secretaries should take
a keen interest in the quality of Service OT&E and the potential of
OT&E; for preventing costly and embarrassing failures of systems
to perform in accordance with requirements. Currently, Service
Secretariats are inadequately staffed to )versee Service OT&E
activities; however, even ý minimal effort at that level should have
very beneficial effects.

E. Proposed OT&E Oreanizat:on in OSD

There is a requirement for a DOD organization at higher-than-
Service level, which would have broad responsibilities and authority
for OT&E throughout the DOD. It is evident that there will be increased

pressures on the Secretary of Defense to assure both the Congress and
agencies of the Executive Branch that programs for military weapons,
weapon systems, and equipment are based on valid operational require-
ments and that they receive contin,:.,us operational evaluation (including

testing when possible and desirable) throughout the process which
culminates in their introduction into the operational forces. Currently.
the Secretary of Deiense could not provide such assurance.

There are a variety of organizational locations for such a
function within DOD. However, the OT&E function needs independence
and stature if it is to perform effectively.

Consideration was given to assigning the OT&E function to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. This was judged an undesirable lrcation. The

history of JCS-sponsored test organizatiLons has not buen encouragiilg.
There appears to be little desire within t&e Organization of the JCS to
a.3suvne such responsibilities, and the JCS are or. record as opposing the
establishment within the Organization of the JCS of an agency sperifically

devoted tc joint OT&E.
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It appeared most log:-al that an OT&E function should be
established in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The OSD badly
needs the information that can be obtained from OT&E, and it is very
desirable that an crganization be established within OSD to make sure
that such information is obtained in usable form. Unless there is the

capability within OSD to exercise reasonable and appropriate control
over DOD-w:de OT&E, it will be necessary to rely on evaluations
and testing designed, performed, and interpreted bf the individual
Services.. This would perpetuate an unsatisfactory situation. Although
such inforinatior will often be useful, experience has demonstrated
that there will be repeated occasions involving conflicting Service
interest. whlen it would be preferable for OSD to specify and control

f •the scope and conditions of tests and evaluations. At the very least.
OSD should have detailed knowledge of the effects of the conditions
"under which tests are cor.ducted. Moreover, it would be highly
desirable for OSD to be able to provide guidance to individual Services
in the areas of OT&E, based en valid requirements for a continuing
input of operational test data suitable to'support comparative analyses.
"Thus, there are valid and significa,.t reasons ior the establishment

of a comprehensive OT&E functiun witliin OSD.

"In deciding exactly where, within OSD, an OT&E group should

be located, several bt'sic principles served as guidance. First, it
must be separate from the developer; this rules out ODDR&E as a
possible location. Secnnd, it should have civiliarn leadership (albeit
substantial military membership). Third, although OASD (Systems
P-ialysis) might well prove to be the main user of the data produLed,
the group should niot be tied to one "user" organization. Fourth, an
OTbE group should have a separate budget for OT&E. Fifth, the
group must be immediately responsive to the Sec:etary of Defense
in matter*, relating to OT&E.

In view of all these considerations, it is recommended that the
organization report directly to the Deputy Secretary of Deferse. If

* the OSD should be substantially reorganized in the future to include
(as has been suggested) a Deputy Secretary for Evaluation, the OT&E
grokip wotld properly be a basic part of that elemrent, and perhaps be
headed by an Assistant Secretary.

"The success of OT&E at OS) level will be highly correlated
with inde-pendence, support by the Secretary of Defense, effective
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leadership, and the ability, experience, and dedication of the
professionals (civilian and militar-,) assigned to it.

The OSD OT&E group wou!d have one principai function -
that is to:

-- Assume responsibility for having effective OT&E

done within the DOD.

Assumption of this responsibility would be dependent upon the OT&E
group having the authority required to perform it. This authority
would have to include control over tangible assets - such as a budget
dedicated to OT&E.

Other specific functions, which would contribute to the principal
function are as follows:

LI

-- Decide what the critical areas for OT&E are.

-- Determine the objectives and scope of required OT&E.

Review at an early stage of R&D the plans for conducting
OT&E of major systems."

-- Mo--tor the conduct of OT&E.

-- Insure tl.at OT&E results are disseminated to and used
by agencies ar. i indiyiduals that need them. "

-- Budget for OT&E.

Promote thr, ,gbout DOD the coordination and exchange
of knowledge and idea the field of OT&E.

-nsure that joint OT&' is done to the extent necessary.

-- Represent OSD in contacts wilh external agencies
relative to OT&E.
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Implicit in the list of functions above is that the OSD OT&E group
will not direct OT&E. Rather it will use other methods of insuring
that necessary OT&E is cone by the orgarnizations where much, though
probably insufficient, capability currently exists.

It is not anticipated that the OSD O?':7E group would te large,
but it would be expected to exert influence oWit of pror. 'rtion to its
size. That size might fall in the range of 'C-40 professianals, about
equally divided between civilian and military. The head of the group
should be civilian; the deputy should be mil; ary. The civilian component
would be comprised of career civil servant,, and scientists on relatively

short term assig-inents from industry and .,cademia. The stature of
the group should be such that it can attract Ni:.,h-caliber civilian
scientists'who will regard such an assignment as an opportunity to.
make an important contribution to defense effXtctiveness. Hopefully,

the group might include from time-to-time, aud particularly in "'s
early stages, indiv-duals who have been calling attention to the lamen-
table lack of such a function within OSD.

Military members should come from all i.!e Services. It is
important that they be hand-picked individuals N ho can be productive
from the beginning.

The OT&E group should have the authority and funds to contract
for needed research. This would include being able to task the Weapons
Systems Evaluation Group for research which that organization could do
well.

The specific functions of the OT&E group would be somewhat
modified if a decision were made to establish a Defense Test Agency
(DTA1 which would have broad authority and responsibilities for all
Defens~e tebt and evaluation. A DTA would be concerned with the
entire DOD test program, but would certainly emphasize operational
testing, particularly mission-oriented testing which cuts across
Service lines and has generally been poorly done in the past - or
not done at all.

3
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F. Facilities Available for Accomplishing OT&E r

The subject of OT&E ranges has not been investigated in
depth by the OT&E Task Group. However, discussions with key
personnel as well as ":n.ormation obtained during field visits to
several active facilities provided some insights into the major
problems and issues involved.

The necessary characteristics of an OT&E range are just as
difficult to pin down as is a precise and completely acceptable
definition of OT&E. The Services have few facilities dedicated solely
to OT&E. There are some exceptions, such as the fairly primitive
capability just emerging at the Tactical Fighter Weapons Cfenter,
Nellis Air Force Base. Even here, however, the facility is also
being used for some advanced development work by ARPA. The
scone and nature of OT&E often demand instrumentatior as sophis-
ticated and precise ls that required for R&D testing. As a result, L
instrumented OT&E has in the past often been conducted using fixed
R&D facilities. In such circumstances, the nature of this type of
OT&E is influenced by the capabilities of the instrumentation at hand
a high degree of precision, but with little flexibilitf in environment
or method of application (tactics). While this type of testing can i
satisfy man7 OT& E objectives, the broader and more difficult OT&E
involves the appropriate number of systems used as the operator
would during combat operations - in short, mission-type tests. For
this type of OT&E, little in the way of range capability exists. While
such testing is ideal, it is not clear how expensive it would be (probably
very expensive) or what results could be sensibly sorted out from the

:• ' many complex interactions. In this respect, the Task Group has noted

the proposed HAVE EDGE project o! the Air Force for an integrated
offensive - defensive OT&E test capability (all service requirements
are to be considered). A look at what is required for mission-oriented
testing can shed much needed light on this subject. At this time, not
enough information exists to satisfy potential service users that such
a capability will be practical or beneficial. The Air Force is currently
stud'iing this matter, with contract assistance,

It was not apparent that there is excessive duplication of range
facilities/capabilities. Each Service's capabilities, as developed,
fulfill legitimate and generally unique requirements. Activities were
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aware of others' capab'lities and had established procedures for

"application of use, determining priorities, and reimbursement by
* * other users. Exchange of ft.cilhties information seems to be satis-

factory to all involved. This is handled on an informal basis by
occasional meetings of Rangle Commanders (Range Commanders
Council) and its several fun.:tional committees, such as the Inter-
departmental Range Instrumrentation Group (IRIG). No one at any
level felt this type- of infortration exchange activity would benefit
from formalization or highf.r level supervision.

It appears that some present ranges are becoming restricted
in capability due to encroachment on airspace. At Eglin Air Force
Base, for example, there is very little opportunity for other than
prescribed flight routes and test patterns. At the Pacific Missile
Range, Point Mugu, future range activities and planning flexibility
may be extensively limited by oil exploration in the offshore areas

- and flight patterns of the proposed Los Angeles Intercontinental
Airport near Palmdale. These are typical problems arising from
non-military activities that can :interfere seriously with DOD range
capabilities and, in particular, OT&E types of testing.

The funding of ranges and facilities appears to be an increasingly
serious problem. At the present time, there is little standardization

in methods of funding or of accoLnting. Some activities prefer
industrial funding on the basis that it forces planning and reveals
inefficiencies. Others see industrial funding as leading to inflexibility
and eventual loss of overall DOD service and capability, and insist that
some "level-of-effort" fundiag is necessary to insure responsiveness.
Accounting methods to determine reimbursement costs appear to vary.

£ J In most cases, it is not clear that direct costs of using ranges are
sufficiently identifiable from overhead costs so that any reasonable
fiscal basis for allocating costs is available.II

The Task Group considers range funding and cost accounting as
a problem area that needs high level attention and decisions. This
"could fruitfully be the subject of subsequent study effort.

No activity or individual at any level could see benefit in
establishing a central range control activity within OSD or as a
separate agency. The existence of the present activity in ODDR&E

I (Assistant Director Ranges and Rarge.Support under I'e Deputy
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Director, Strategic and Space Systems) was known, although Service
ranges had very little direct contact with this activity. Its functions
were not well known at the working level.

It is the feeling of the Task Group that a presence at OSD having
cognizance of all DOD ranges could be helpful as an information L
coordination activity and as a monitor/advocate for national and
Service range requirements. In this way, questions of unnecessary
duplication could certainly be aired and resolved. An important
function of such a presence at OSD wouldl be to insure that Service
requirements are e:z-osed to higher level activities that appreciate
the magnitude of overall range resource proble.ns. To this end, the
DOD activity would function as a liaison to activities external to DOD
that are involved with similar activities and/or instrumentatiom.
(such as NASA, Bureau of Standards, etc. ) and could act to insure
",a"t the Services were cognizant of the activities and their capabilities.
In addition, the OSD function would insure that legitimate defense
OT&E needs are given proper consideratior relative to private and
other government activity pressures regarding use of land/air space
(such as Department of the Interior, FAA, oil companies, etc. ). In
short, a DOD level activity to act as a focal point for range matters, L.
but not to become involved with scheduling or control, is considered
necessary. The basis for this is the recognition that the overall
resources and capabilities involved are very costv, and are resources
that can easily become lost or degraded without -it i level visibility
and support.

The Task Group also feels that OT&E functions at OSD level

(addressed elsewhere in this report) need to be more clearly integrated
with range resource monitoring activities. The current organizational
arrangement with range and OT&E functions under different ODDR&E
Deputies provides too much opportunity for these related functions to
become captive of diverse ond contrary directions of effort.

G. Funding of OT&E throughout the Depart 'nent of Defense

The funding of OT F. throughout the DOD is a major unsolved
problem. There is general agreemcnt among people engaged in
managing and performing OT&E that funding has been and continues
to be inadequate to support much necessary OT&E.
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Unquestionably the funding of OT&E is confused, both at the
OSD level and within the individual Services, a-.d neither in OSD or in
any Service is there a single agency responsible for insuring that
OT&E is adequately funded. In fact, and this is a serious indictment

* of the current syktem, there is no such agency that can even identify3 the funds that are currently being spent on OT&E.

The Air Force does not identify OT&E funding requirements
separately, and they are difficult to identify in the Army ard Navy
budgets because funds come from several sources. Because funds
"earmarked" for OT&E do not have separate status in the budget, they

are often vulnerable to reprogramming actions which divert them to
other purposes. When it is time to perform the planned OT&E, it is
not unusual to find that funds have disappeared and that as a consequence
OT&E suffers.

Fund:.-, of OT&E wirnin the individual Services differs substantially.
j Some examples may be useful in illustrating the problems.

A oh e n

The Army has a program element for RDT&E which supports
TECOM's six specialized Test Boards and 6ther Picilities, and pays
for most of the personnel whr. perform tests and provid., certain test-
related services. There is also a supporting Military Personnel
Appropriation. OT&E funding of specific projects is budgeted for by
the respective Program Managers. Projeo't MASSTER (based at

4 • Fort Hood, Texas) which will soon be doing much of the Army's most
impnrtant OT&E will be supported by separate RDT&E and Operations? I and Maintenance (O&M) funds. Obviously, Army funding of OT&E is
fragmented. Expenditures for OT&E could probably be identified and
compiled; however, such data do not now exist.I

The Navy's major OT&E activity, OPTEVFOR, is supported in the
budget by both RDT&E and O&M funds. Tests of specific systems are
budgeted lor by the syste-n Program Manager. Once again there is no
accurate estimate available of the total cost of OT&E in the Navy.
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Air Force

OT&E in the Air Force is done by the operational commands withsome management guidance from the Air Staff. However, the comnmands
are not required to budget specifically for OT&E, and such testing must
be paid for out of O&M funds - that is, if O&M funds are sufficient forthe purpose. There is no specific provision for funding OT&E in the PAir Force FY 1971 budget submission nor is there any estimate of thefunds required for FY 1972-75. No current Air Force Regulation
specifies who should budget for OT&E. A revised Air Force Regulation
55-31, will soon require better planning for OT&E funding, but there
will be no provision for protecting or even accounting for such f.nds
once they are included in overall O&M funds. As in the other Services,
there are no available data on what is currently being spent to perform
OT&E.

Clearly, the attention given to OT&E funding throughout the DODis not consistent with the growing importance assigned to that activity
at high levels of the DOD and external to the DOD. TheŽre have been
recommendations within the Services, within OSD, and in such exter Jal
agencies as the Bureau of the Budget thau OT&E should be a separate
program element in the budget. There is resistance to this, principally
by comptrollers who judge, correctly, that this would reduce their
flexibility to reprogram funds to meet untexpected contingencies.

It is concluded that separate program elements for OT&E must be
established within the Services if OT&E is to receive the financial
support required. Even then, OSD must assume the responsibility forinsuring that the Servires budget adequately for OT&E There is con-siderable evidence that the Services regard this function as less
important than do authorities at higher levels of the government.

ii. Requirements for Joint OT&E

Most of the OT&E which Is carried on within the DOI) is done byindividual Services and involves the systems, cqiipment, and forces
which each Service has, or would like to have, to carry out assigned
missions. Currently there is no effective method for conducting OT&Ewhich cuts across Service lines. This is particularly unfortunate since
In most actual combat environments the Servicee must conduct combined
operations. The interactions between Services become extremely
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important during combat, and critical military -nissions transcend

Service boundaries and responsibilities (for example, Close Air Support.
-P Reconnaissance, Air Supply). Because of the lack of joint OT&E, it is

not only very difficult to predict combat capability in advance but it is
also difficult to make decisions relating to overall DOD force composition.I

The Services nearly always resist evaluations of joint capabilities.
The reason for such resistance is clear: such evaluations inevitably

I involve the roles and missions of individual Services, and these roles
and missions have never beer clearly defined (or at least are interpreted
differently). Consequently, these unresolved J.iferences constitute a
formidable, and sometimes impenetrable, barrier to the conduct of
effective joitit tests and evaluations.

The history of joint OT&E in recent years pres.mnts a dreary
picture. The large joint tests and exercises which ha ve beer) conducted

- seem to ha~ve generated a maximum of disagreemert (including genuine
ill ft..ling) and a minimum of useful information. Two examples are cited
very briefly here; it is believed that they are representative of the problems

-- encountered.
Ki

1. Tests of Army Air Mobilitv.

In 1961-62, at the direction of the Secretary of Defense, the
Army organized a study effort designed to explore ways of increasing
Army air mobility. In support of this effort. the Army conducted a
series of unilateral tests. The Air Force was quick to express concern
about the Army's activities and convened a board of general officers
and a support staff to study related capabilities and to evaluate the
report of the Army to the Secretary of Defense. The Air Force board
also had unilateral testing done.

It was painfully clear that fromt the Air Force point of view the
Army's study and testing represented a threat to assigned Air Force
roles and missions - particularly in the areas of Close.Air Support
and Air Transport. It was equally clear that the Army was indeed
ubing the opportunity to attempt to wrest from the Air Force certain
support functions to which it believed the Air Forri was giving
inadequate attention.
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It should not be surprising that the results of the unilateral
Army and Air Force testing were often markedly different, especially
when the testing involved activities where assigned roles and missions
appeared to overlap. The Air Force report to the Secretary oi Defense
took specific exception to the relevance and validity of the Army testing
which was cited it, the Army report.

The Army and Air Force were directed to participate in joint
testing of air mobility concepts. Testing was directed by the U. S.
Strike Command and consisted of two major joint exe-cises, GOLD
FIRE I and GOLD FIRE II. These exercises involved brigade and
division size Army uniis and appropriate Air 7orce supporting units.
They produced very little quantitative informasion; and in the absence
of any way to obtain qLantitative measurements of performance,
reliance was placed in the judgments of experienced officers. Not
surprisingly, there was remarkably little agreement between the
Services.

2. Joint Task Force Two

The second example of joint testing and evaluation involves Joint
Task Force Two, which was created in 1964 and disestabiished in 1968.
The purpose of JTF-2 was to fill troublesome gaps in bas! : knowledge
about low-altitude penetration aud operations of tactical and strategic
aircraft. The lack of this information had handicapped both the R&D
community and high level decision-makers responsible for force corm-
position and operational contingency plans.

JTF-2 involved a minimum of inter-Service rivalry; for ýhe most
part, roles and missions were not believed to be in jeopardy. Neverthe-
less, the testing activities of JTF-2 encountered increasing resistance
from all the Services, which was undoubtedly intensified by the deriands
of Vietnam air operations. The Services were required to support JTF-2
with resources of personnel and aircraft at a time when they could ill
afford either. It is also fair to say that the Services could not in general

'I see how the testing done by JTF-2 was benefiting them. Furthermore,
,he Organization of the JCS did not regard itself as a user of the infor-
mation prontceed by JTF-2, As a result, ,TTF-2 was almost from the
beginning on the defensive, and eventually perished because it lacked
a sufficiently powerful sponsor. OASD (Systems Analysis) and ODDR&E
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should have been powerful advocates of JTF-Z. In fact, they did not
support it when it needed supporting and acquiesced in its demise
(while unofficially, "off-the-record," regretting it).

In retro:;pect, it appears that for most of its existence JTF-Z
was in an org&•aizing and learning phase. It is certain that it was
handicapped by the constant necessity to do battle for resources and
to justify its existence. The problems it faced were difficult, mistakes
were inevitably made, but ei-.uch was learned about organizing to conduct
complex operational tests. It is probable tha: jTF-Z wc• disettabiished

j at a point when it was about to produce information that was needed and

that we still need and do not have any way of obtaining. When disestab-
lished, it was probably also approaching the capability of taking on

j other joint testing which very badly needs doing. It is particularlv

unfortunate for the future cf OT&E that JTF-Z was abandoned when
much-needed instrumentation and analytical tools were only partly
developed. For the most part, this investment in the future ..-as lost.

I It is arguable that the dissolution of a capability which had cost on the
order of 80 million dollars was very sh~irt.sighted.

£ 3. Lessons Learned from Past Efforts to Conduct Joint OT&E.

I The principal lessons to be learned from the geneially unproductive
& efforts to conduct joint OT&E, of which the above are examoles, are the

following:

a. They will be resisted by the Services whenever they
involve roles and missions - and the joint OT&E with the

T]" greatest potential will involve roles ance missions.

" * , b. The Services are unsympathetic to expending resour.es
for basic information which they cannot see will help them in

SI the short term.

l c. If joint OT&E Is to be productive, it must be directed
Sby a civilian sponsor at OSD level (not JCSI), sufficiently powerful

to insure that the objectives of the OT&E are realized.

SCurrently, we are left with ad hoc arrangemeritn as the only way
of organizing for and conducting joint OT&M. This has assured that such
joint OT&E as is done will be largely unproductive and of little use to
decision-makers at OSD level.
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4. Value of Large-Scale Exercises for Joint Evaluations. I I

There is a long histot ). of large-scale exercises and maneuvers II.-.
more or less routinely conducted by elements of the DOD. Sometimes
they have :nvolved only one Service, but .- nore often two or more Services
have participated. Although there have been very few such undertakings
during the past several years oving to the demands of Vietnam, it is
highly probable that they will be conducted again in the future as resources
become available.

It would be ',ery desirable to use these large-scale exercises and
maneuvers ',oth to assist with join" evaluations and U) provide basic
data on joint operational capabilities. They provide an excellent
opportunity to evaluate systems and tactics in the nearest peacetime
approximation to a realistic combat environment. Frequently problems
(for example, electronic interference and conflicts in communications
requirements) which do not occur, or at least are not noticed, in
individual system testing are identified in such exercises. In addition,
when it is possible to derive assessments of system capabilities from
large-scale exercises, they are generally closer to actual coml.at
per.formance tan are estimates based on individual system eviluation.

In the past, such major exercises have produced very litcle of
* what might be termed "hard data" - that is, valid, quantitative informa-

tion which could be used to support objective evaluations of capabilities.
On the other hand, most such exercises have produced qualitative
judgments by observers selected for their relevant experience. Thus,
evaluations of large joint exercises customarily are afflicted by the
same problems described in the earlier example of joint Army-Air
Force testing. It is certain that joint issues can rarely if ever be
resolved by military judgment. Thus, there is a great premium on
any methods for obtaining qjantitative data which are subject to "
scientific verification.

Un'ortunately there Is a natural conflict between evaluation,and its va'.eirent data and Information collection, and the principal

purpouts )f most large-scale exercises: training, system integration,
and idtiaficatiun of problem areas. Data collection often interferes
with norrnal operations and reduces the degree of realism, and since
data coilection is normally a low-priority objective, attempts to obtain
information suitable to stipport cvalhations often mi.et with little success.
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The-e is ar. urgent need -to exr•vit such t.-ge-scale exercises
Sas sources of qt-antita.-ve information. It will require high-level

support tz, establish t'le obtairing oi quantitative data as a Ml'h-prio:ity
. objective of at least some exercises - or some ohases of axe, cires.

Operations a-J bystems anal's~s trust beccme :=volved in the design
. and condt..t of exercises so they can devise methods of obtaining

certain much-needed q'antitative information with th.e least possible
degradation to operational realhsm and to 6be'tinie-honored and
Simportant goals of such exercises.

SIt is ar.ticipated that an OT&E group in the OSD would take the
initiative in mal-irg such large ant costly exercises produce data which
would be very useful at that level.

1 i. OT •__E in•.ndust,

* a The OT&E Task Group investigated similarities and differences
between the way OT&E is done in the DOD and in some major U.S.

! -. industx:es. The automnotive indurtry was represented by the General
. Motors Corporation and the ai!lines by Pan American and :.merican.

* The organizatiin of General Motors is in some important ways
i remarkably analrgous'to the DOD. The individual automo ive divisioni

can be compared with the military X'partmnents, and the corpot ate bead-
quarters performs functions sim-.lar to the OSD. Each auI,,motive
division conducts its owt, research, most often internally b,,t at times
using facilities provided by the corporatior,. The ourporat'on provides

overall policy gidance and itself perf;:rits research in areas of con-
cern to several divisions, or current interest to no division, or so

* "important that corporatc interest is required.

The major difference between the automotive industry and the DOD
is that the former is a producer, interested primarily in profit, while

the tatter is a user, interested primarily in performance. This different
orientation bears heavily on the amount of risk judged acceptable. Auto-
motive retearch atd testing is directed mainly at product improvement,
with the assumption that competitors are constrained to act in accordance
with thc same general philosophy. Military research and testing is directed

"* .* toward attaining large increases in operational capabilities which often
challhnge the state-of-the-art.
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Most OT&E in the automotive industry is in connection with 1

production rather than research. There is considerable emphasis,
* apparently increasing. on Or&E of totai automotive systems to .i
* determine which components require improvement. Research

testing (mostly rion-operational in nature) is generally performed
on indi-;-idual components rather than on the complete system.

Onl, a limited amount of system testing is conducted prior to -

entering actual production since aa automobile is essentially a corn- L .
bination of components with w;ell understovd characteristics.

Pre-production testing is done to check the assembly and insure i
that no mistakes were made in the engineering. Most of the actual 'I
operational testna and evaluation is conducted on new production,
primarily for quality control or product assurance. In fact, all of
the General Motors provir.g grounds are administered by thi Product
Assurance Division. Each new model is tested extensively by both
the produciag division and the corporate staff to insure that it :neets L.
the specified requirements. These tests are conducted in conditions
which approximate normal usage to the extent possible, and use rnay"
average drivers in addition to trained test drivers. In addition to L
product assuranne, these extensive tests help to identify areas of
potential prod'ct improvement for future mudels in order to increase
customer acceptance of the product.

Recent government regulations are b.-g;nning to force the
automoLive' industry farther into fields of new development which

* will involve very extensive testing. Various safety standards have
led to testiug and evaluation designed to determine the best and most I
economical methocs for compliance. rhc) have also led to mncreased
operatienal testing of the effects of collicions in order to det,!rmine
Uverall vehicle safety. Emphasis on ants-pollution measures is"
accelerating "esearch in changed methods of propulsion which will
require extenrive and continual tezting during the development process.

The automobile indus 4 :y could probably learn much from the
DOD about )perational testing and evalvation. In partict'lar, the DOD
appears to be much more advanced in applying the methodologies of

Soperaionb research/systems analysis to probler, solvine, General
Motors is cu rcntl,' increasing its capabilities in this area.

. t
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-.. 'liere are two aspects of OT&E in the automotive industry which
' ; should be mor~e emphasized in the DOD. Corporate headquarters is
•" 1 vetry active in providing guidance to the automotive divisions and itself

| °.

performs relevant OT&E on their behalf. Also, the automotive

• "] industry is very active in OT&E designed to determine with great

' . J precision the characteristics and capabilities of currenst systems.

r | The requirements for and use of OT&E by the airlines parallel
J those of the DOD much more closely than do those of the automotive

industry. The airlines, similar to the DOD, have changing require-
vments to counter new threats. For the airlines the threat is competation,

which to them iseas real a their b e enemy to the military. The
airlines are profit motivated, and OT&E is primarily oriented towards

Sincreasing customer acceptance and cfficiency of operatson. m

In a very real sense, OT&E s continuous on all flights. Extensive

Sdata are collected and maint.ained on all aspects of operations, partly "
because of the safety requirements imposed by the FAA. These dataiv
are used by the airlines to locate deficiencies, improve operating
mand maintenance practices, and determine fture requirements fcor

product improvement.

In addition to evaluation of current operatuons, OT&E plays anEtni

aimpotant role in the procurement of new systems or equipment. In

Sbgeneral, there are three separate methods of procurement in which
aeuOT&E has a major role.

Firt a, are toew-rlsk uystems which exteno current capabilities

but do not challenge the state-of-the-art, these may be larger or
smaller aircralt of essentially the same design as those now in use.
Such a;rcraft are purchased prior to the first production. In this
case, OT&E is used to confirm that the specifications and performance

-, guarantees are achieved and to determine optimum operating and
maintena nce practices.

Second, are systems which represent radical advances for which
there is no reliable precedent, such as the Supersonic Transport. In
"ouch instances, the airlines will make no irrevocable commitment for
purchase until prototypes have been produced.and the pi-actical applica-
tion of the concept has been successfully demonstrated by operational
testing.

45
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Li
* Finally, systems and equipment which have potential for large-

scale installation, such as new navigation systems or baggage handling [.
equipment, will be procured for limited installation and test. This L
pilot operation will provide information to determine actual suitability,
including customer acceptance of the system, and to determine features
of the system which require improvement prior to final adoption and L
lare-scale installation.

Although there are some similarities of the OT&E described to .
that which o•curs in the DOD, there is much less emphasis in the
latter on t-h,. recording of data during routine operations. This means
that OT&E generally requires special tests. In addition, the DOD
feels compelled to take risks in introducing new systems which airlines
are not permitted to take. In general, OT&E within the DOD has much
less op~portunity to influence early production systems. "..
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c ~~GENERAL DISCUSSION OF OT&E ACTIVITY .'
i ABOVE SERVICE LEVEL

I ~In identifying and evaluating the effectiveness of OT&E at OSD "

and JCS levels, an attempt was made to assess its contributions in
the following aspects:

i1. Obtaining iiiformation to assist in determing require-

ments for new systems and materiel.

I ~2. Providing inputs to data bases needed in planning future ,

forces and making choices among alternative future systems. ,

3. Developing tactics and t'echniques for employing
systems already in the inventory.

4. Evaluating the operational suitability of new systems, :
as the culmination of the RDT&E process. I

SThere are several staff orga nizations above Service level that
are involved in one or more of these aspects of OT&E. However, their

l ~effort is fragmented, and none ol thern has the responsibility of mranaging
or monitoring OT&E as a whole. There is no single focal point for

information on policies, procedures, organizations, and facilities for
I conducting and reotn nO.T&E within the DOD.

, • One reason why OT&E activities in OSD and JCS are so fragmented
SI is that there is n8' consensus that a focal point at that level is required.

, • Particularly in JCS there is considerable belief that such matters are
properly left to the individual Services, and that it is possible and

S desirable torl nthe Services coeaigand freyexchanging
information obtained from Service OT&E. Although there is much such
cooperation and exchange, it would be naive in the extreme to rely on

•• | it to provide OT&E data for high level decisions which involve Service

••" roles and missions.,

S!There is no effective h-gher -than- Service level organization t

take a broader point of view towards OT&E than is possible at Service
level and assume the responsibility for doing or having done OT&E

S needed to assist with important decisions wihmaycofitwhte

institutional interests of one or ;'n,,r -of the Services.

!1 t~
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For convenience OT&E at OSD and JCS level can be divided'into
two categories: strategic missile systems 3nd non-nuclear sys tems.

Hi !General',y, OSD and JCS level supervision of OT&E of strategic

missile systems is judged to be adequate. The Deputy Director
(Strategic and Space Systems), ODDR&E, exerts considerable influence [i
on OT&E activities and facilities for evaluating overall strategic missile
performance. In addition, this is an area where the Weapons Systems
Evaluation Group has made, and is continuing to make, relevant and:
useful studies. m

.4- I
In marked contrast, supervision of OT&E of non-nuclear systems

by higher-than-Service agencies is manifestly fragmented, incomplete • *.

and largely ineffective.

The Assistant Secretary (Systems Analysis) has been seriously
handicapped by lack of OT&E data on non-nuiclear systems. In particular,
OASD(SA) has not been able to obtain data which reliably indicate the
capabilities and limitations of svch systems now in the hands of opera-
tional forces. Without such base-line data, it has been extremely
difficult tb evaluate the worth of proposed follow-on systems. OASD(SA) -.

would be a major consumer of valid OT&E data if such data were
available.

The Assistant Director (OT&E), ODDR&E, appears to have the
principal responsibility for OSD's interests in and supervision of
OT&E throughout the DOD. This directorate has been generally
ineffective for the four years it has existed. This is partly attributable
to woefully inadequate manning. The most important reason for its

lack of influence, however, is its location. An OT&E organization
should not be subordinate to the developer. Even within the developing
organization (ODDR&E), tha Assistant Director (OT&E) is too f.
removed from the decision-mak'ing level. There is very little
relationship between Assistant Director (OT&E) and Service OT&E
agencies. Often the latter were not even aware that such an organiza-
tion existed within the OSD.

Two other OSD offices monitor and, in some respects, supervise
aspects of non -nuclear OT&E, but their functions duplicate or overlap
thuse assigned to Assistant Drcc•.,, (OT&E). These offices are the
Assistant Director (Chemical Technology), ODDR&E, who provides OSD
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. attention to joint OT&E of chemical and biological weapons, and the
* Defense Communications Planning Group, which directs both the
* .testing and operational employment of remote sensors and anti-

infiltration munitions.

It was disturbing to discover that the JCS has no focal point
T for OT&E and conducts no continuing evaluation of what OT&E is I

required to support joint planning. This is a shortcoming that needs
to be remedied. It is evident that the JCS deals with OT&E on an ad
hoc basis as a matter of policy, and the history of such JCS initiated

ad hoc efforts indicates that they have often been very unproductive.

- In many instances, force structure and war plans are based on
estimates of capability and readiness that have never been operationally

validated. DDR&E has stressed, without much success, the need for
- the Military Departments ared the Joint Staff to identify areas where

quantification through operational testng would be particularly fruitful.
DDR&E has actually solicited proposals for such tests, but there has
been no significant response. *

The Weapons Systems Evaluation Grrup currently directs no/-- operational testing activities and has no responsibility in this area.
WSEG undertakes operational evaluations and analysis in response to
directives fr om both ODDR&E and the JCS, but it has no continuing

-- responsibility in this respect. WSEG almost certainly has a greater
capability for OT&E than is being exploiied, and this capability could
be increased if the decision were made t,. do so. Assigning WSEG
"more OT&E tasks should receive seriou. consideration.

SDDR&E Memorandum for Secretaries of Military Departments
"and Chairman, JCS, Subject: Opera.onal Testing to Evaluate
Capability and Readiness, dated !3 January 1967 (Attached as
Inclosure 5).

,
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SPECIFIC HIGHER-THAN-SER VICE OT&E ACTJVITIES

"* This is a description of OT&E in the OSD and the JCS, accomparaiet3
ty identification of some problem areas.

Office of the Secretary of Defense

Assistant Director (OT&E), Office of the Director, Defense Research
and Engineering. The Assistant Director (OT&E) is the only OSD
"office specifically charged with OT&E functiofis. This office was L
established in March 1966, with functions and responsibilities pertain-
ing to the testing and evaluation of weapon systems or materiels in
service use or in the operational phases of testing and evaluation.
It was and is oriented chiefly toward programs in the area of tactical
warfare.

The establishment of this office reflected the feeling of then
Deputy Secretary Cyrus Vance and the DDR&E, Dr. Foster, that •
more attention was needed at the OSD level to matters of testing"2
and evaluation as they related to the DOD research and development
effort. There was the expressed intent to regularize the mo'nitorship 7
of the interact/on between R&D and any major weapon system throughout
it life.

I/ DDR&E Office Memorandum No. 4-66, Subject: Organizational
Changes and Appointment of Personnel in ODDR&E (Attached is

Inclosure 1).

Z/ Secretary of Defense Memorandum for Service Secretaries (and
others), Subject: Creation of Office for Operational Test and
Evaluation, dated 7 July 1966 (Attached as Inclosure 2).

3/ DDR&E Memorandum, Subject: Office for Test and Evaluation,
ODDR&E, dated July 20, 1966 (Attached as Inclosure 3).

LA

4/ DDR&E Memorandum, qubject: Functions of the Office for Opera-
tional Test and Evaluation, ODDR&E, dated September 21, 1966

= ~~(Att,.-he,l as Inclosure 4). t.
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i I Unfortunately, iie successive functional statements of the

•- Assistant Director lOT&E, and other OSD actions reflect a narrowing
of responsibilities from those apparently originally intended.

1.:

Current functions are as follows:* -
A 1"

ofrsposiblties caroblthoes andtoassstl orignalyte intendedpann.

* I

SOeApprses OSD level attention to matters of test and evaluation
as they relate to the management of our research and develop-
ment effort.

" aEnsures that facts exposed by operational test and evaluation in
the Services and perforrnaace data derived from military employ- J
ment are broadly disseminated and exploited to speed research
and development, to improve defense materiel and weapons
systems capabilities, and to assist related Defense planning.

Oversees for adequacy and timeliness the operational test and
evaluation efforts of the Services; observes military exercises,
maneuvers and combat evaluations organized to test materiel in
the operational environment;, and investigates reported deficiencies
in op-irational weapons systems, assisting in remedial actions.

Performs ODDR&E staff review-and en ires appropriate action
on program elements in the RDT&E Pr ,ram and Budget which
apply to Operational Test and Evaluatio,

From the beginning the Assistant Direc" ,r (OT&E) functions have
Sapplied primarily to nopn-nuclear OT&E, and )ow they also exclude the

joint chemical/biological operational test are. . The current fumctions
also no longer include another important area acting as focal point

1 within OSD for information as to policies, procedures, organizat'ons
and facilities for operational tests and evaluations of materiel and

systems in the DOD.

I A further restriction on the scope of effort has been the focusing on
weapon systems or materiel in service use or operational phases of

testing and evaluation as contrasted to technical or contractor tests
occurring during development.

S*ODDR&E Office Order No. 22 (Rev. 1), Subject- Functional Statements,
dated 4 September 1968. p. 8.
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TIe latter pclicy was irnormally modified in Juni. 1969 to
deemphasize earlier involvement with post-production, ,ser, opera-
tional performance evaluations and to extend staff inte:est back into
developmental testing. However. there has not yet been a change in
formal functional statements, nor has there been actio~a by DDR&E on U
a number of memos from the Assistant Director (OT&F) pertaining to
the subject.

The Assistant Director (OT&E) is manned by five officers and
two clerical personnel. These officers do not appear to have been
selected for exceptional experience and ability in operational test
and evaluation. Even U: they had such qualifications, it is difficult
to see how such a small office could be effective in supervising the 0
broad OT&E area on behalf of the OSD. Further, their placement in LI
DDR&E subordinates them to the developer and in effect, has the 4
developer evaluating his own product.

None of the many Serv ce personnel interviewed by the OT&E
Tabk Group indicdted receivng any assistance or guidance from the
Office of the Assistant Director (OT&E).

Assistant Director (Chemical Tecrhnology) of ODDR&E*. On 21 February
1969, the Assistant Director (Chemical Technology) assumed cognizance
over the Deseret Test Center Joint Chemical/Biological Operational Test
and Evaluation activities from the Assistant Director (OT&E). This
change occur ed when the Army Dugway Proving Ground was merg(d
with the Deseret Test Center. The portion of the current Deseret Test
Center prograLm pertaining to joint offensive weapon OT&E faces an
uncertain ft'utre in view of the Presidential moratorium in this area. -

Deputy D.rP.Sct,,r (Strategic az:d Space Systems). Test and evaluation of ,

nuclear weapon s.,stems, less live warhead testing in the atmosphere,
is unde," t;,e cognizance of the Deputy Director (Strategic and Space
Syt;tem'i ,,i his Aesistant Directors (Stralegic Weapons) and (Defensivc'
Systern•).

The OT&E of strategic missile systems appears to present a
special situatiin which should be treated separately and differently L
from other OT&E.

*ODDR&E Office Order No. 22 (Rev. 1), Subject: Functional Statements,
date,! 4 September 1968. p. 1l-. (Extract attached at Inclosure 6).
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Because of the extrerie cost and complexity of strategic missile

systems and of the instrumentation required to determine performance.
"a separate independent OT&E capability would be too c tly in both
dollars and trained personnel.

The Assistant Secreta! - Systems Analysis). The Assistant Secretary

C~-, (Systems Analysis) prepares Draft Presidential Memoranda on the
General Purpose, Strategic, and other military forces; prepares force
"structure comparative analyses, including cost estimates of -Iterrnative
defense programs; and reviews Service budget requests for new weapon
systems for the Secretary of Defense. The Assistant Secrctary (Systems
"Analysis) has been hampered in its analyses by the lack of base-line
data available on performance of. current systems and subsystems.

* Joint Chiefs of Staff

"There is no Joint Staff agency specifically charged with OT.&E
responsibility, and it was the belief of zeveral Joint Staff general
officers interviewed that there should not be such a function formally • •
established within the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The JC' have from time to time reacted to matters involving
* CT&E deficiencies by either charging the Weapons Systems Evaluation

Group with creating an ad hoc rommittee to examine the problem or
perform a test and evaluation, or by recom.mending creation of spe,.cial
Joint Task Forces. Examples of WSEG activlties are the WEXVAL
exercises of the late 1950's, a study of OT&E of strategic ballistic
missiles, actual operational testing of the- M-16 rifle in Panama, ann
an on-going study of OT&E oi air-to-air missiles. Examples of joint
task forces are Joint Tasl, Force Two and :oint Task Force Eight.

Generally these ad ho-: conxnittees and task forces were reactive,
-. were organized long after a major problem was recognized, and took

considerable time to get started. It has been observed chat joint task
forces tend to disappear under later budget.and manpower pressures,
sometimes without najor accomplishments.

Joint Task Force Two, established .-: 1964 to examine low levelS~~~penetration problems, war disestablished in 1968 with -,ery little :./
show for approximatel, $80 million dollars expended.
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The Deseret Test Center, established to conduct joint chemical
biological operational testing, has teen another costly venture and
now faccs ar. uncrrtain futurc.

Joint Task Force Eight was hurriedly created in 1961 to enable
resumption of atmospheric nuclear testing. It will be disestablished U
in July 1970.

Weapons Systems Ev.luation Group

(WSEG is actually assi2,,ed to and funded hy ODD)R-F: hnwever,
it rece.vcs abuut 75% oi its tasks from the JCS) -*

History. In December 194S, Secretary of Defense Forrestal directed
establ.shment of the Weapons Systcms Evaluation Group, reporting
administratively to the 1ýesearch and Development Board and providing
guidance to both the RDB and to JCS.

WSEG was to apply techniques of "Operations Research" to the
evaluation of the relative military worth of different weapon systems.
The term "Operations Research" as used here is the same as cpera-
tions analysis - a form of evaluation that deals with weapon systems,
tactical doctrine, methods of warfare and the like.

It had been tnderstood when WSEG was formed that it would be
placed directly under the JCS at the end of one year. However, this
transfer was opposed later because of a feeling that it must be free
and independent to express its opinions without fear or favor and able
to undertake atudies it deemed important,

From 1954 until 1962, the WSEG mission was as follows:

1. To provide the Department of Defense with comprehensive,
objective, and independent analyses and evaluations under projected .

conditions of war, which will include but will not necessarily be con-
fined to:

a. Present ani future weaoon systems.

b. The iufluence of present and future weapon systems upon
strategy, organization, and tactics.
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c. The comparative effectiveness und costs of weapon 4
* systems.

2. To make available to the Department of Defense timely advice
and assistance to aid dri-iions in the alccat-ion of rcsources for dwvclup-
ment af the mosst cficct;ive combination ..f weapon systems.

g IWSEG also had the responsibility for undertaking such
studies as the Group itself might decide to initiate Lvn the grounds

- of refercuce to current and procoted work of the Group.
- ! -

The Institute for Defense Analyses (iDA) was created in 1956
* to provide direct contract support to WSEG.

Current Status. The Weapons Systems Evaluation Group is a Department
of Defense organization under the administrative direction of the Director.

I of Defenbe Research and Engineering wichin the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD).

T!

1. Since 1962, WSEG has been charged with conducting operational
anaiyses and evaluations for the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the
Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E), and other
elements of the Office of the Secretary of Dffnse as authorized by
the Secretary of Defense; and with participation in and supervision
"of such WSEG study contracts with civilian or other government agencies f

as n-1ay be required in discharge- of its mission.

WSEG is a composite organization directed by a Lieutenant General

or Vice Admiral and staffed by about 50 senior officers drawn from the
several Services. Civilian analysts for the projects come from the con-
"tractor (principally IDA) with whon, WSEG contracts for a given project.

"WSEG has recently conducted one Operational Test and Evaluation --

that of the M-16 rifle in Panama in 1967/1968. For the most part, its
efforts have consisted of operational analyses and operational evaluations
using as inputs data obtained from the Services and their test agencies.

C" WSEG has not participated in the Service operational tests of new weapon
is systems at the stage where production might be affected by the findings.
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WSEG evaluations today are reactive and generally take several 4

months to organize after a major problem prompts thc JCS or an OSD -l i

office to request a study. Th," prebent WSEG hiss iun dppears wn p;.per -

to be conziderably reduced in scope and initiate from what it was in the

1952s.
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r UOFrICZ OF DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING -

* £ •WASHINGTON, D. C.

March 7. 1966

OFFICE MEMORANDUM NO. 4-66 "

SIUBJECT. Organizational Changes and Appointment of Personnel

in ODDR&E

1. Effective Zl February 1966, a new Deputy Directorate for Chemistry

atd Matzrials was established in ODDR&E. The Officus of th"

Assistant Director for Materials and for Chemical Technology were

reassigned from the Deputy Director (Research and Technology)

to thc rnew Deputv Directorate- Dr. Do'r=id M,. .acA.t.. "'a "
,ssigacd -s Deputy Director (Chemistry and Materials) on

21 February 3966.

Z Z. kilective 7 March 1966, the position of Assistant Director (Ad-

ministration and Mana.geii-nt) is abolished and the Office of Assistant

Director (Opurational Test and Evaluation) i% establ*..Fhed. with

Rear Admiral Vincent P. de Poix. USN, assigned as the Assistant

- Director. The new office will function under the Deputy Director

(Adrdminiutratio•, au,,.s.m anag,.en.). • unctions aud .esponsibilities

of the new office will pertain to test and valuation of wee"pons

- system3 or materials in service use or in the oppr.tional phazscz

of test 4nm evaiuation as contrabted to technical or contractor test,

and %%ill be oriented chiefly toward progiams in the area of tactical

warfare,

-, 3. Effective 7 March 1966, Mr. Edgr G. Shelor, Jr., is designated

Assistant Director (Communications and Electronics).

4. Effective Z) March 1966, the office of Assistant Di -ector (PlanA

,ttd Policy) will be terminated. kunctions of that office pertaining

"to pl.anning, program objectives, program guidance and program

analysis will be transferred to the Office of Program Review and

Coordination. Functions pertaining to communications with industry

anrd induetry groups (gui,lulines, br'efir;:-, etc. ) will be tranbferred

to the office of the Assistant Director (Engineering Management).

5. Effective Z2 March 1966, Mr. Paul .t,,rm, A-qi-tant Dircctor (Pia,"

and Policy) is redesignated as Special Assistant (I'lans and Policy)

C- reporting to the Deputy Director (Administration and Managcr.eent).

Wm, J. Ely"Lt. General, USA

"'.e OI1'° Deputy Director
O eC0

lv' A- I (Administration & Management)e • INC LOSU R I



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON

7 JUL 1966 Ii

MEMORANDUM FOR Secretaries of the Military Departments I

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff s .
Dirccto - .f Defense Rcscarch and Engine,:ring
Assistas.. Secretaries of Defense
Assistants to the Secretary of Defense
Directors of the Defense Agencies

SUBJECT: Creation of Office for Operational Test and Evaluation -

L• L

A new office for Operational Test and Evaluation has recently been
formed within the Office of the Director of Defense Research and
Figineering. The establishment of this office, under an Assistant
Director, reflects nmay f=eling and that of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering that.more attention is nef Jed at the OSD
level to matters of test and evaluation as they relate to cur research -

and development effort.

While it. is wcii recognized that there is almost invariably an involve-
fusent bet..- researci and development and any ruajor weapon system
throughout its life, the monitorship of this interaction has not before
been regularized within OSD. As implied in the name, it is intended
that the activities of the new office will be devoted primarily to matters !
of test and evaluation as they relate to the user rather thar. the deve!nper: !
that is, with phases of the life of sast,:ms or equipment subsequent to
contractor or technical test and evaluation. r

DEPUTY L

AI-1
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING

Washington, D. C. t .

July ZO. 1966

-:11 MEMORANDUM FOR D2.PUTY DIRECTORS
""ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
OFFICE DIRECTORS .

-- UBJECT: Office for Test and kvaliation, ODDRE

REFERENCES: a) ODDRE Office Memo No. 4-66, March 7, 1966 *

* -b) Memo from ueputy SiCDEF, iviulLi-,tddressees.C
.A- U sobject: Creation of Office for Operational Tlest

i and Evaluation, July 7, 1966

As stated in the above two references, the office for Operational Test

and Evaluation in ODDRE was formed to give more attention at OSD level
to matters of test and evaluation as they relate to our research and
development effort. More specifically, it is intended that the activities
of this office be devoted prima.'ily to test cmd evaluation matters relating

- directly to the user rather than -he developer. The functions and
responsibilities of this office then, will pertain to %capon sys'tcms or-
materials in service use or operational phases of test. and evaluation as

T contrasted to technical or contractor testb occurring during 'developinxit.
.1 Thus, other ODDRE otttces will continue to exercise their re-,j)unbibilitia,

for developmental tests.

I £Experience has shown that in test and evaluation frequently there is no
clear-cut line separating the area of concern of the user from that of

ir the developer. This absence of definition makes it essential that the
j •ODDRE offices concerned maintain the closest coordination with the

Office of Operational Test and Evaluation to insure the integrity of the

T[ test and evaluation effort.

An understanding of the functions of the new office for Operational Test
and Evaluation will assist, among other things, such coordination.
For this reason these functions as presently visualized are listed below:

T 1. Investigates reported deficiencies in weapons systems which
are deployed or have been accepted for service use, and insures that
appropriate action is taken to diagnose problems and identify R&D action
neededN
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:. Monitors certain major field or fleet exercises or maneuvers
of the Services for the appearance of operational or technical problems ,. ;.;

r which require some RDT&E action for correction.

- 3. Cullaboratfs with the Services as nccdcd in devising tests to
determine actual combat readiness of weapons systems which rray come

Sunder question.

4. Reviews plan. for and results of thc operational tests and
evaluations conducted by the Services on major new weapons systems to
v',•ttermine the adequacy of these systems for operational employment.

•. Reviews the programs of the Services for research and
development on major items of tr4,ning equipxieisLa Ud devices" "" d
to insure combat readiness of our operational forces.

j 6. Collaborates %ith the Serviccs to insure the .-ntability of
material needed to support operational training in major weapons systems.

7. Functions as ODDRE action office in connection with directing
the plans and activities of Joint Task Force Two and, as assigned, any
other joint task force o• project which has a mission in operational test
and evaluation.

9. Acts as the focal point within OSD of information pertaining to
p F.4hcies, procedures, organizations and facilities for operatioial test
and e,,-_a•ttion of material and systcr.es in the Department of Defense.
primarily. those concerned with tactical warfare. Initiates such policy
or guidance as may be req~uired i'n connection with the above.

* I

WlM. J. ELY'
Lt. General, U. S. Army
Deputy Director
Administration & Management
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* __I ,OFFIC OFF TM DIRECTOR OF DF2EvWSE RESEARCH AW •7.-IMEERMIG -.

__ W ASINGTCi, D. C. 20301

September 21, 1966

- I- .

.. 41URUMU, FOR DEF-7Yf DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS

* a OFFICE DIRECTORS
so.

MWECT: ". -- cticn- of the Office for 0- or' ..'",i Test and Eyvuuation,

or'C: a) orrn,.e wpmn iio. 4-i, dated

" "-ach 7, l", subi: ('rganizational Changes
.... r Ft'b. ae. in GV-Bii&ý

£ b) Mento from Deputy SECDLF te rultiple

addressees, dated JulY 7, 196, sub- : Croation

* c) Memo from DD(A&M), ODDR&E, to above 1K
addressees, dated July 20, 1966, subj: Office

t I . . for Test and Evaluation, IDDR&E

The Office of QOerational Test and EFvaluaticn hac been established to assist
the Director of' Defense Research and Engineering to apply the results of

- operational test and evaluation to the R&D process. Immediate objectives of
this application are to orient R&D toward equipment.deficiencies or new
rejuirtmeuts found by test and evaluation or exposed by service experience;
to add speed and precision to the R&D process wnere the results of oper-
aticnal tert and evaluation may be exploited; and to icdntify for action
those fixes and improvements that significantly enhance rapability or extend

; service life of weanons, ýaaon.A systemsA Der . .fen, ,.ateraicl. .. .c....cr
range objective is the study of test and e',valuaticn data for the purpose o-f
identifying technical criteria that should be applied in force structure
planning. Related also is thp function cf ccordinating the development and
use of Service test and evaluation facilities, primarily those concerned

J with tactical warfare, to enhance efficiency in the use of resources and
time.

4L It is intended that the activities of this office be devoted primarily to
test and evaluation matters relating directly to the user rather th3n the

-developer. The functions and responsibilities of this office will therefore
pertain to weaptr, systems or materiel in service use or operational phases
of te't and evaluiation az contrasted to LCeuiedlJl or contractor tests

- occurring during development. Other ODDR&E office:: will continue to
exercise their responsibilities for developmental tests.

E•erigmce hau zinown that in test and evaluation frequently there is no clear-
cut line separating the ar.'a of concern of the user from hat of the developer.
This absnce of definition makes it essential that the ODDR&E offices concerned
nmainta.n the closest coordination with the Office of Operational Test and

•. Evaluation to insure the integrity of the test and evaluation effort.

• T A, !5 INCLOSURE 4
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SReference c), now superseded by this =:eorandu, advised addressee of fnctios , .

as then visualized for the office for Operational Test and h9;aluation, OGDR&,. L.
Although final details will continue to be developed, the function- currently

gassined are as follows:

1. 1-uvcstiaates renorta .iJpfiiencies in •apsns systems already deployed -
or accepted for service use, and insures appropriate action is taken to diagnose
and apply remedial research and development.

2. Monitors selected nalor jnint or Serv-ice ficd or fleet txercises or
metu'ers to identify operational or tecrnical problems re- r-i flDT&•
corr,,-"ie ac:ticn. "

3. Coilaborates "-ýth the Ser-vces .ueeded in devi.sing tests to assu-..e
cosbat readiness of or to identify deficiencies in weapons svstems.

4. Reviews plans for and resi~lts of operational tests and equipment where •.
such tests and evaluations are desicned to Oeter-ine the adequacy of the tested
"items f "r .'...rati.ai. use.

5. In coordination u-it1: other ODDR&E offices, reviews for completeness,
ade,,uncy and timeliness the research and developmsnt proErams of the Services all,
on major ites of equipmrent and training devices intended to insure combat 4

readiness of operational forces. 3:,

6. Co••laiorates ;-ith the Services to insure the suitability of material.
needed to cuprcrt operational training in major weapons systems.

7. Serves as ODDR&E action office on matters pertaining to Joint Task
Force Two and, ac assinad, other joiuL task iorces or projects with a mission
of operational test and evaluation. Z

8. Performs ODDR&E staff revievr and t:-kcs appropriatp e.liuu on prgram .
elements in the RDT&E Program and Budget which apply to operational test and
evaluation.

9. Acts as the focal point within OSD for information as to policies,
procedures, organizations and facilities for operational test and evaluations
of materiel and systems in the DOD.

10. Initiates policy or guidance as required to promote coordination among
the Services in use and development of instrumentation, equipment, facilities i
and metnodologies for operational test and evaluation.

Lt. General, U. S. Air Force
Deputy Director (Wntin;.Gration,
Evaluation and Management)
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"- OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND E&CIINEFRG .

* WASHINGTON, D. C. Z0301 - . .

--

,• •- ~13 SAN 1967 •,

- MEMORANDUM FOR: Secretaries of the M*.,itary Departments
Chairman of the Joint C*.iefz of Staff

"SUBJECT: Operational Tcsting to evaluate capabilicy %:.a r..idiness

j Our Force Structure and War Plans ;-e, in many cases, based on
est:matei," of ca&pability and readinf -.t have never beer, operationally
validated. The studies which gre- ,ifluence our Force Level
,.,s•,orns f;'equeitly contain a sua bion vi. performarew .!tirtates,

the variation el which could significantly change our opinions. I am
particularly concerned that the results we obtain during acceptance

L, testing at the end of the materiel Development phase are more
etrnist/i than we can expect when the matcriel is in the hands of
normal Field Forces.

"Modern inqtrumentation and computer technology offer tools of A
prime utility for measuring our real operational capabibty. They 1
could perform invaluable service ir. this role it there existed a
systematic progren of ,peration-l tests aimed at establishing the
performance factors of our equipment in the hands of the actual uber.
With these factors foe; inputs, p'a, nnlng tbein c•n be b-sed on scientific
"measurements rather than astiniates.

I is desired thr:refore that the Departments and the Joint Staff examine
"- the projec'ed Force Structure and planning to iden.fy areas where
- qsiantifa~tion through opt rational testing would be particularly fruitful

fruitful. I would w,'come proposals for initial candidate tests for
this program in the near future so that -we can commence to eliminate

- uncertainties at the base of our planning.

- John S. Foster, Jr.

ea C094

Tr A-17
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(EY-act from ODDR&E Office Order No. Z2 (Revision 1), Subject: Functional
Statements, dated 4 September 1968, p. 14)

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY)

Has cognizance oi the DOD RDT&E programs in the following areas:
I

a. Chemical warfare
b. Biological warfare
c. Materials tehnology
d. Life sciences (except Social and Behavioral Sciences)
e. Medical sciences

f. Bioastronautics

Reviews the Service submissions for these programs for budget and
apportionment purposes to assure that they:

a. have priority consistent with rnil;tary needs and r
requirements,

b. represent reasonable and realistic technical
approaches, and

c. do not contain needless or wasteful duplication of
effort.

Monitors the Service programs during the year of execution to achieve
rapid exploitation of technological opportunity, cancellation of efforts which

* prove less desirable than originally thought and such other managerial ac-
tions as may be done to maximize return on R&D investment.

A-18
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HISTORY OF ARMY TESTING

The heart of the Army Operational Trest and Evaluation (OT&E),
prior to quantity production of weapon systems has historically been
located at the Six Service Te.-t Boards which are currently part of the
U. S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), a major subordinate
command of the U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC), ',See Inclosure 1).
Prior to the establishment of AMC in mid 1962, the Technical Services
vere responsible for engineering tests, which determined the technical

r performance and safety acceptability under controlled test conditions,
I and ia many cases had established separate facilities jor this mission.

The Service Test Boards were assigned t.e the U.S. Army ContinentalJ Army Command (CONARC) and conducted their OT&E in a manner similar
to current testing under TECOM to determine the overall suitability of
the item of equipment for operational. use within the Army. The estab-
lishment of AMC consolidated in TECOM the independent test facilities
of the Technical Services and the CONARC boards. At the time TECOM
was formed iL was felt that both the developer/producer and the user
had an interest and a need for the results of engineering tests and
service tests. The user's, as compared to the developer/producer's
interest in service test results, was considered to be predominant.
Consotidation of ;he responsibility for both engineering and service
tests within TECOivI was expected to result in a more efficient and
responsive organization which could provide a basis for recommending

J possible trade-offs between technical capability and operational require-
.1 ments. In 1962, the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command (CDC)

was establish'-d which provided an org, nization with overall responsi-
bility for representing the user and a means for achieving better user
field tests, experiments and evaluations.

During the period 1965-67, the Army conducted a very extensive
& in-depth review of the test and evaluation process as a result of the

study of Army Test and Evaluation (SATE) and the DA Board of Inquiry
on the Army Logistics System (Brown Board). Both SATE and the
Brown Board made careful distinction between the test and evaluation
function, or more specifically between materiel testing and operational
evaluation. Materiel testinf, was considered to be a process by which

'I data is accumulated to serve as a basis for assessing the degree to
which a ,m~ateriel item or systerri meets or fails to meet the technical
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or performance specifications toward which it was designed and built.
Operational evaluation was felt to be a subjective determination of the L
utility, i. e., the military operational value to the user, of the item or
system when measured against. the threat analysis and future require- .
ments of concept, doctrine, environment, organization, skills,
supportability and obsolescence. Evaluation was considered to be
broad in scope and included testing as one of its elements.

Using the above definit:c.ns of materiel testing and operational
evaluation, the SATE recommended eight improvement actions, of
which six were approved by the Chief of Staff for implementation. The
recommendation pertaining to where the Service Test Boards and
TECOM should be relocated organizationally withi- the Army and the r; I

one replacing ET & ST with an integrated Development Acceptance Test
were not approved. In 1967, the Brown Board Report agreed with
SATE that the evaluation function was being sligl.ted, but rather than
recommending any reorganization of TECOM, the Brown Board
recommended major changes to Army Regulations to emphasize:
(1) the evaluation. process; (21 test support responsiveness of TEGOM
to the user (CDC), traine- (CONARC), logistics (Logistics Doctrine,
Systems and Readiness Agency - LDSRA) as well as the developer.
These recommendations were included in new regulations such as
AR 705-5 (Army R&D), dated April 1968, AR '0-10 (Test and
Evaluation during R&D of Materiel), dated December 1968, AR 71-6
(Type Classification/Reclassification of Army Materiel), dated
November 1969, and DA Pamphlet 11-25 (Life Cycle Management
Model for Army Systems), dated October 1968. These new regulations
now require such'things as development of a Coordinate,! Test Program
(CTP) as part of the System Development Plai" they require user (CDC),
trainer (CONARC) and logistician (LDSRA) pprticipation in devnlopment
of the CTP; they require user (CDC) approval of the Service Toet
Plan; and require user, trainer, and logistician participation in the
five In-Process Reviews (IPR) conducted by the project manager and

the subsequent System Status Evaluations (SSE) held by CG, USAMC.
It should be no)ted that the new procedures described above have only
heen published within the last 1-2 years and the full impact of many
of thcse changes have not really been felt on prior development
programs.

In response to Congreisional critic'sm of inaderwate testing of
new weapon systerne and p'id:laoce from OSD that "ordinarily, full

13-?
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production of a system will be approved only after operational tests
and field experimentation have demonstrated acceptable effectiveness,
compared to existing systems," the Chief of Staff directed a review
of Army Operational Test and Evaluation procedures in June 1969.
This review was rather extensive and involved the senior General
Officers from the DA Staff, AMC, CDC. CONARC, and TECOM.
Some of the key recommendations were:

.1 1. That the current Service Test should be expanded to
include more OT&E to be completed prior to the decision on

I production, (new test to be called Operational Service Test).

2. That additional test items must be made available
for the new Operational Service Test (OST) to allow for testing
a small tactical element, (e. g., tank platoon). i

J3. That the military utility of - new item of equipment

must be assessed earlier in the development cycle using
prototypes whenever possible (to be called Developmental

j Suitability Test).

4. That no changes be made in the Army's testing organiza-J tion or procedures except to raise the caliber of test personnel
at the Service Test Boards (i. e., Capt, Major, LTC rather
than Lts), and provide additional test personnel when required

j to conduct OST.

5. That a more direct involvement of Center Commanders
(Armor Center, infantry Center, utf..) should be accomplished
during OT&E.

I 6. That OT&E reports, with unfiltered cumments of user,
trainer, logistician, and develE per, be forwarded directly to
DA staff after completion of these tests.

Work is underw-,y to revise AR 70-10 in accordance with the
recommendations of the OT&E study discussed above. In addition,
more emphasis is being given to such things as ensuring that good
Coordinated Test Programp are being prepared, that testb are well
designud to include operational aspects, and that results of tests and
user comments are availaole for review during the decision process.

r B-3
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"" On I October 1969, the Army formally established a new OT&E

type test organization at Fort Hood, Texas, called the U.S. Army
Project Mbhile Army Sensor Systems Test Evaluation and Review
(MASSTER). The mission of Project MASSTER will be to insure L
development of an optimum battlefield intelligence gathering system
as part of the Army's integrated area contrrl system ard provide for
the evaluation of Army surveillance, target acquisition, and night
observation matters. Project MASSTER is unique in the Army. It
wili run both materiel and troop evaluation ufing representative (
local troop units which wilt normally be found in a Brigade-size
organization.'

With the formation of CDC in l1i,2, the Army strengthened, its
capability to conduct good OT&E on selected items of hardware prior I

to production and on all equipment being issued to the Army in the
field. During the past eight years there has been increased emphasis
on field evaluations and experimentation at the U. S. Army Combat :*
Developments Command Experimentation Command 'CDCEC) located
at Fort Ord, California. CDCEC has a dedicated Brigade-sized
Army unit which provides direct support for all field experiments.
When additional test units are needed; e. g., a helicopter company
to run OT&E, these are moved to CDCEC for the duration of their
test.

ARMY STAFF ORGANIZATION FOR OT&E

On the Army staff, the overview of OT&E is provided during L
the materiel development process (i. e. , Operational Service Test)
by the Management and Evaluation Division, Office, Chief of Research
& Developmen~t (OCRD). This new Division was formed with a Test
and Evaluation Branch at about the same time that the Office of
Assistant Director (OT&E) was established in ODDR&E. The many
changes recommendcd for improving the weapons system acquisition
process which flowed from the SATE and Brown Board reports were
taken by this ,w Division and used to revise Army Regulations which
have been publi•hed within the last two years. The Assistant Chief of L.
Staff for Force Development (ACSFOR) has a counterpart to OCRD
which is the System Management Division. This Division monitors '
the user field tests, experiments and evaluations conducted by CDC
and is the action office on the DA staff for all type classification
actions, A Vcery close relationship, is maintained between these two
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Divisions in OCRD and ACSFOR which insures maximum visibility
Sof test results at the tirae when a decision has been requested on typ4.

classification of materiel.

The day-to-day staff work required for an individual major weaponssystem is carried out by the DA Systems Staff Officer (DASSO) in ACSFOR

and the Project Monitor assigned to the hardwart Directorates within
OCRD.

The System Manager for Surveillance Target Acquisition and
Night Operations (STANO), who is assigned to the Office of the
Assistant Vice Chief of Staff (AVC/S), supervises the OT&E which
will be performed by Project MASSTER at Fcrt Hood, Texas.

The System Manager for the SAFEGUARD missile system also
works directly for the AVC/S and has a separate field command for

I development & testing of SAFEGUARD.

THE ARMY TESTING CYCLE

The Army method of conducting OT&E has undergone extensive
review during the past year in an attempt to identify changes that might
be made to our test procedures and regulations which would enable
us to obtain better equipment. Some potential areas for improvement

T have been identified and are being incorporated in a revision to AR 70-10
(T&E During R&D of Materiel). Inclosure 2 contains the new OCRD
Proposed Weapons Systems Validation Process which has been drawn
up to provide increased emphasis on (1) early OT&E thru the Develop-
mental Suitability Test, (2) obtaining early informatiun as tu az.y prublem
areas which may develop with the weapons system as a result of
unusual stress found under combat conditions, and (3) ensuring direct
involvement of the user, trainer and logistician throughout the testing
cycle.

Before discussing the tests conducted on Army materiel, a
discussion of the procedures for type classifying equipment would be

-- appropriate. Life Cycle Phases and related type classification
- designations are discussed below (See Inclosures 3 and 4).
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I. Development category. This category contains items

that have not yet qualified for adoption. The three designations within -I

the developmetit category are:

a. Development type (DT). An item being developed -

or tested to meet an approved qualitative materiel requirement (QMR), L
small development requirement (SDR)0 other DA-approved requirement,
or selected commercial items, or items of other Services, Government
agencies or countries, undergoing military potential testing (MPT).

b. Limited produc'ion-urgent (LP-U) type. An item
under development, available from other Services, Government agencies u
or c.ountries or a commercial item which does not qualify for the adopted 1.
category (incomplete test and evaluation) but which has been approved
by 1Q, DA for procurement and distribution in limited quantities to
rmeet an urgent operational requirement that no adopted item will
satisfy. LP-U is a tentative type classification valid for specific
geographic areas and/or distribution, and for specific periods of time; ., .

not to exceed 15 months of operational use. Items proposed ior LP-U
'must meet the Aollowing criteria:

L.

(I) The requirement for the ite'n must be
validated by HQ, DA (ACSFOR).

(2) Item must satisfy the requirement and
invrlve no more than a moderate technical risk. -

(3) Item can be maintained and logistically
supported in the geographic area and for the time frame for which the
classification is proposed. LP-U is also applicable to certain high L I
dollar/high density iteins procured with PEMA funds for evaluation
under the ENSURE Program (AR 71-1) as determined on a case-by-case
basis,..I

c. Limited production-test (LP-T) type. High
dollar cost or other selected major end items, which have successfully L.
completed development acceptance testing (DAT), but successful com-
pletion of production acceptance testing (PAT) is required prior to
adoption. Items which have undergone contract definition will he con-
sidered for LP-T classification prior to subsequent type classification
actions. This classification authorizes the procurement of production '
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models in limited quantities for the purpose of conducting production
ti acceptance testing (PAT) and other user field tests. experiments, and

evaluations of the item required to support subsequent decisions and
activities.

hae 2. Adopted category. This category applies to items that
have qualified for adoption as iollows:

IIa. Standard-A (STD-A) type. A preferred and fully
acceptable item which has successfully completed all required test
and evaluation, meets DA-approved requirements, military charac-
teristics, and specifications for worldwide or specified geographic
areas, is totally suitable for performing the required mission, can
"be properly maintained and logistically supported in the area or
environment in which item is to be used, and is being, or can be
produced in quantity.

b. Standard-B (STD-B) type. An item, which fulfills
a DA-approved military requirement and is acceptable for the stated
use, but is nof the preferred item t.o fulfill the requirement. This
classification includes those items, preViously STD-A and being replaced
by a new item, and items for which STD-B is in the initial adopted

T designation because the item did not meet all of the qualifications
for STD-A.

7 3. Phase-out category, This category includes those items
that are approaching obsolescence and ultimate disposal. The two phase-
out designations are:

.1. a. Contingency and training (C&T) type. An item not
acceptable for U.S. Army operational requirements, but being retained
to meet contingency requirements pending availability of STD-A or

- STD-B items, or training requirements.

b. Obsolete (OBS) type. An item no longer required
"or acceptable for U.S. Army use and to be withdrawn from troop
use and disposer of in accordance with appropriate regulations.

Test and evaluation of materiel during R&D Is a continuous series
of inter-relateel and coordinated activities conducted to provide informa-
tion, to individuals or agencies responsible for decision during the
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development cycle. In general, materiel testing provides physical
measurement against prescribed technical specifications and performance
standards, while evaluation includes judgmental assessments in qualita-
tive aspects of military worth and suitability considering the threat,
doctrine, organization, operational employment, maintainability, [
reliability and other pertinent factors. Effective test and evaluation
"activities are wholly dependent upon continuous and vigorous participa-
tion aed interaction at all levels of the developer, user, trainer and
log:.;tician agencies.

A key test planning document which is receiving major emphasis L i
within the Army and is now required for each development program
which will enter Engineering Development is the Coordinated Test r '

Program (CTP). Preparation of the CTP is the responsibility of the L
developer, but the user, trainer and logistician are required to
participate in the development of the CTP.

One of the unique features of Army organization for OT&E is the
interaction which occurs as a result of the Center Team Concept at the
various Combat Arms Centers. The Service Ttst Boards are collocated :
with their counterparts .7 om CDC and CONARC. For example, the
Armor and Engineer Board is located at Fort Knox close to the CDC
Armor Agency ai-d CONARC Armor School. .

The Service Test Boards are primarily concerned with .,zitability r
of the equipment for issue to the Field Army. About half of their effort L;,
is spent on Service Testing with the remainder being spent on Develop-
mental Suitab:lity Tests/Military Pnt..*;,,.l Tests and Initial Production "
Testing. I'

A brief description of several of the OT&E type tebts perfo'rmed
on Army materiel is discussed below (See Inclosure 2).

1. Developmental Suitability Test (DST). A new category of i"

OT&E, similar to the Military Potential Test, which will be conducted
during expanded contract definition to piovide an early deterrr-nation of I
potential military worth of a new system. This test will normally be ri
conducted at a Service Test Board and use typical user personnel to
operate the equipment.

:7
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2. Military Potential Test (MPT). A test of an item,S| component or system for which no definitive characteristics have:|I b-en established, and which is conducted under the provioions of

AR 705-5 for the purpose of determining whether the materiel or
equipment has military potential to satisfy a stated requirement.
the NtPT is normally a limited te.t conducted under field conditions
and does not negate the requirement for an Engineering Test (ET) orI Service Test (ST). The MPT would be conducted by the appropriate
Service Test Board or by the new Project MASSTER Test organizati'-n
at Fort Hood, Texas.

3. Operational Service Test (OST). This is a new test
which will expand on the previous Service Test in an attempt to Y
obtain the most realistic operational evaluation of the item of equip-
ment by including field exercises simulating combat operations using
a small Army tactical element that would normal!y operate the equip-

r ment. The test materiel is operated under simulated tactical conlitions
- similar to those expected in the areas of intended operational use.

The purpose of the OST is to determine whether or not the materiel
is suitable for its intended use by: (I) measuring to what degree the
materiel meets performance Etandards specified in the requirements
document, (2) field testing a small unit equipped with the materiel

* to form initial judgments on the overall item/unit effectiveness or
-- military worth, and (3) testing and evaluating the materiel maintenance

package.

"The operational type testing described above that is conducted
during the development and production acceptance test;.g cyclc r
(AR 70-10) is followed closely by more extensive CT&E using materiel
representative of the final production process untivr the overall super-
vision of ACSFOR and CDC.

These are user field tests, experiments and evaluations to
establish the actual perfori.-ance capabilities of Army equipment in
the hands of the user as well as the effectiveness of organizational
concepts, doctrine, tactics and tables of organization.

'4

The CG, CDC is respon3ible for planning, programming, budgeting
"and evaluating results of troop test and field evaluations; all aspecLt of
field cxperiments normally conducted at CDCDC; developing special
test irstrurnentation; assisting, monitoring, and observing confirmaturf
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"tests and combat evaluations conducted by otsier commands; and
reviewing the results of all such tests and evai!atiors. The CGo,
AMC participates in the planning and conduct ot confirmatory tests
and supports CDC in other user tests or evaluations. All of the
field commanders, including CONARC and Army overseas commanders,
are responible for conducting troop tests, field evaluations and Lon-
firmatory tests and reporting the test results to CDC. A brief dos-
cription of these tests are shown below: o

1. Tro.p test. A troop test is a test conducted by a taCtical V
unit in lhe" field to determine the overall workability and efectivness L.
of present or proposed organizational concepts, doctrine techniques
and tactics or to gain further information on materiOl.

2. Field evaluations. The field evaluation is conducted
under normal operating conditions over an extended period of time,
to examine new or revised doctrine and organi7ation, or examining .

* !selected weapons systems.

3. Confirmatory test. This is an intensive user test Li
conducted under field Londitic ns by operational Army units equipped
with early production models )f selected weapons systems. The f

purpose of this test is to obtain equipment performance experience
which will minimize unexpected equipment failures in combat.

4. ' ield experiments. The field experiment is a c,#,.L .... ed
exercise conducted to collect objective data on a specific problem area
for ,ise in developing or evaluating new operational and organizational
objectives, concepts, tactics, techniques, procedures, qualitative 1.
inateriel development objectives or qualitative materiel requirements.

5. Combat evaluations. These are formal evaluations U
designed to record experience in active combat operation: as the
basis for improving the effectiveness of forces currently engaged in
combat and of the Army as a w t ole.

The test objectivea set L-n for the Project MASSTER Tes.
Program at Fort H!ocd, Texas, utilizing Brigade-size Army units in
direct sitpport are lidted below:

I

SL
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I . a. Improve the Army's overall combat capability through
testing and experimentation in support of the development of an

I Integrated Battlefield Control System.

Zb. Recommend materiel requirements and doctrinal,
orgaiizational, and tactical concepts which will improve Surveillance,
"TargeL Acquisition and Night Observation (STANO) capability of the
bripade and its supporting forces bearing in mind the interface with
and sup-port provided by the division, corps and field army.

c. Assist in insuring that STANO materiel under development
or offered to the Army will meet essential needs of the Army.

-- The emphas.s which the Army is now placing on imprcvini the
overall planning for and conduct of operational evaluations and opera-

J tional testing should become evident in our weapons system develop-
-- ment programs over the next several years. Maximurz utilization

of test results and insuring a close tie with the Center Commanders
at our various combat arms centers should make certain that test

S -- results are placed in proper perspective when arriving at decisions
on future weapons systems.
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APPENDIX C

OPERATiONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

-- IN TiE NAVY AND MARINE CORPS I
- .



NAVY OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

The organization and methods used by the Operational Test and
Evaluation Force most clearly define the Navy's method of conducting
operational tests and evaluation.

A few Navy weapon systems have been operationally tested and

I" evaluated through a different chain of command; for example, the

Polaris missile system. For the purpose of this paper, however,
Sthe Operational Test and Evaluation Force is considered to be the

Navy's operattorn I testing organization.

I A glossary of terms which may be unfamiLiar to the reader is
included at the end of this section of Appendix C.II

I
I
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COMOPTEVFOR ORGANIZATION

The mission of COMOPTEVFOR, is unique among Navy commands.

The organization of OPTEVFOR is also unique. COMOPTEVFOR is

a Commander in the operating forces of the Navy with opera-'

tional responsibilities to CNO and the Commanders-in-Chief

(CINC's) of both Fleets. He exercises operational control

of various Fleet units, including three Air squadrons,

assigned by the Fleet Commanders-in-Chief for the prosecu- L2

tion of RDT&E tasks. He does not exercise administrative

control of units assigned for operational control and his

organizational position is therefore not akin to either that

of Fleet Type Commanders or Operational Commanders within

type commands.

The commanders of OPTEVFOR Squadrons and Detachments

(TEVDETS) are based ashore with their staffs and carry out

RDT&E project activities. These commanders report to COM-

OPTEVFOR, but their commands are loyistically dependent to

a major degree upon -the base or facility bhich hosts and

supports them.

OPTEVFOR it; an independently operating portion of the

Ndvy which is highly dependent on outside support. The Force

is organized and dispersed to employ shore facilities on both

coasts and sea-going resources of both Fleets. In carrying

out its tasks, close liaison and coordination are maintained

with elements of the Naval Material Command, System Commands,

of the Navy Department. This Section describes the organ-

ization of the Force and its elements, and the relationships

with other Navy commvands and support activities.
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COMMAND RELATIONSHIP

F - In accordance with OPNAV 5440.47B, COMOPTEVFOR is

under the command of:

a. Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic Fleet

for operational matters under purview

of CINCLANTFLT. ,

b. Commander-in-Chief. Pacific Fleet

for operational matters under purview

of CINCPACFLT. I.

c. The Chief of Naval Operations for

j technical direction and general policy

-uidance for all matters relating to

the overall Navy RDT&E program.

These relationships are shown in Figure 1.

O I
?I

2. Comn, CeqinOlmtes oitcsrie

I '
I€'

I• [ '(3) [ oN

to RDT&E c.

"" ~~~5. AdministrativeCnrl:

FIGURE 1. OPTEVFOR COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS
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V1
OPTL"FOR COMMAND ORGANIZATION AND RELATIONSHIP

OPTEVFOR Organization
The command organization of OPTEVFOR is shown in Figure 2.

The Deputy Commander at San Diego, Commanders of the [
three Test and Evaluation Detachments, and the Commanding

Officers of the three Air Test and Evaluation (VX) Squadrons

are under the operational control of COMOPTEVFOR. The

Commander also exercises administrative command of thc Detach-

ments.!
L

The VX squadrons are technically squadrons of the Navy

Operating Forces. VX-l is under administrative control of

Commander Naval Air Force Atlantic and Commander Fleet Air, .

Key West; VX-4 and VX-5 are under administrative control of Lo

Commander Naval Air Force Pacific, and Commander Fleet Air, V

Miramar and Alameda, respectively. In the hear future VX-5

will come under the administrative control of Commander

Fleet Air LeMoore.

SCOMOT EVIFOR, ST F

OEPOMOTEVOP.A~Coewhander C9V'nder Comay.ndet
iego Key West )ofok New London

San Dieo io DET T DET

I o.VX-ih•. 1 L " "•L .a '.t•LJL
soca chic& Pt. Mlugu CV1I na Lake

FIGURE 2 t

OPTEVFOR ORGANIZATION 
'
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f. A.

= • I The mtanning level for the Operational Test and Evaluation Force

is 275 officers and 1,000 enlisted men. This includes the headquarters

ccmiand and all subordinate, rem-tely located units.

Fleet Development Grours

Fleet Development Groups are employed by Fleet Commanders

f to develop Fleet ideas for new developments to determine

feasibility. COMOPTEVFOR is charged by OPNAV 5440.47B to

* supervise the prosecution of CNO approved RDT&E projects

assigned to Fleet Development Groups.

SIn such cdses, Commanders of Fleet Development Groups

r report, when directed by the appropriate Fleet Commander-in-

f • Chief, to COMOPTEVFOR for additional duty in connection w~th

the projects so assigned. Presently established Fleet Deve-

lopment Groups are:

Atlantic Fleet

-- Submarine Development Group Two

Destroyer Development Group Two

Pacific Fleet

Submarine Development Group One

Destroyer Development Group, Pacific

Other Fleet Commands

COMOPTEVFOR is authorized by Atlantic and Pacific Fleet

Commanders-in-Chief to maintain direct liaison with Fleet

Commands and units in connection with RDT&E'projects. DEP-

COMOPTE"IOR has similar authority for Pacific projects.

Navy Shore Establishment

COMOPTEVFOR is authorized direct liaison with "Chiefs of Deve-

loping Bureaus or Offices" for all technical matters r.lating

to the Navy RDT&E program.
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NAVY STAFF ORGANIZATION POT.ICY

Fundamental guidance for the organization of a Navy staff

i" is provided ini Article 0508 of Navy Regulations,

"The Staff shall'be organized into'such divisions

as may be prescribed by the Commander or by

higher authority. These divisions shall conform
in nature and name, as practical and appropriate.

to those of the staff of seniors in the chain of

Command".

The specialized nature of OPTEVFOR functions precludes effective

organization along the lines of Fleet or Type Commander staffs.

The end product of Fleet and Type Commanders is Naval opera-

tions, while the primary end products of COMOPTEVFOR are reports

and services.

THE HEADQUARTERS STAFF ORGANIZATION

In general, the Headquarters Staff as organized by warfare

areas, as shown in figure J, and resembles the organization
[I*

of the Staff of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Develop-

ment), (DCNO(D)).

COMOPTEVFOR has liaison with the Office of DCNO(D). Respon-

sibilities and Duties of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Opera-

tions include:

"Maintain liaison with the office of the DCNO(D)

(OP-07) and with other commands and activities

as necessary, to carry out assigned duties".

Each of the other Staff Division Directors is directed

tot

"Maintain liaison with developing arencies .... ".
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________________.______ -.--.

OPNAVINST 3930.8 assigns to,the Developmaent Planning U.

Division (OP-07) within the Staff of the DCNO(D) (OP-07), the

.respinsibility to "coordinate and promulgate all OPNAV directives

to COMOPTEVFOR pertaining to test, evaluation and investigation ,

of new developments by the Operating Forces of the Navy".

OPTEVFOR COMMANDS ORGANIZATION L
Deputy COMOPTEVFORPAC Organization

The Pacific Staff (Figure 4 ) is organized on a near "

parallel with, and is considered an extension of, the Nor- 11

folk Headquarters Ftaff. The Charter of the Commander includes

supervision of VX-4 and VX-5 activities. Ii'
CJOPTEYFOA

-Cm00

OEPUTY CONOPTEYFORPAC

f i
S. . .. - I

SIAMIN

ASSISTMAT /"

CIFIC OPERATIONS
02C

OPERATI NS ltDftES KAC~4NO SU'RFACE

*400 50 00 -o 700

(1) Supervise and coordinate

FIGURE 4. DEPUTY COMOPTEVFORPAC HEADQUARTERS STAFF'
ORGA.NIZATION
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g OPNAVINST 3930.8 assigns tothe Developraent Planning U.

Division (OP-07) within the Staff of the DCNO(D) (OP-07), the j

responsibility to "coordinate and promulgate all OPNAV directives

to COMOPTEVFOR pertaining to test, evaluation and investigation

of new developments by the Operating Forces of the Navy".

OPTEVFOR COMMANDS ORGANIZATION

Deputy COMOPTEVFORPAC Organization

The Pacific Staff (Figure 4 ) is organized on a near "

parallel with, and is considered an extension of, the Nor-

folk Headquarters 1taff. The Charter of the Commander includes ,1

supervision of VX-4 and VX-5 activities. L-

COMOPTEYFOR
00

- =-EPUTY:C0M0PTEVFORPAC

OIA

i l l -•, .. I ., . . S•[-Lzi 1 ., ~oiL

PACIFICAO OEATIONS
02C

O PEAATI NS I(tJDE SEAS L AR CIMOSURFACE

WAAFAAE WARFARE C040RL, WARFARE

(1) Supervise and coordinate

FIGURE 4. DEPUITY COMOPTBVFORPAC HEADOUARTERS STAFF
ORGANIZATION 4
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Key West TEVDET Organization

Since its establishment the Key West TEVDET has been

driented toward Underseas Warfare. Consequently, the Key West

Staff (Figure 6 ) is organized for and emphasizes the prose-

cution of underseas warfare projects, and primary coordination

is with the 40 Division at Norfolk Headquarters. The Analysis I:
Division at KWTD is unique among the detachments and squadrons

of the Force as the manpower available in the division, with

assistance from the MEG Representative and contractor personnel,

is approximately equivalent to the total number of analysis

personnel throughout the remainder of the Force..

COY.ANDOEA

KEY WEST TEVOET

CHIEF STAFF
OFFICER
01I;(

Ii.

COORDj p3TO9

FIGURE 6. COMMANDER KEY WEST TEVVET STAFF ORGANIZATION
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Key West TEVDET Relationships. The Key West TEVDET

photo lab occupies borrowed quarters at the Key West Naval Base.

j Local area command is vested in Commander, Naval Bave, Key West,

who has collateral duties of COMFAIR Key West. Thie Key West

I TEVDET external relationships are diagramed in Figure 7.

Scheduling of ship and submarine services for pro),-cts

is accomplished through COMOPTEVFOR representation at the

CINCLANTFLT quarterly scheduling conferences.

COMNAVTa OMNAVOSYSCOM

I | I(~EY WEST "•,

I

•) ," ,45)
(3 EY ) 

' I

'AS'NE

1 (1) Operational & Administrative Command
,|, <2) Command for coordination control of partici-

pation in dis.•ster and emergency operations
1 (3) Logistic support "

1 (4) Support
(5) Project Coordination(6) OPCON and/or scheduling control

FIGUR, 7. COMMIANSDER KEY WEST TEVDEP EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
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t orfolk TEVDET Organization

The Norfolk TEVDET is involved primarily in command control,

ordnance, and deck seamanship hardware projects. The Staff is

organized into divisions as shown in Figure 8.

The Material Suitability Division (60) is a unique feature

of the Norfolk TEVDET, not being established as a separate L .,

division in other elements of the Force. The Norfolk TEVDET r:

Staff does not have an analysis group. This function is per-

formed by the Project Analysis Branch of the Headquarters Staff.

Communications services are provided the Norfolk TEVDET by Head-

quarters with the exception of a voice radio which is used for -2

two-way communications with ships on TEVDET projects in the

Virginia Capes operating area.

COMMANDER
NORFOLK TE.DETS. . . .. r

10.4

L,

I SUPPORT SYSTEM SUITABILITY

DVSODIIINPROJECT DIVISION DIVISION

I}

PIG7IE 8. COMMANDER NORFOLC TIVDET STAFF ORGANIZATION
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" Norfolk TEVDET Relationships. The external relationships

Of the Commander, Norfolk TEVDET, are shown in Figure 9. 4

Scneduling of services is accomplished through the Head-

I quarters Operations Division.

P T O EVT VFO0R

[ Z ~ F L TCO NNAvBASELCt NCLANTFLT %% NOFL
'••(2) (Is`

I ICOWINDER (5)A
,E JJL

NORFOLK TEVOET NoaFOLK

(6)

T . ....J
-SI7 PS & SUF;S

ASSINED

(1) Operational& Administrative Command
(2) Adminirtration of Norfolk TEVDET assigned enlistcd

personnel.
4-"(3) Comrnunications guard for Norfolk TEVDET by COMOP-

TEVFOR
(4) Logistic Support
(5) Aviation Support
(b) OPCON and/or scheduling control
(7) Project Coordination

FIGURE 9. COMMANDER NORFOLK TEVDET EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIIPS

New London TEVDET is staffed and organized to provide

services to a3sist various developing agencies in the sea phane

of equipment developrent for surface, submarine and airborne

anti-subm?'rine warfare.
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There are three officers on the Cor4niander's Staff and four

enlisted personnel are assigned. The Staff organization is [
shown in Figure 10.

N EWd LONDON TEVOET

[ OPERATIO / .o.,.
PROJECT COORDONATOR

SURFACE PROJECTS j

PIJECT OFFIC PROJECT C.FFCER

(AIR (SUBKARINE)

ENL I STED L

FIGURE 10o COMMANDER NEW LONDON TEV9)ET STAFF ORGANIZATION
IL..

Now London TEVDET Relationships. The princioal relation-

ships of Commander, New London TEVDET, are with the Headquarters,

U. S. Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory (USHA?•SL), destroyer and

submarine operational commanders in the New England area, and

A' various development agencies.

I-C-1
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"These relationships are diagramed in Figure 11. New

London TEVDET occupies office space in a USN/USL building.

I [,

I(I

W/

usc9.N LON (6)

- ~COMSUBFLOT 2
SHIPS / SUBS COMSUBOEVGRU 2ASS IGRED

-• COMDESDEVGRU 2 j

(1) Operational and Administrative Command
(2) Support
"(3) Project Coordination
(4) Communications Support (message)
(5) Provision of services

* (6) OPCON anct/or uchedule control
yi

* • FIGURE II. COMMANDER NEW LONDON TWVDET E'(TERNAL
RELATIONSHIPS
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Air Test and Evaluation Squadron One (VX-1) Organization

The VX-l Squadron, Figure below, is organized to be res- L

ponsive to the test and evaluation requirements of airborne

?4 system-s. The Analysis Division at VX-1 is staffed by

military analysts, with assistance from an OEG Representative.

The squadron is organized along a project-line structure to

support the P-3C evaluation.

I f

!F" . ... AND 7 PROJE.CTS PROSECUTION "
ANALYSIS DEPT. OEG DEPAnRTMENT

SANALYSIS TECHNICAL PROJ. TEA DIFI P-3C PROJ TE) L

¶

,J . Lir_

SECTION SECTIOtN LEADER 1PROJ. PROJ LEPDER

- Li

tK

LI

fr
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"VX-l Relitionships VX-1 is located at NAS Boca Chica.

i4 The local crea Commander, Naval Base, Key Weat, exercises

military command of the Naval Station and Naval Air Station.

He is also Commander, Mleet Air, Key West. The relationshi-s

of Commanding Officer, VX-l, are shown in Figure 12.

Schedul.ing of ship and submarine services is accomplished

through COMOPTEVFOR representation at the quarterly CINCLANTFLT1I
.I scheduling conferences.

~CINiNFLT
0()

* ~COI1OPTEVFOR

(3) COMNAVBASE KEY WEST

(4)-
C-MFAIR KEY WEST ---- C. .,VX- I"

%% 5
-- I

1(6)

-. A

(1) Command
"(2) Command, Operational & Technical Contiol

- (3) Local area military command
* (4) Administrative

(5) Support
(6) Project liaisonz

"r FIGURE 12. COMMANnTN(n OFFICER VX-l REVTIONSHIPS
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Air Test and . ,.luation Squadron Four (VX-4) Organization

VX-4 is engaged in test and evaluation projects for

fighter aircraft and fighter weapons systems. The squadron is

organized to emphasize project operations as shown in Figure 13. L

,, !~ ~~~~C OHM'NDOI G OFF I CER'- X-/IL..,i,,

L.

I 4
OFF. INCA ESFT

GUIDED MISSILEOOFFI

O.INCAREj AFET

DEPART.ENTS

*ASS IT. FLEET LIAI S041

LIREPORTS '\1 R-AIRI AIR 
AIRAC

COýNTROL EAOS WEAPONS E~PET RG

ILA5~-LO USA-LOFLIGHT
SURGEON

FIGURE 13. VX-4 SQUADRON ORGANIZATION

V). .4 Relationships. VrX-4 is an operational squadron of

the Pacific Fleet, and the Commanding Officer, as senior Fleet

Naval Aviator of a Fleet air unit based at NAS, Point Mugu, has

?.dditional duties as Comm•.-d ', Fleet Air Deta:bmcnt , r'int

M-JgU (CFAD). c-i, • 3
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"The rel-tionships of Commanding Officer, VX-4, are shown in

.• Figure 14.

The instzumerted renges at the !5'ao-ific Missile Range (P.MR)

and Naval We.apons Center (N'IC), China Lake, are used to support

i • fighter airc-raf't projects. C uide-4 Mis-aile Unit (Gnt-) 41 is

collocated with VX-4 and s ,missile progrars.

sMCPA.LprT

(I)

t 

~ ~I q 14 C.PT F1| 
N T.H S

COM44 'IRPAC

COMOPF'TVFOR

_T (2)

'ýNFAIA MIAMA DEPCO'IOPTEYFORPAC z CoMM

C F A P G4 PT. MUGU
- H_ - A -

-- (i 1(7) (7)

(1)m (8)
.U (3) i e

. 0.. GMJ41 FLEET i 1 N W C

~LAK

(1) CoBmmand
(2) Commao'd, Operational & Terhnical'Control

*(3) Administrative
* (4) Supervis~ion & coordination IAVW COTFINST.
-*(5) Range tJ3e

"(6) Bare and missile services support
(7) Project. Liaison
(8) Information

FIGURE 14. COtv4ANTINC OFFICER VX-4 RELATION•SHIPS
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Air Test a~nd Evaluation Scliadron Five *IVX-5I) rgatnizatio.-

VX-5 is engaged in test and evaluation projects for Navy L

attack aircraft and attack weapon systems. The squadron is 'I

orqani.ed with emphasi3 on projecc operations as shown in L

Figure 15. A VX-5 Detachment is located at NAS Oceana con- [

0-icting Op Eval of the A-6 aircraft and associated systems. L.

L

COPIANDING OFFICER

~SAFETY
OFFICER

EXFCUTIVE OFFICER

1DIR ECTOR K1NTEN. L.,,

0 GA6MIN.AT

I"

[ ... . .. - -.. - _ -1_
[AI A ORAIN REPOR~TS ELECTRONIC CI-

tjSAFTACKAN QL~j14 'COORO E11AISON
FIGLVE 1.5. VX-5 SQUADRON ORGANIZATION
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VX-5 Relationships. VX-5 is an operational squadron of

the Pacific Fleet presently under administrative command of

COMFAIR ALAMEDA. In the near future VX-5 will come under tne

administrati.ve control of Commander Fleet Air LeMoore.

As senior Naval Aviator of a Fleet air unit based at NWC, China

Lake, the Commanding Officer of VX-5 has additional duties as

CFAD, China Lake. The relati6nships are shown in Figure 16.

The squadron is the principal user of N"4C China Lake "Charlie"

and "Echo" Ranges.

(1)1

COMNAVAIRPAC()

(1)AI ALAMEDAVO~

I r ,-,EPCOmOPTEVFORPA7C.
(3) (4) ( 5) (6)

-CHI NA LA KEC 
.O

VASA UNITS FLEET

ASSINED ) SQUADRONS (2

~-----------'-ICOC IANA

•.(1) Comma nd
(2) Command, Operational & Technicnl Control

"(3) Administrative
(4) Supervluion & Coordination IAW C,.)YINST.
(5) Base Support
(6) Range use
(7) Project Liaison
(8) Information
"(9) Analysis Support

YIGURE 16, COMMANDING OFFplr"R VX-5 RELATIONSIJIPS '
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FUNDING

Under present Navy funding procedures, the Force is

heavily dependent on funding support by other Navy commands and U .

activities. The total financial resources directly available

to the Commander for allocation are approximately 1.2 million L "

dollars per year, which is less than five percent of the total "

cost of carrying out the tasks assigned. Of the 1.2 million

dollars made available yearly, about 58% (the RDT&E.N Allotment) L •

is basically level-funded through the Waval Ships Systems

Command (NSSC) and no budgeting by COMOPTEVFOR is required.

An a,. rnal budget must be submitted for O&M,N funds (about

$500K) for Force u~e. L
I.

The financial staff at COMOPTEVFOR Headquarters consists

of one Supply Corps officer. The only other Supply Corps

officer in the Force is at Key West TEVDET, the allowance for

Supply Officers in the VX squadrons hAving been rescinded

within recent years. The Force is not staffed for major L,

budgeting and accounting functions. Accounting tasks are per- L.
formed for OFTTPOR by varioias Fleet and shore activities.

COMOPTEVF)R presently is supported by financial resources

from several appropriations with examples as follows:

RDT&E, N

1. Di-ect allotment (about $7COI) annually via 4AV-

SHIPSYSCOH for minor instrumentation and travel

cornnected with projects.

C-22
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2. Program VI funding .hlch supports activities

engaged in RDT&E. such as NWC, China Lake and

1 NMC Pt. Mugu.

3. Funds which accompany some projects into the T&E

¢ I phase and wh:xch have been programmed and budgeted

for that 1purpose.

Q&M.N

1. Direct allotment annually from the rpNAV Comp-

1 troller to COMOPTEVFOR (about $170K) for general

support of OPTEVFOR Headquarters, Norfolk TEVDET.

This includes utilities, operations, maintenance,

[ and minor construction at Norfolk and Norfolk TEVDET.

2. Fleet operating and maintenance funds for shtps

and aircraft including the VX squadrons, and for

S--buying range time.

3. Direct allotment from OPNAV Comptroller (about $44K

annually) to DEPCOMOPTEVFORPAC, and $200 for KWTD.

4. Support from shore establishment.

1. Military Personnel costs.

I

1. Aircraft and spate parts for VX squadrons..

k • 2. Missiles for evaluation or for testing other systems.

MILCON

1. New building for Key West TEVDETT.

.2-2
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No direct identity is presently established with the SCN [JJ
* ¶ Appropriation.

Becaua*-If the wide distribution of funding support, it E
is not possible to dtvelop a significantly accurate estimate

of annual Navy expenditures for ýTEVFOR operations. Base

support costs, for example, are not estimated by the host L
commands. An exception is at NWC, China Lake, where an esti-

mate had been made of the support provided to VX-5, generally L.

,)ased on a prorated share of personnel on

board, aircraft assigned, and similrnr factors; but-many base

services such as fire protection, security, mail and supply are r
not considered.' Another cost of Force operations for which i

there is no accurate measurement is the operating cost for

ships supporting T&E projects. A few Fleet ships are funded

by the RDTxE Appropriation, but no estimate is made of the L

percentac', of their costs which could be attributed to the

operations of OPTEVFOR.

FUNDING OF PROJECTS

Source and Uqes of COMOPTEVFOR Funds. COMOPTEVFOR V
receives an annual allotment of Research and Development, Test L4
and Evaluation funds from NAVSHIPSYSCOM as CNO's agent to sup- U;

port its project work. The major portion of these funds are

used for travel and per diem expenses of Project supervisors
r'

and Project Officers. Another large portion is used to procure ,

general purpose, relatively inexpensive instrumentation equip-

ment as recomended and approved by the Instrumentation

C-24
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I Committec. Limited funds are available to Project officers

for the following miscellaneous expenses:

a. Spare ard repair parts for repair and maintenance of

equipment& (electron tubes, adapters, batteries, connectors,

nwitches, capacitors, motors, bushings, gaskets, bearings,

I cables, plugs, etc.).

b. Supplies and materials determined essential for the

I efficient prosecution of the project, (recording paper, armored

cable, steel plates and angles, fenders, instruments, lumber,

hawsers, wire rope, oxygen and acetylene gas, plastics, paint,

electrical wire, hardwrrd, etc.).

c. Services of Public Works Departments and shipyards for

minor installation, repair and maintenance of equipments,

"". installation of power lines between power sources and evaluation

equipments, etc. From time to time other commands, activities,

systems commands and Developing Agencies or offices give COM-

OPTEVFOR or its detachments additional funds to prosecute

particular projects. Such fundings is arranged for by the

Project Officer.

Other Support and Assistance. As tactics, systems and

equipments become more complex and sophisticated, COMOPTEVFOR

depends more upon the support and assistance of the Developing

* .i Agencies and System Commands.

a. OPNAV INSTRUCTION 3960.1 (seriec) prescribes that the

Dovoloping Agency will assist COMOPTEVFOR in the preparation ot"

"the technical phase portion of the project plan, will furnish

required material and technical support, including spare parts

C-25



IU
and special test equipment, and will make necessary arrangements

for furnishing the installation and removal of equipment. [2
b. The project assignment letter or wessage from CNO

* often tasks a Systems Command, CNM or a particular activity LI
such as NW4C China Lake or NAVMISCEN to provide support for a

- specific project.

c. Other examples of support are: F2

(1) Target and a:Lrcraft tracking serv.zes from

weapons ranges.

(2) Telemetry readout from FMSAEG.

(3) Target, aircr:aft tracking and telemetry services.

from NMC/PMR.

(4) Project instrumentation and ddta analysis -

services from APL/Johns Hopkins University. [
(5) Missile preparation and certification for tests

by N•'S Yorktown, Charleston, Seal Beach and Concord.

(6) Range services and tracking data from ETR Cape

Kennedy and NOU Patrick AFII.

( (7) Ship system checkout, trouble shooting, personnel

training for project ships, and instal'ltion of instrumentation

from NAVSHIPS ENGSTA Port Hunneme.

(9) Ship end1 aircraft services from the TYCOMS and

numb'ired fleets (scheduled by Operations Division).

(10) RAV awl TA., for ship checkout and instrumen-

tation installation from the TYCOMS and numbor'd fleets.

(11) Scheduling of services by the JAX and VACAPES

C.26 ,



oI .area coordinators.a°,

(12) Instrumentation and data anilybi fra. NMS-!
k China Lake.

, •(13) Photographic services from Camera Grup,.

Atlantic and Pacific and the Naval Photo Center Anacostia.

(14) Computer services from the LANTFLT OPCON Co:n.e'r

and Fort Eustis (Army).

(15) Procurement and installation of equipment to

[ be evaluated from the developing SYSCOM, agency or office.

(16) Data acquisition, analysis and reduction

I services from the developing SYSCOM, agency or office.

(17) Training of personnel by fleet schools.

S(18) Test ranges for project operations by AUTEC.

T" AFWR, NOLTF Fort Lauderdale.

(19) Computer support from NOTS Pasadena.

Funding of Ships Under the Operational Control oZ COMOP-

TEVFOR

a. Supplies, equipage and maintenance are funded by the

Type Coartmander.

b. When COMOPTEVFOR is responsible for evaluation of

a major equipment such as a complete missile system or a new

radar, the sponsoring Systems Command or Develppin•i Agency is

O 'responsible fo" financing the installa.ion of the equipment

and the costs of replacement parts and components required toTJ
keep the equipment operational.

C. COMOPTEVFOR is responsible for the procurement of

the tools of the evaluation such as test equipment, photographic

supplies, magitetic tape, and miscellaneous consumable hardware.
_C-27



I Responsibilities of Project Officer. I
a. From the information available in the TDP, project: LI!

"I assignment letter and liaison with the Developing Agency,

determine and itemize the estimated funding requirements in: "•'

(1) personnel I"

(2) material

1 (3) serv-'ces

(4) schools

(5) travel and per diem

b. Discuss with the cognizant Developing Agency and the

Force comptroller the funding of the above items.

c. Obtain the assistance of the Comptroller in costing .

requirs.ments where necessary. L
d. Arrange for support and special funding that may be

required.

COMOPTEVFOR MISSION AND FUNCT' ,NS

The environment in which the Commandr" Operational Test

and Evaluation Force undertakes to fulfill his mission has
L.

undergone change since the Forcm was chart, red. Department

of Defense procurement policies and procedures, and the

RDC&E process itself, have undergone major revision.

The Department of the Navy has experienced major reor- V

ganizations, the latest occurring in May 1966. The organi-

zational and policy changes have had an impact upon OPTEVFOR.

In addition, the systems and subsystems that OPTEVFOR tests

;%nd evaluates have become more complex, and the evaluationi.

require a high level of technical and operational competence.

C-28
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I Complex systems require lengthy RDT&E life cycles and tie

1 procurement decision may become mandatory prior to completion

of the system's operational evaluai-on. Consequently,

OPTEVFOR resoonsibiliti .s are o.ten directed toward identi-

1fi~cation of deficiencies in systens in use and recommenda-

tions for improvement.

Computer technolog-,, nimulation and modeling, and com-

prehensive data inalysis t ;ha. niq ",ý a,,tilable to

evaluate thoroughly major syzt,.m capabiliiies, to minimize

* usage of critical Fleet services, and to reduce the total

evaluation time. Sophisticatee resources and tools such as

AUTEC now are avai&able to conduct Navy test and evaluation.

I COMOPTEVFOR MISSION

The mission of COMOPTEIFFOR is assigned by the Chief

of Naval Operations in OPNAV 5440.47B and summarized as

U •follows:

! |"Test, investigate, appraise, and/or evaluate

specific end items, systems, tactics, procedures.

ai.t develop tactics and procedures, as specifically

I •aosigned. When directed by the Chief of Naval

Operations, acsist developing agencies."

S* "The overall mission is intimately related to the
furtherance of the Nav7's RDT&E Program."

COMOPTEVFOR FUNCTIONS
, The funcl1ons of COMOPTEVFOR and other elements of the

operat.ng .orces engaged in RDT&E projects are assigned by

CNO in OPNAV Instr,<ýtions 5440.47B and 3960.10.
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Theie functtons are illustrated by the eight generalf can be sub-classified as having primarily airbocne, V. ship

or submarine. S, or combined, C. application. The projectI"

types and their de.signations are shown in Table

Table Types of OPTEVFOR Projects K.
Proie-t Type Designation

Operational Evaluations -

1. Ship/Sub O/S

2. Airborne O/V Ell

3. Combined O/0

Technical Evaluations T/S, T/V, T/C
Concurrent Evaluations

* (Tech/Op) C/S, C/V, C/C r!

Dvelopment Ass~stq D/S, D/V, D/C

Fleet Research 7nvesti-

gations P/" R

Fleet O;*erationalInvestigations F/O

Operational Assists X/S, XV, S/C

r Operational Apprraisals P/S, P/V, P/C

To demonstrate the functions of OPT.EVPOR, the work

contents of theso types o~f p'rojects are briefly summarized

Lbelow.

Operational Evaluations (O0 Erval. The test and

analysis of a system, component, or ý.Iuiprnent tinder service I

operating conditions, to determ.ine ability to meet spec',J.'d

operational performance requirements and dcaign specifications

and to establish suitability for service usi.

* C-30
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A secondary purpose may be determination of tactics.

Technical Evaluations (Tech Eval). The tes. and analysis

required by a Developing agency (DA) to dpiermine whether

a weapons system, support system componen' equikvient, or

saterial meets design specificatioas, is functicning in a

technically acceptable manner in its operational environment,-

I and is technically suitable for an Operational Evaluation.

Concurrent Evaluations. The combination of a Tech Evpl

f I and Op Eval into a sincle project, assigned only for systeai.s

.or components of such size and complexity that significant

I savings in time and resources will result. A concurrent

evaluation is not the simultaneous conduct of these eval-

uations, but includes simultaneous prosecution of those tests

or other project efforts which are common to each.

Development Assists.. Fieet support to developing

agencies (DA's) for tests needed to assist in development

of a system or equipment or for gathering of data needed

to determine the direction in which development should

proceed. These tests also may relate to material improve-

•.on f euimi.,• nt already in the Fleet.

SFleet Research Investigations. Exairation of natural

or spec3al phenomena in an operational environment required

by a divelbping'agency in prosecution of research and for

*: Which the absistance of the operating' forces is needed.

Fleet 0 erational Ifivestigations. Development, exam-

ination, or comparison by the'operating forcec or tactical

-* concepts, operating procedures, or techniques. These

investigations usually involve optimizing use of the

SC-31
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equipment and systems already in the Fleet.

* • Overarional Assists. Thi gathering of performance

"data on a subsystem or component prior to either a Tech !

Eval or Op Eval. These tests provide essentially a "quick • I
look" evaluation in those cases in which decisions must

be made as to the worth of a course of development, usually.

in modifications to exis•tirg equipment. p
lpterationa! AiJpraisa3s. The appraisal of syste•na•,

subsystzms, or components installed and/or operated in

Fleet units without an Op Eval.

The functions assigned to COMOPTEVFOR in each of the

above project types are summarized in Table/.

COMOPTEVFOR FUNCTIONS RELATED TO IHE RDTStE CYCLE

The time-phased reiatinship between the RDT&E cycle and

the assignment of projects to COMOPTEVFOR is indicated in

Figure /7. The Force is in'. ul,,ed, in varying degrees,

with all categories of RDT&E from basic research to evaluation

of newly developed equipment and appraisal of systems in

service use. This involvement in the early categories of

RDT&E Research, Zxploratory and Advanced Development is U i

ordinarily on t:ue L•sis of requirements for Fleet service

assistance. Fleet int:-cduction of the material being tested L!

normally is several years hence, If ever. An exception is &

the case of some minor hardware items which routinely go

from exploratory development to Fleet use. Same of these

may be given to OPTEVFOR for Op Eval.
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/ •.•>Equipment which has progressed into the category of

engineering developmoe,,t, or contract def.•nition, has

" " Iimminent Fleet use and OFTM!'FCR be%.'o.mcs involved in the

•,test and evaluation planning. The opin•.-ns and advice of

CC'..ýrEVFOR are inc'-t it. -. - S . of Technical

Development Plans for systems whicp he d wil ultimately

b evaluate, or which are of such complexity that a system

performance model will be used in the development process.

Examination of the projects assigned to COMOPTEVFOR

indicates that the Force is less"apt to be involved early

in the d-velopment cycle for aircraft and airborne equip-

w.|ent, than for ship or submarine equipment. Aircraft and

aittorne equipment are more often deployed prior to Op

Eval than are ship or submarine systems. This situation

may be attributed to the availability of approximately

200 Navy aircraft for the R&D phases of projects. OPTEVFOR

assistance and involvement in early phpses of airborne deve-

,. lopments are influenced by thG availabi]ity of the requird

aircraft configuration (examples being the F-4J/AWG-l0).

* -The Force has never been requested to assist in an airborne

Tech Evalt however, concurrent evaluations have been assigned.

*P Dvon-ant.A.ciat Proeects

Force involvement in assist projects is. in theory,

* primarily one of liaison and scheduling of Pleet services

in support of developing agencies. About 60% of the pro-

jeces now assilned to the Force are development assists.
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Table ,. COOPTEFOR Project Functions

. PrepeType of Project cS•C/v C/v o/V T/V X/V P/v t

na ts cwi nents to hon projecthia
frequest. X X X X X X X X

b. Assigns relative priority. X

c. Prepares prrject plan. X X X X

Enue rednsso letuis

"d. Prepares project plan, coordh-
beating with the DA for technica, I.
fphase portions.

ie. Arranges or and toordInates X

h Fleet support. X X X W
SDetermines Fleet support requr.-.

noents and arranges tar same. X X X X XsU,

g. Ensures readiness of Fleet units,
Ensures Installation plans have X X
been sapproved by the s A or a Li

1 designated bui lding .•r ovevhaul
"i ~ ~facility for the Fleet unit on •!

which the equipment Is Instelled. X X X e o X X X

*h.'reparend P orders. X X X X X X X X

I. Roports "ProJect feadlnos." -
l ~J, Aovistes the operational com'wadf [
Sonf th. projects to be pro•,ecuted. K KX X ,

Sk. Moiitnrs project' progres t~ • ., ii]
repor• to CNO as direct•ed. X

I, As appropriatet submits recoin.
mondatlcns t.o ,•NO to terminate. I
c etend. or modity projects. X x X X X X x
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Table I. COMOPT.VroR Protect Functions (Cont'd)

Type of Project

. c/s-os'S F/O O/R o/S T/S xIS P/S
C/V D/V O/V T/V X/V P/V

m. Upon completion of tests, fur-
nishes report to CNO of support

T provided and such other reports
as specified by CNO. x x x

n. Reports results to CNO with
appropriate conclusic.s and

"- reconmendations concerning
suitability for service use. x x

o. Collects and analyzen data and
reports results to CHO and
activity requesting the
project. X 9 X x

p. Prosecutes tests with assls-
tance of DA. X

il

~t.

I.

S..
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3ýZ 'Fleet research services and tmchnica2 evaluations are

assist type projects and impose about the same general

requirements on the Force. Development assists may be

! assigned (and have been) for projects ranging from

explorato-.y development to deployed systems.

In the c ,.e of airborne development assists, the

Force often becomes the provider of services and is more

deeply involved than "liaison and scheduling." VX-l is

i assigned a greater number of assist requests than VX-4 or

VX-5, probably due to the scarcity of P-3 aircraft outside

operational squadrons. For some surface assist projects,

S* the liaison and scheduling services require a substantial

amount of manpower and time (viz., D/S-315, the Torpedo

I mX-46, Mod 1). In some cases, the concurrent or operatiunal

evaluation for the equipment is imminent and a good famili-I
arity base can be establishr! thiough Force involvement in

the assist project.

operational Evaluations

Operational (and concurrent) evaluations are the prin-

cipal functions of the Force and its primary reason for

existence. In the classical sense, these should be com-

pleted prior to the equipment being procured in quantities

and deployed. The demands for new and better systems to

U* meet new threats, the I - 1/2 - 2 year lead time inherent

in planning for and obtainir~g appropriations, the time

required fot tooling in industry and the apparent economy
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in early and quantity procullement commitments *1 work

against allowing adequate time for evaluation prior to

deployment. CNO has established guidance in OPNAV Instruc- •j

tion 3960.lD that:

"With increasingly com.plex systems coming into

being it is more than ever necessary to test and

evaluate systems thoroughly in a wide range of

operational environments."

In view of this guid~ince, the Op Eval functions of

OPTEVFOR have increased in scope for the complex projects.

Fleet Operational Investigations

Some of these projects equal or exceed many Op Evals

in urgency, complexity, and demands on resources. They L
usually have one or more of three broad objectives:

1. Determine how to get the most out of a system

introduced prior to Op Eval.

2. Determine if the system~will operate in a mode

for which Jt was not designed nor intended. Fl

.3. Determine methods to use systems in an envi"

ronment not previously conside:ed.

The requirement for projects of this type and the need

for special test and evaluation abilities beyond the operating J

forces are apparent when the test objectives are examined.

Many could not be effectively prosecuted by the operating

forces as they are now organized and staffed.
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STactics

One of the missions of COMOPIEVFOR is to "test,

"I evaluate, appraise, and develop tactics." The extent to

which this function is performed varies among elements of

the Force. in the tactical warfare area. VX-4 and Vg.-5

T are involve? heavily and a substantial portion of their

efforts are directed toward development of f•ctics and I"

I aircraft tactical manuals (TACMANS). Projects such as Ff0-

210, O/V-28, and O/V-37 are a fundamental source of urgently

I required tactical information for Fleet squadrons.

In undersea warfare there is less Force involvement

in tactics development. The submarine forces develop their
own tactics and the same is generally true of Fleet ASW

groups. VX-l does not have the same obligation on TACMANS

I for ASW aircraft as have the tactical air warfare zquadrons.

Re2orts

COMOPTEVFOR is required to "report formally to CNO the

T[ results of operational evaluations and concurrent operational

tests and evaluations with recommendations in connection

therewith," Reference (a). Reports may be formally submitted
during the course of an evaluation as Preliminary, Progress,

I or Partial Reports to provide information on knowledge gained

to date. A Final Report is Submitted on completion of an

evaluation project, and this may be fol3owed by a Supple-

I mentary Report if additional and significant data become

available after the Final Report is submitted.
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Commanders of Force elerents may be directed to prepare

and distribute Advance Evaluation Notes (AENIA) for materiaL!
under evaluation. The purpose the AEN is to provide timely

Soperational training or maintina,ace information to Fleet

units using the systems. AEN's are promulgated extensively

by the Air Test and Evalu'ition Squadrons for aircraft air-

borne systems deployed but still under evaluation.

PROJECT REPORTS - DESCRIPTION AND PREPARATION

General. C(1.rTEVFOR reports are read by a wide

audience with diverse backgrounds and different areas of

interest. Some members of this audience require an extensive

amount of technical detail while others do not. For example,

an agency responsible for the correction of equipment defi-
U

* ciencies will require a detailed technical description of

* the project equipment. Conversely, a decision maker or ,

Fleet user may require only a functional description of the

equipment. The Project Officer is charged with the respon- -'

sibility of writing a report which meets as nearly as possible

the needs of all readers. LA

Objectives. The objectives of project repozts are:

a. To advise the Chief of Naval Operations of the

Sresults of an Operational Evaluation or Concurrent Evalua- I P

Stion concerning an item or system in order that a decision

may be maade concerning its acceptability for service use. -,

b. To advise the Fleet and other ,ippropriate commands

of the capabilities and limitations of the equipment or

EYL:em tested.
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; 11
Sft" I c. To advi se the Chief rif Naval Operations, systems 'a

commands and other technaical agencies of deficiencies, 4,rqvd
to l._ recommendations for improvement to the equipment.

d. To provide the Chief of Naval Operations and other

interested commands with recommeneed tactics. These tactics
I."

may apply to standard Fleet equipment or systews,or to

newly evaluated devices which are recom.mended for service

e. To provide the Chief of Naval Operations and inter-

*"ested commands with recommendations for design, documenta-

tion, test equipment/test points, logistic spares and/or

manufacturing techniques, personnel manning and training

requirements, and other material/human factors implicationsA I
* incident to adoption of a new equipment, weapan or system.

I f. To record, in readily accessible form, the detailed

information which has been purchased at extraordinary e:.pense

and for which needs may arise inthe futuxe.

ST Timeliness of Proiect Reports

In the prosecution of any project it is important that

pertinent and accurate data be obtained as soon as practicable

and that an accurate analysis of data and conclusions be

submitted promptly in order that the Navy 'may capitalize on

Sthe time, effoic, and money expended in the prosecution of

the project. Although accuracy and souni reasoning are para-

I mount, it must be recognized that the value of the work done

detvriorates with delay in completing the project report.
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'I . . . ... . .____..... . .. .... ... . ... . ...... ......__

eports to CCMOPTEVFCdt from Prosecutir. Zommands

a. Routine Periodic Reports. Such reports are s':b-o,

Smitted to indicate the status of active pz;:jects End to

i.tuimarize progress tade in the .'erall evaluation 3rogras.
I :

* These reports normally have distributioi, only withir

; o~r.*-• fOR.

b, SIT.REPS (Situation Reports•) gr Firing Aer-rts. In Li

certain projects which are of ,riority interest to COMOPTEVFOR,

timely report* of project progress are rejuired while tests

are being conducted iii tne field. When stipulated in the

project plan, SITRMPS and/or tiring repc-rts will be sent

"Action" tc the prosecutina command and "Information" to:

* CC4O6PTEVFOR, as well as to DEPCOMOPTEVFORPAC by commands

prosecuting projects in the Pacific, at specified intervals

* during the prosecutior of a prcject. These reports will be

drafted by the app::opriate on-the-scene prosecuting comm.ind

representative (norrmally the Px3ject Officer). Unless

specifically authorized, SITREPS and firing reports will not

* be sent to any activity or command external to the OPTEVFOR

organization. When these reports do include an external

* commnand as information or action addressue, arnd/or when

originated through an external command, the report will .

commwence with the woxds "(Prosecuting Command) REP SENDS."

The words "OPTEVFOR REP SEIS" will be used only in those

Oscances wlier' a Steff Headquarters reprosentativq Is the

drafter.
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;. ~or nonconcurrence of other commands or parties. Firing "

,reports and SITPEPS shall be numbered consecutively and the

7 final report shall be identified by including the word

* . --.

:' • ~"FINAL" after the report numbe-r (5111TPEP 19 FINAL). The ;:

SSITREP shall be narrative in style. whereas the format of the

firing report shall be as stipulated in the project plan.

tc. Defciencv Re.ort

"() A deficiency report in letter, speed!ter, .

Wor messagp form shali be submitled to the prosecuting c erand,

information to COMOThEOR (and DEPCOMOPTEVFORPAC for Pacific

projects) by any ship or subordinate command prosecuting a

project, when the project is being delayed because of its

manifest unsuitability for evaluation, lack of required

i !support, nr prolonged delay in deliiiery of equipment.£

Deficiency reports are also desired on equipments exhibiting

design ddficiencies even though such deficiencies may not

delay projeco operations. When the prosccuting command's a

froject Officer is embarked, he will submit the deficiency Pcf

z IIreport and will preface the message, "(Prosecuting Command)

REP SENDS." Deficiency reports win l be numbered consecutively.

Df (2c The deficiency report shall contain the

S~following information as applicable:T*dsg(a) Non-avaelabiluty of the test material if
Tuntimely delivery of material will delay scheduled project

operations, Indicate what action was taken by the prosecut

S(2)gthe defi iveny ep rtesallsontansh

ti command eiedelivery and w eayonchfor delay.
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(b) ron-readiness of the equipment, as ,. _

delivered, for immediate conduct of evaluations, including j

a brief summary of deficiencies of equipment, action taken t

to correct them, man-hours re•u5.red to make equipment oper-

able, and outsidc asistanice ruquired.

(c) Infozmat-on wherein equipment is mani-

festly unsuitable for evaluation due to major design defi-

ciencies, qravely inadequate performance, or other specified L

reasons. Include recommended action.

(3) COMOPTnVTFCR may, in turn, submit a deficiency -

report to the cognizant SYSCOM, activity, or office concerned

with the material, with 3n information copy to CNO, the Chief '

of Naval Material, and the activity reporting to COMOPTEV2.OR.

COMOPTEVFOR deficiency reports will be numbered consecutively.

d. Preliminary Report 4-

(1) For projects which require an early report to

CNO to furnish data on which material procurement decisions

are to be made, a preliminary report will be submitted by

COMOPTEVFOR. When required by the project plan, this report

will be prepared and submitted to COMOPTEVFOR by the prose-

cuting command by letter or message as soon as preliminary

daca reduction inlicates that valid conclusions and recom-

mendations can be made.

(2) A precire format for the preliminary report is

not specified. Where "esults are of a very tentative nature

it may bu vabentially tiarrative in style. In instances where

results are virtually complete, then the preliminary report

shall be subdivided, as feasible, into D)ESCRIPTION RESULTS.,
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S= OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS, CONCLUSIOI4S, and RECOMMENDATIONS.

: • ~In all preliminary reports the first paragraph will include [

•" • the staterot--;nt thlatz "Collulusilols div recomnn~md~tions are " "'

based on incomplete analysis of the data and are subject |-

r --

," ,•. to verification and possible xevlsion whien data analysis

++. ~is complete." Any deviation from the preliminary results, ;

--- conclusions and/or recommendations set forth in the preli-

Sr•port shall be no-led in the next formal report on the,

-.,. - " ,._ _

project. ..

eo. Proqrss Repor
(1) COMOPTEVFOR may direct that a progress •

_ report be submitted by-the anctivity designated to prosecute.

--.-

Sa project when any of the following conditions exists:
: tI.ta(a) The prosecution of a high prioritye

project requires the reporting of early and/or continuing
results to CNO in ord ier to provide data for a decision in

St

connection with materiinl procurement f

T reor (b) It is necessarx or advisble to invite

1 I

the attention of CNO to the status of a d toj proseceial

S circumstances surrounding it, or to prfsent c i mited evalua-

tion results from tests to date.(c) An pxtondsd period of tima is required

to complete A complex project which is not subdivided I

- readily into separite parts, tasKs or phases.

I (d) Unresolved difficultiea in the analysis

of a project are to be reported.
S c(e) The prosecution efforts uncover elements

c1
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of inconsistency, inappropriate coordination or pl-nning, -

or inadequacy of assistance from supporting #gencies or

S: ~~systems commands. ' ;-

(2) Progress re.o-rts sball be by letter, speed- "

letter, or message, as appropriate. Under routine con- V' 7

ditions, reports of more than three .?ages should not be • .,

sent by message. Reports shall be numbered in sequence :

for each project. The substance of a progress report shall - I

be included in the next partial or in the final report on

the project. [Z
(3) The contents of a progress report shall ,,

include the following: "

(a) A list of pertinent references and

enclosures.

(b) The first paragraph shall br 4.ef the

references.

(c) The second paraciraph shall be entitled -

"ABSTRACT" and shall summarize briefly the substance of the

report. Subparagraphs within this section shall be lettered '. ',

alphabetically.

(d) The remainder o1: tho report -hall follow

the general form of a final r.uport, out may be very brief,

with each numbered paragraph entitled with th, .applicable

section title as listed in article 509. Subparagraphs

appearing us,,/et each of the above section, AhAll he lettered

alphabetically within each section.
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"- • (e) Coriclus,,. s and recommendations shall

-be included in the report provided that test results are

considared sufficiently valid.

(f) •nee the report involves equipment.

suitable identifying or descriptive photographs and dia-

grams may be included as •closurss.
f. Partial Report

7• (1) A partial report, prepared tor printing, r1hal1

be submitted to COMOPTEVFOR by the prosecuting command upon

Sc-I-I~eticon of well defined part,ý. phacses, or tasks of a

project or if a final report on the entire project cannot

IDe submitted within a reasonable period.

(2) A partial report is "'•pected to stand as part

of the completed record of the proitct, and the information

...contai iCA this report should not he repeated in the final

report other than to summarize the major results, conclusions!
and recommendations. This summary shall be included in the

"Previously Known Data" section of the final report.

(3) The content and format to be used in preparing

a partial i.cport are the same as for a finial report. They

are described in paragraphs 508 and 509.

5 (4) Partial reports shall be numbered in sequence

for each project.

9. Final Re2xrtV (1) Upon completion of each Operational Evaluatiin,

Concurrcii. fvalu,;atlon, Ope:ational Assist, Ovurational

Appraisal, and Fleet Operational Investigation, a proposed
IC-47



T final report, prepared for printing, shall be nubmitted to .:
- n -n

* COMOPTEVFOR by the prosecuting command.

(2) Xf L.e project can be covered by a single : "

' report, that ie64 will. a final report and shall indi-

cate that t.he project Is concluded.

(3) Although the data submitted in previous par- ,

tial reports should not be duplicated in t)E final report,

the body of the final report on a project, for which previous i

renorts have- been zubmittc-d, must be complete in it4elt.

Data summaries and graphs are required to provide the logical " -

and complete development of the final report and shall be %

included. - .

h. Stioolementary Re_-ort.

A supplementary report shali be submitted under the

following conditions&

()- In those cases where additional significant

results become available after the submission of the final

report on a project, even though the project may have been

canceled or terminated by CNO. This type of a supplementary

report shall be prepared in letter form following the format

for a progress report. ('

(2) For reporting additional tasks assigned by the

Chief of Naval Operations after COMOPTEVFOR has submitted

a final report on a project, or upor reactivation of a pre-

viously canceled or Lerminated project. This type of

supplementzry i-epott shall be prepared for printing following

the uutline for a tinal report.
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is of a higr-er classification than the final rep.rt. This

: • tVypc of rcport ,may be submitted either as a letter following .

ithe formal. for progress reports discussed in article !504,

2" •eor, ill of: sufficient length, prepared for printing

following the outline for the frnal report.

is i. Reoorts on Technccal .valuations, tfi repoment

; " Assist Test.r, and Flcct Rcsa.arch !,-vestigations.

Reports will be submitted to COMOPTEVFOR by the

subordinate actvity to which the project was reassigned

• .- by COMO•.OTEVFOR.
g(t) Upon completion of toie projectf a report

S:ummarizing the assistance and servfces provided ant con-

taining a request that the project be terminated shall

be submitted. comments and recommendations which may have

been previously specified will tIso be indicated.

(2) Upon assiLgnment of an assist-tyt. project, the

s acognizant Headquarters Division Director will screen the

project to determine if it is of such importance as to

warrant submission, to COMOPTEVFOR, of a summary report.

It is recognized that some assist-type projects will not

be of such imnortance. If a summary rep-rt is considered

necessary, the requirement for its submission for itz sub-

mission will be stated in the reassig(itent letter or message.

This report will be subimitted no later than 20 working days

after completion ot the project.
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j. Reports on Tactical Procedures incident to OPEVAL. U 'r'

Tactical procedures for use cf new or standard equipment, ]I

weapons and systems developed durir.g the prosecution of

Operational or Concurrent Evalution P;:oiects shall be ,[

1 "

prepared following the general outline format used in J1,
NWIP-1-4 or in the format of a change to the appropriate

warfare publication or aircraft tactical manual. Although

tactical procedur¶ss shal! normally be forwarded to COMOPTEVFOR I-

az enclosures to the reports 3ub........ the npec-fc manner.:
SI,

for their submission shall be stated in the project plan. I,

The typing of tactical mdnudl changes to forr'al reports
tL

tends to delay both the formal report and the submission of
4-. 1

changes to a tactical manua!. The method specified for the

submission of tactical procedures should ensare early intro-

duction into the Fleet and permit early changes or additions

to existing manuals.

k. Development cf Tactics. When a project requires the

development of tactics r- well as the evaluation of the

tactics, the presentation of the tactics developed shall be

written as in j
• $

(1) The tactical manual or proposed change shall

normally be an enclosure to the basic report; hoiever, the

manner of submission will be specified in the project plan.

(2! No abstract of the presentation is required.

However, the letter of transmittal shall explain briefly

the function of the manual or proposed chanie.
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Advance Evaluation Notes. "

i AEN's (Advance Evaluation Notes) are summaries of -- I
operational, training, or maintenance information concerning

I -a weapon or .support system, component, equipment or material

under evaluation. "

a. The purpose of the AEN is to provide timely

operational, training, or maintenance infor..ation to Fleet 7

units equipped or about to be aquipped with a particular"

system or equipment. Thus the requirement for AEN's will

exiat in the following instances:

(1) .When a w.eapon or support system, co•!ponent, ,

equipment, or material undergoing evaluation is alreaey in

the Fleet. .

(2) When a weapon or support system, component,

equipment: or material is nearly teady for Fleet introduction.

Each project plan promulgated by COMOPTEVFOR will contain a

- statement as to whether AEN's will or will not be requirei.

b. Upon receipt of an Operational or Concurrent Eval-

uation assignment, the cognizant COMOPTEVFOR Staff Division

Director, or DEPCOMOPTEVFORPAC, as appropriate, will review

the assignment details and determine if the project warrants

the promulgation of AEN's. If appropriate, the prosecuting

command shall be informed of the frequency of submission of

proposed AEN's in the project reassignment letter. AEN's

will be prepared and distributed by the .iubordinate activity

of OPTEVFOR conducting the evaluation.
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They zhall be identified by an appropriate tttle and ,imber,

and written in an informal, narratiive style. AEN's shah [.
contain only that information, obtained as a result of valid

tests, which is considered to be of vluc to the Fleet for "
p I1

operationa', training, or maintenance purpoe?. A Jiscus.Ion"

of the conduct of the test may be included w!,en it coritzibutes

to a better understanding of the AEN. Conclusions and

recommendations will not be included. Ordir?.-ily. AEN's

will contain only factudl information; however. tnev may

also contain opinions when such opinions pert-in !.n employ- F

went methods, procedures, or operating techniquez. Opinions

which can be construed as pert4ining to the acceptability
-. a.

of the system or equipment involved aill not be included.

Opinions will be clearly identified a.s such, and tl.e basiG -

on which they were reached will be inticated. Any informa- -

tion ,•hich w.,ould tC.nd to -upport .. limit the valzd"ity of

the opinion will bo included. ,

c. AEN's will be approved by a review board from the

c¢,mnand originat.. the AEN. When such a board is c-nvened,

COMOPTEVFOR and/c.-r DEPCOMOPTEVFORPAC and cognizant Fleet

unit rcprcsontation should be requested.

d. Commanding officers of prosecuting'commands shall

sign all AEN's or ensure that they are properly authenticated.

AEN's will be distributed directly by the preparing activity. a

A copy will be forward td t: COMOPTEVFOR for information.

Distribution of AEN's ;hall include Atlantic and Pacific
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Flee, activities which have a need for early information on

I the project. Deployed Fleet commands and units, the cogni-

zant office in CNO, and appropriate activities of the Naval

Shore Establishment, such as NAVTACDOCACT and the technical

agencies and laboratories having an interest in the project,

I shall also be included.

Se. AEN's shall'be reviewed semi-annually by the ori-

"ginating command in order to up-date, revise, or cancel them

as appropriate.

Project Reports submitted by COI,4OPTEVFCR

l a. Technical Evaluations and Development Assists.

When assistance specified in the project assign-

ment has been provided, a letter report will be submitted

to CNO by COMOPTEVFOR, with a. copy to the agency for whom

the services were furnished. The report will summarize

the assistance provided and request terminatiorn of the

project. The report will include comments and recommenda-

S�cions when specified in the assignment letter.

- b. Operational Evaiuations, Opcrational Ap~raizalz

and FJeet Operational Investigations.

Upon conclusion of an Operatinr.al Evaluation or

Fleet Operational Investigation, COMOPTEVFOR will submit a

report of the finding,.; of such projects to CNO, with copies

I to appropirate activities. interim reports shall be sub-

mitted as deemed necessary or as directed.

c. Concurrent Evaluation.

Upon conclusion of a Concurrent Evaluation, the

developing agency and COMOPTEVFOR will submit reports to CNO.
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* (1) Thf- developing agency's report will cover the

technical aspects of the evaluation, as requested by the lit

Chief of Naval Operations.

(2) COMOPTEVFOR's report will cover the operational L

aspects of the evaluation.

d. Operational Assist.
I .

Upon conclusion of an Operational Assist COMOP-;

TEVFOR will submit a report of the project to CNO and to

the developing agency. The report will be limited to the

results of the tests conducted. F

e. Fleet Research Investigations

Wben the assistance specified in the project

assignme.t has been provided, a report will be Ru',mitted to

CNO by the Fleet Commander-in-Chief or by COMOPTEVFOR, as

appropriate, with a copy to the agency for whom the services

were furnished. The report will summarize the assistance

provided and request termination of the project. The report

will include comments and recommendations, if specified in

the assignment letter.

f. Letter Extracts

Upon receipt by COMOPTEVFOR of reports which will

be printed, a letter extract will be prepared by the appro-

priate Staff Division for forwarding to CNO. The letter

extract will contain the abstract, major concluvions and

* major recommendations from the basic report and shall be

limited to three pages. The extract will be routed within

C-514
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the COMOPTEVFOR Staff with the report from which extracted.

Ten copies of the extract report wi.l be designated for

the cognizant CNO Project Monitor by OP rnumber, five cnies

to the cognizant systems command, and a copy to the prose-

(I outing command.

SDistribution of COMOPTEVFOR Project Reports

I I Distribution of COMOTVFR roject rerts shall be

governed by the current series of OPNAV Instructions 5510.1,

* [ 005510.48 and NAVMATINST 4000.17. As the distribution list

varies from one report to another, cognizant Project Officer

will prepare a realistic initial distribution list,

I assigning copies only to DOD agencies which have a relevant

interest in the report. Fifteen copies only will be desig-

* I nated for CNO under the "Copy to" distribution, and the OP

number of the CNO Project Monitor as designated in the

assignment letter must be indicated. The CNO Project

Monitor will make further required distribution within

OPNAV. Other "Copy to" addressees shall be listed as

- specific individual addressees or by Standard Navy Distri-

bution List numbers.

Composition of E(laliiition Proiect Reports

I The format to be employed in the pr6aration of eval-

uation project reports is designed to afford an orderly

. presentation of information, analysis, conclusions and

recommendations. The form and content of progress, partial,I'
Sfinal and supplementary project reports may vary depending
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upon whether the report cohcerns equipment or tactics.

the format prescribed, however, is not rigid. It is recog-

nized that certain projects may be more effectively reported

if the format ;s varied. Such variations may be approved

by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations.
L

a. Any modifications or relocation of standard
F

equipment or material shall be described in detail. Attach-

ments such as photographs, diagrams or specifications should

be used to reduce the length of descriptive details and

ensure clarity.

b. When tests are conducted at testing grounds or

areas, such areas shall be listed. When test results are

reduced or evaluated by mechanical or electronic means,

this fact should be mentioned in the report.

c. When recommending an equipment, system or com-

ponent for service use, consider, and include in the report,

any qualifications that HERO (hazards of electromagnetic

radiation to ordnance) and other such tests performed in

addition to OPTEVFOR tests may have revealed as a restriction,

danger, hazard or limitation.

d. For all projects, Anclude run-by-run listings or

graphs of raw dati, and a matrix presentation of variable

combinations tested, with sample sizes for each combination.

On complex projects involving reduction of large amounts

of data, reports must include sufficient raw data to

substantiate tho results, c<,nrlusiors and recommendations
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drawn. If the supportiW raw data is so unwieldy as to

preclude enclosing it in the basic report, then, and only

then, may it be enclosed in a separate "Data Supplement"

to the basic report. This supplement shall be due 60 daye

I after vubmission of the basic report, It shall be a

printed and bound report, and the title shall refer to the

.i basic report, i. e., "Data Supplement to Final Report on

Project O/S 99, Evaluate the Terrier Weapons System in

JUSS HUEY." The distributicn of this data supplement will
normally be restricted to those commands and activities*

directly concerned with the evaluation.

e. Photographs and other graphical presentations

provide an excellent means for clarifying the report. The

liberal use of such material to amplify the textual presen-

tation is encouraged.

I :I

Li

CI
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Glossary

AFNR Atlantic Fleet Weapons IWige u
APL Applied Physics Laboratory

AUTEC Atlantic Undersea Test & Evaluation Center

CINCLANT Comrmnader-in-Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet r

CIIPAC'LT Co-vider-in-Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet

CNO Chief of Naval Oierations 71

Com Des Dev Gru Commander Destroyer Development Group

COMFAIR Comzander Fleet .ir

Corn Nay Air Lant Commander Naval Air Forces, U.S. Atlantic Fleet

COMAVBASE Commander Naval Base L

COAICAVORDSYSCOM Comwander Naval Ordnance Systeds Command

COMOPTEVFOR Commander Operational Test and Eraluation Force

Corn Sub Dev Gru Commander Submarine Development Group

Corn Sub Flot Commander Submarine Flotilla

D.A. Developing Agency

DCNO (D) Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Developmcnt) "

Fng Stm Engineering Station

El otr.i,,: cs TechnM clan

ELR Eastern Teat RLingu

F?4SAIM Fleet Missile SuppoAt and EVahluItion Group L-
JAX Jacksonville

14AS Naval Air Station

?iAVI1:TCOM Naval 1,6terlal Coummand I

NAVMM CDOCACT havy Tactical DoctL'ine Activity

C-58
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NION New rondon J

-M'C aval Missile Center

NOLTF Naval Ordnance Iaboratory' Test Facility

:,NOTS NaN-! Ordnance Test StationNOU Naval Orchance Unit

VWS Naval Weapons Stationatio"

OEG Operations Evaluation Group

* j OIR Office of Nava~l Research

OPCON Operational Control

CPTEVFOR Operational Test and Evaluation Force

PMR Pacific Ilissile Range

QM Quartermaster

RAV Restricted Availability

RDlE Research, Develolment, Test and Evaluation

" RM Radloman

. .- TDV Tender Availability I

Ty com Type Conmander

USOG United States Coast Guard

VACAPES Virginia Capes

SYN Yeoman

C-- 9
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MARINE CORPS OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

The Marine Corps, wherever possible, utilizes the operational
test results t.f the other Services. Equipments pe.-.,iiar to the Marineo
Corpsi are tested and evaluated and the results are sent to the Commandant

oi the Marine Corps.

1. ORGANIZATION" The Marine Corps does not have within its
R&D oz ganizatton a unit that is dedicated solely to Operational Test
& E':aluatic..o (OT&E). The intent/obj--ctives of OT&E are accomplished
by other 'ypes of tests with the results utilized in the subsequent develnp-
ment/pracurement decisions. In lieu of formalized OT&E tests, the
Marine Corps employs expanded service tests, troop tests, and special
operatiorial evalualions. Tasking of Commanding General, Marine Corps
Development and Eiuc,,tion Command (CG, MCDEC) for these tests is i

done by Commp-ndant of the Marine Corps (CMC) through the Deputy
Chief of Staff (RV&S). The nature of the item or concept to be tested
determines the designation of the participating units. "

-Without a formal OT&E command like the Navy's Operational

Test & Evaluation Forces (OPTEVFOR) the. Marine Corps is forced to
use Fleet Marine Force (FMF) units for its tests. Within the Marine L
Corps Development and Education Command the Deputy for Dwvelopment
(Director, Development Center) develops test plans in concert with the
FMF units involved. The sccpe of test;nt And resources required is L
dependent on the type of test and the nat of the equipment /concepts
being tested. CG, MCDEC prepares the requisite test reports along "
-w•tl. 1,rtine,,t re.ommendations and submit's them to CMC for approval.

In those joint programs where the Army, Air Force or Navy does
the development and testing, the Marine Corps participates as required [.
and provides appiopriate resources (funds, personnel and equipment).
When another Service has statutory responsibility for developme'ntal
action that also satisfies a Marine Corps requirement, the attendant L.
OT&E is usually accepted by the Marine Corps as the basis for procure-
ment. Variations in supply and maintenance, normally minor in nature,
are resolved during the first year of use. For major items of equipment!
(aircraft, tanks, armored amphibians, weapons) the Marine Corps
depends on the larger Services for the technical development, and in
most cases the operational testing, with varying degrees of participation I

by the Marine Corps.
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2. LINES OF COMMAND: (See Figure 1.)T

-4. 3. FACILITIES AND ASSETS: The Marine Corps Development
Center located at Quantico, Virginia, and subordinate to MCDEC, is
"the principal RDT&E field activity of the Marine Corps. A subordinate
test facility located at Camp Pendleton, California, is dcsignated the
West Coast rest B'anch, Mobility and Support Division, Developmentr Center, MCDEC. The Quantico facilities possess limited assets
relative to OT&E and are oriented primarily towards the administrative

aspects of RD&S (e. g., conduct of studies, development of requirements
T documentation, supervision of Marine Corps sponsored R&D programs,

supervision/coordination of joint R&D programs, monitoring of other
Services' R&D programs and the development of tactical doctrines).

I Ranges and facilities are also available for limited service testing of
equipment.

The West Coast Test Brarch, located a. Camp Pendleton.
California, is oriented and equipped for the conduct of service tests

on equipment peculiar to the Marine Corps and primarily for employ-
ment in the amphibious environment (ship to shore). Some testing
of Army developed vehicles is performed for the purpose of determin-
ing their suitability for Marine Corps use in an amphibious environment.
Minimum per'onnel and equipment resources are available at these
facilities. As pre-viously stated, the facilities and persc.nnel of FMF

units are utilized fcr many tests.

4. FUNDING: Funding recuiremente to support Marine Corps OT&E
are routinely included in the total DON RDT&E appropriations as part
oi the project or element they are to support. There is no specific
Program Element dedicated to OT&E. Upon approval and apportionment
to the Marine Corps of requested program funds, a similar apportionment
of necessary funds is provided to the CG. MCDEC to support service
and troop tests. MCDEC requirements are based on an annual budget
request from that facility.

5. SCOPE OF TESTING: As previously explained, in lieu of
formalized OT&E Ec,!•, the Marine Corps erni:loys expanded servicejtests, troop tests aid special operational evaluations. The scope of
these tests include, but are not limited to, the following specific
determinations:
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a. Durability - Provides data relative to failure rates,SI human engineering factors and operatinnal cost.

b. Maintainability - Provides dat2 relati~e to the main-
tenanc , time required to support the vehicle for a certain period of
operational time.

S~c. Fuel and Oil Consumption - Provides data relative to

I the tactical considerations of operating range and bzttlefield day

capability and operational costs.

I d. Stowage - Provides data relative to stowage arrangc-
ment of On Vehicle Equipment (OVE) and the cargo handling and
securing provisions (where appropriate).

e. Kit Evaluation - Provides data relative to the installa-
tion ax! functional aspects of various kits (where appropriate).

f. Compatibility with Amphibious Shipping - Provides data
T retive to compatibility of equipment with the various types of

amphibious ships/crafts utilized in amrRhibious operations.

g. Troop Tests - Provides data relative to required design
change., prior to initiatiag procurement, Tables of Organization and

Equipment, and tactics and tectinique3.

h. Special Operational Evaluations - Providcs data relativeL
to the operational potential/feasibility of commercially developed equip-
ment prior to initiation of procurement.
6. TEST REPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION-

a. Formal reports are prepared by the CG, MCDEC on all
assigaied test projects and submitted to CIVIC for review and approval.

In the case of short-termed projects, a final report is submnitted at
"the completion of rcquired testing; however, in the case of extended
"projects, interim progress reports are submitted periodically with
a fin.N, report upon completion of overall test objectives.
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i ~~b. Distribution oi reports is mad-- to ChIC, ,lnajor FMF comrmands, •

Navy Amphibious Fleet Headquarters, L.S. Arr. Commodity Command-
Headqu•arters, U.S. Air Force TAC Headquarters, 'Nav-y Systems •

Commands (where pert~nent), all Marine Corps Liaison Officers located
with other Services and Defense Documentation Center.
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I~A PPE-NDIX D

I OPERATIONAL TESTING AND E.VALUATION '

* Tl
•, ~IN THE U.S. AIR FORCE
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v INTRODUCTION

* , *

This Appendix is devoted to an overview of Operational Testing
ane. Evaluation as it functions in the Air Force. Included are a brief
account of the relatively shcrt history of OT&E in the USAF, a few
words on the current organization responsible for OT&E at Air Staff
leve', snd a description of the Air Force testing cycle a-nd the types
of test of which it is composed. As will be seen, the doctrine and
"methodology of OT&E in the Air Force has resulted from an evolutionary
prccess, seldom static but continually endeavoring to be responsive to
user needs.
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"j HISTORY OF AIR FORCE TESTING

The early history of Air Force OT&E. or for that matt-, any
type of ev-auation except laboratory testing, centers around the
organizations and facilities at Eglin AFB. In 1934, the Baker Board
recommended the creation within the Army Air Corps of a "Separate
Branch for Research and Flight Testing." The Chief of Air Corps
iu 1939 approved consideration of an area at and near what is now the
Eglin AFB complex in which the proposed Air Corps proving ground
would be located. The geographical features of the arca, plus the
fact that a large part of it was already Government-owned land (the L
Choctawhatchee National Forestl dictated serious attention to its
consideration. After considerable development study, the Air Corps I "

Priving Ground was established with headquarters at Eglin Field U

vi May 1941. r
r

Vie i:.oving Ground contained, in addition to administrative
functions, a Proof Department physically stationed at Maxwell Field, -.

Alabama, to plan test programs and facilities and to analyze test
results. The Proving Ground Detachment at Eglin r"as organized to
conduct tests related to flying. The Air Corps Board, the President
of which was also Commanding Offi,-er of Eglin Field, was intended to
be an operational control agency, composed cf a relatively small group
of highly qualified personnel whose primary job was to conduct specializiod
studies and give guidance to test activities.

Jurisdictional diff2:rences over control of Eglin Fie'd and the
Choctawhatchee Natiornal Forest deh yed real progress until March 1942,
when reorganization of the Army Air Forces resulted in a redesignation
as the Air Corps Proving Ground Command. By early 1943, however,
the Preying Grotund Command had expanded its functions to include
ordnance detachments at Aberdeen, Maryland: Edgewood Arsenal,
Maryland; Madison, Indiana; and Ilope, Arkansas; an electronics
proving ground at Florosa, Alabama; and an Arctic, Desert, and
Tropic Information Center.

In the meantime, an AAF School of Applied Tactics had been
establihhed to test the tactical suitability of equipment which the
Proving Ground had found to meet military requirements (operationally
suRtable), Interface between theie two agencien was defined by a
d,rective ionnsed in April 1943 bt General Arnold.

0-2
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Between 1943 and early 1946, the AAF Proving Ground Command
became a satellite of the Ar.my Air Forces Center, added four detach-
ments, activated an experimental guiued missile group, and had
"replaced the AAF center at Orlando Army Air Base, with the activity
at Eglin reverting to subordinate status. In July 1946, the AAF Proving
Ground Command was redesignated the Air Proving Ground Command
with headquarters at Eglin. Following a series of internal organizational
changes in the next two years, the APGC wa- transferred to the Air
Materiel Command and for six months in 1948 was known as the Air
Materiel Proving Ground. In June 1948, it reverted to its former status
as the Air Proving Ground Command.

The Command's mission remained essentially the same throughout
the next ten years, although changes in internal organizational structure
wei-e made from time to time. Essentially, the Air Proving C round
Command served as an independent testing agency' for the Air Force
to assess the Product of the developer as to its "operational suitability."
Personnel with operational experience manned its testing organization
(3200th Proof Test Grouip) and tests were designed and cotiducted to
evaluate systems and subsystems in an environment as close to. opera-
tional as could be simulated. Occasionally, support from the ;sing
commands was obtained in the form of personnel and equipment which
were then included in realistic simulations of combat operations. The
developrrment of tactics and techniques for operational employment was
made a part of each test when and wherever possible. In short, APGC
served in a role as unbiased as courd be established between the
developer and the user.

The findings of APGC tests were not always welcomed by the
using commands, since the latter were of the opinion that they were
in a better position to evaluate an item in the environment in which it
would ultimately be employed. As a counter to this, however, it could
be, and ot'en was, maintained that the Air Proving Ground Command
was better fitted to produce quantified da., which were valuable in
decision-making or in precise evaluations .,f a system's suitability.

In late 1957, the decision was made by He-4quarterr, USAF,
to place APGC under the cognizance of the Air Force Research and
Development Command in a center status, combined with the Air Force
Armament Center which was by then also a tenant on Eglin AFB. This
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action gave APGC a new mission, oriented toward development. It
retains that function today under the Air Force Systems Command. p
Now designated the Armament Development and Test Center (ADTC).
it shares the Eglin facility wi.h the Tactical Air Warfare Center at d
the Special Operations Forc,4 (both of the Tactical Air Command). -,

ADTC, althotgh it is by missicn development-oriented, has
supported numbers of Category 1I- (OT&E) t.!sts under the pressures r
of the Southeast Asia effort simply because no other Air Force facility
is now capable of getting the kinds and amounts of quantitative data
needed. Some compromises with realism have been made in these
cases because of lack of air and land space to support required 0

comba.t-type flight regimes in a credible threat environment.
.5

In 1958 responsibility fer planning, funding and conducting the
Air Force OT&E function reverted to the operating commands. It
is there today, defined in AF Regulations 80-14 and 55-31. The
internal organization to implement it varies among the commands;
i. e., the five test centers of Tactical Air Command, the Air Defense
Command activity at Tyndall AFB and the Strategic Air Command I
missile test effort at Vandenberg AFB, as examples. Interface with
the Air Staff on OT&E matters is provided by the organization
described immediately following. I

AIR STAFF ORGANIZATION FOR OT&E

As a result of se.veral in-house studies on the conduct and
management of Air Force, weapons effectiveness testing in the 1963-64
periodt it became apparent that a focal point within the Air Staff was
needed to provide centralized guidance and direction to an admittedly
fragmented service-wide effort. An ad hoc committee, headed by
Brigadier General K. C. Dempster, in November 1964 recommended
the establishment of such a function within the Air Staff which would,
in addition to providing the needed control, determine data requirements,
set up a priorities system, provide testing resources, insure their
economical utilization, and assure the timely processing and distribution
of test results. The philosophy of de-centralization of responsibility
for test design, methodologies, and actual conduct was to be retained,
with Air Force Systems Command responsible for Categories I and II
of acqtisition testing (R&D oriented) and the using organization perform-
ing and reporting on operational tests and eviluations (Category III and
onward). Nuclear weapon tests were specifically excluded.

D-4
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"The recommendations of the Dempster committee report wereT implemented in an Air Force Chief of Staff directive in November 1964
and a letter in December 1964 which established an interirm We.-pon5.
Effectiveness Testing Task Force under the Directorate of OperationalI -s Requirements in the Air Staff. The resulting Office of Primary Responsi-
bility for AFWET was reassign-Io to the Directorate of Operations,
Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans and Operatons in May 1965 as the Deputy
Director for Air Force Weapons Effectiveness Testing. In August 1965,
its charter was clarified and redefine-) in a Vice Chief of Staff letter
to the major Air Force commands. Among its assigned responsibilities
was the preparation of an Air Force reglation governing operational
tests. Responsibilities for strategic balli,:tic missiles, nuclear weapons,
and space systems were specifically omitttd. Original manning
authorization was for twenty-iour manpower spaces, headed by a
Brigadier General.

In July 1965, the organization's name was changed to Deputy
Director of Operations for Operational Test and Evaiuation and its
:na-,ning authorization was increased td a total of sixty. As originally
configured, the activity was comp.:sed of a Programs and Resources
Group and four Divisions - Acquisition 'test, Employment Test,
Elect."onics Warfare Test, and Theater Air Base Vulnerability Test.

In the time between its establishment and the present, the organiza- I,
tion has undergone various minor internal structural changes, none of
which has had appreciable influence on the basic charter and mission
under which it was activated. It is now composed •f (1) :n Operational
Test Division, charged with monitorship of Category I and Ca egory II

"- testing, as well 4s planning, policy-making, and executive mnanagement
.. of Air Force OT&E programs and (2) a Test Support Divisio'!, which

provides scientific guidance in the design and analysis of tests, test
"resources, an Air Force OT&E priority syster,, and allied functions.

? The present "Deputy for" operates as the Air Staff office of primary
"responsibility for all matters involving Headquarters, USAF, participation

-. in or support of Air rorce OT&E. A more detailed description of its
mission and organic structure appears in an attachment to thib Appendix.

7
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THE AIR FORCr, TESTING CYCLE

The present Air Force method of conducting OT&E is to have it
done by the org~anization which will ultimately employ the weapons
system, subsystem or component in the accomplishment of its assigned

mission. As provided for in Air Force Regulations 80-14 and 55-31, "
the principal components of the complete testing cycle are: -!

fI,~

Acquisition Testing
*Category I Tests. There are development tests and evaluations

of the individual components, subsystenis, and, in certain cases a
complete system under control ef the Air Force Systems Command.
In addition to qualificationr this category provides for redesign, refine-.
ment, and re-evaluation as necessary inccpding the praco.icability of
using current standard on commercial items. These tests are con-
ducted principally by the contmactor, but with the Air Force (AFSC, using

commands, and support commands) active participation, e,,aluation and
control. T-

Category II Tests. There are development tests and evaluations

spanning the integration of subsystems into a complete system in as
near an operational configuration as practicable under control of Air o
InForce Systems Command. Suitable instrumentation qss employed to

determine the functional capabsaity and compatibility of subsystems.
sCategory c I is an Air Fanrce effort with contractor partcipation,

under Air Force (AFSC) control and direction, and with active opera- u."
cing and supporting command participation. Actual test operation and

maintenance is performed by military personnel who have received ,
formal system training.

Category III Tests. These are tests and evaluations of operatioual
systenis by the appropriate operating command. They include, insofar
as possble, test systems which incorporate prbeduction components and
support items and which are operated using realistically available t
personnel skills and technical data. They a ne performed under con-
ditions as near -oprational as practicable. Category Istesting is an
conducted using a syrtem configuration jointly agreed upon by Air

k orce Systems Coaroiand and Air Force Logistics Command. It is
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the first class of testing in the cycle that can be characterized as OT&E.
It is done in accordance with a specific test plan. It is terminated when
"pre-plarned objectives of the acquisition plan have been met.

Category III Equivalent Tests. These are tests and evalhations

of subsystems, armament, and equipment under control and direction

of the operating commands. They have the same objectives as Category
III tests for complete systems and a:e subject to the same constraints
and philosophy.

SFoll,,w-On Development Tests. Systems, subsystems, armament,
and equipment are given development tests and evaluations as required
after completion of Category II tests. These R&D test. are used to
evaluate corrections of deficiencies previously uncovered and improve-

"ments in systems not accomplished during the normal acquisition cycle
- testing.

-- Operational Employment Testing

Employment Tests. This is pure OT&E. It is conducted by the
"user or operating command to improve capability or to evaluate the

.- extent to which the new ,veapon system will enhance the mission capa-
bility of the operator. It is designed to develrp tactics and techniques
for the most effective weapon usage, define operational problems and
suport new requirements and modifications. It exposes the new
system or subsystem to an environment as realistically operational
as practicable, employing only the support situation, personnel skills,
and threat environment (if possible) which the test item can be expected'
to encou-nter. Realism in the evaluation process is cnhanced wherever pos-)
sible by the use of production items in statistically reasonable numbers.

Operational Evaluations. These are analyses and evaluations of
operational data alr.!ady available to minimize the costs in time and

-- money of actual physical test. The product of these assessments may
be used as a datum which physical test may use an a point of departure
"or as actual bases for conclusions and decision-making. I

Strateg.ic Ballistic Missile Systems Testing

-Catgry Tand Ir Tents. These are similar in objectives, scope,
and condtict to the Category I and II tests of orthodox aircraft weapon
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syrstems, subsystems and components. They are predominantly cc.-
tractor efforts, with increasing military participation leadini; to the F1
demonstration that system design goalsi have been mnet under )on-
operational conditions.

Demonstrati-.n and Shakedown (DASO) Tcst.-,. This is an evaluation 2

equivalent to Category HIl tests of other systems. It is conduct-ed by the
operating command, assisted by the agency having Air Force engineering
responsibility in an operational environment using operational procedures.
It is intended to refine operational and logistic procedures, demonstrate
basic system capabilities and limitations, and determine system stability
for its intended mission.

Ballistic Missile Operational Tests. These tests expose the
system to an environment as nearly operational as possible to evaluate
reliability and accuracy under realistic conditions. They are true OT&E
and are conducted in two phases: Phase I, a basic program uf a fixed
pumber of launches, and Phase 11, an extension of Phase I, but consisting
of a much sa-.aller number of launches, allocated at an annual fire-out
rate.

Electronic Warfare Effectiveness Tests

•-.

These are operational tests, not only of Electronic Warfare systems
and their supporting subsystems but of the tactics and techniques which
will maximize their effectiveness against threat EW oper3tions and
systems.

Weapon System Evaluation Program (WSEP)

This is a continuhig we-ipons firing program to exercise and
e, aluate operational aircraft delivery systems and weapons to determine
reliability and effectiveiess. It is designed to provide continuity of
weapon sy3tem effectiveness data by obtaining and evaluating, under a
single program, compatible data from OT&E sources. The pregramis
are cunducted by the using commands under conditions and environn:ents
representative of the projected threat. They impact on such areas as
indicated requirements for changes in training, tactics, manning,
logistics support, maintenance and modification of existing hardware.

LD-
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Dr-PUT- DIRMTCOR FOR OPERATLIONAL TES'f & EVALUJATION

Is respecnsible to the Director of OperaTions for planning directing
and evalua~tion the Ai4r Force Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E, Pro-

Il

IIi. _________ITY•

A. Overational Test Division (AFXOWQ)

1. Develons and/or reviews Category III and other operational test
requirements, rchedules, and support.

2. Develops, prepares and issues operational test directives.

3. Reviews and approves operational test plaits.

4. Coordinates with comands ana monitors o•.2rational tests.

5. Establishes and/or apbroves operational testing milestones and
program changes.

6. Identifies and makes recox.nendations for operationall testing
resources and priority requirements.

"- 7. Reviews and approves operational test reports and establishes
reports distribution.

8. Through test and evaluation, develops criteria and provides inter-
face and expertise for the deployment an' initial employment of new systems,
equipment and munitions.

9. Provides interface and takes action with respect to Directorate

I positions on systems, equipment, and munitions during all phases of the acqui- .
sition cycle.

10. Revihvs and keep abreast of new research and development prograas.

11. Monitors Category I and Cateory II testing connected with new
equiptent and systems being acquired to satisfy operational rcquirements.

12. Provides chairman for Tri-Service Group on EW Testing Resources.

B. TQnL Suiport Division (AFXOWG)

1. Perfoims research and studies required to validaic new operational
test requirements.
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2. F :Aies operational problems a.d reeorzkmzds test objectives.

3. Provides guidance and direction in scientific design of tests. L I
Validates mathematical models and ca:,puter programs for test programs.

It. Provides scientifi guidance un.I coordinates operational test
directives; performs quantitative analysis of test resalts and date.; and
develops test methodology and procedures for LUproving tcst methods and
concepts.

5. Devclops Air Force test ranme-rrt arn doca'Tentation system.
Plans and proviae giiidanuce for mnanement of eata manrrcjevnt :jste=.

6. Conducts operational evaluations and analysis of technological
advancements and determines opc~r-tional applications to current tand ThxLr- r-
systems, equipcent and munitions.

7. Conducts analyticl studies of Air Force operationel tests and
problems. Analy-zes and eva3uates hostile threat for use in test design and
identification of resources for testing.

8. Maint•tns data system on selected DOD resources e-nd technical •1
f3.cilities for use in Air Force Testing. -Requests, monitors and takes actions
lerading t' acquisition of resources and new technLial faciities for Air Force
OTL.-

.Develops and ranaces a priority system for Air Force OT&E regula-
tions ant other publications.

10. Servbc as Directorate Office of PriL,-,:ry Responsibility (OFR) for L
Class V Modification Program, and Required Operateonal, Capabilities (ROCs).
Serves as Air Staff OPR for Allocation Priorities uf Unit Resources.

11. Serves as Air Staff OPR on matters conce-ning the Deseret Test
Center. Maintains liaison with Defense Atomic Support k7ency on Nuclear
'capons Testing mintters and with the other Service,; and D(D on weapons testing.

I"
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OPEPATIONAL TEST DIVISION TES'. S.,T•ORT DrIVlTON '"

Develops test requirements, objec- Operational tebt requirezents
tives and support requirements. and test objectives validation.
Issues Test Directives. Reviews Desigu of tests. Mathematical

and approves Test Plans and reports modelin. and computer progro-&s:
Monitors testing and R&D progran,. for OT&E. Coordinao-ks test dir-
Establishes milestones and test ecti-.es: performs qualitative
program changes. Provides inter- analysis and devvlots test retho-
face with Research and Devclop:ent. dology and yrccedt-es. Conducts

-Provides criteria for new system o-eraticn,4 evaluations. E'val-
deployrent. Establishes test uates hostile threat for test
reports distribution. Monitors desi&n and resources. Of'ice of
Category I and Category II Test Primarj Res-ronsibility (OPR) for
Programs. test data manage=ent. Requests

rusources and technical facili-
ties for OT&E. Coordinates test
directives; performs qualitative
analysis and develops test metho-
dology and procedures. Conducts

7" operational evaluaions. Evalu-
utes hostile threat for test
"design and resources. OPR for
test rata management. Requests
resources and technical facili-
ties for OT&E. AFXOP OPH for
Class V Modificaticns, Priorities
Required Operational Capabilitles
Sout),eaat Asia Operational Re-
quirer, nts, Deaeret Test Center
mid nuclear te.,,tB.

JBRANCIDIS BRUCIIES
Akrospnce Systems trval Equipment Analysis and Evaluation

vu:apona and Minci.ea Resources
Electronic Systems Class V Modifications

Reproducld fr :p',best a'vail 1ab1ý rOole
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INTRODUCT1CN

In an effort to gain more i~zsight into OT&E. the staff selected
approximately sit, nilitary and civilian personnel to interview on
the subject. Theý,e individuals were chosen on the basis of their
known extensive backgrounds in testing or because of the present

S positions they were filling in a test facility or staff. The le-tel of
these individuals ranged through pilots flying OT&E missions in
Lvaluation squadrons, heads of teFt facilities and ranges, high-level

][ ~civilians in civil service testing .jobs, members of civilian industry
staffs, and deputies of Service RDT&E programs. A complete list

of personnel is shown in Inclosure 1.

Some of these interviews took the form of a briefing on their
facility and/or the way they conducted OT&E, rollowed by a general
discussion. period. • Others were strictly a round-table type discussion.

Irn order to insure coverage of some of the basic issues, a
T standard list of questions was prepar.-d in advance as a starting
- point for the discussion. It was stressed that this was an informal

discussion, and no answers would be identified with any individual.
T The answers that were solicited were not the official Service positions

but the true feelings of the individual, based upon his extensive

experience in the t.ýsting field.

- I. Do you believe that there is a need to change Defense Department
policy and or, -nization to insure the conduct of more productive
operational te.-s?

2. Do yo i think thert is a rec, irement for an OT&E organization
at higher than Serv - level? If so, what bhould be the scope of
its responsibilities,

Within the Services, tht :- rge major•ty of individujas interviewed
"did not see any need for major c:a. •.e i i Defense Department pullicy
and organization relative to OT&IC. Tl.e responses indicated general
sati•ifaction with the function within en, h 5ý-,rvice, and most importantly,
with the capability of the Service to satisfactorily cc..,e to grips, with
its owsl OT&E problems. The prevale,,t (,pitsion is that the Service
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major OT&E responsibilities to OSD would only further remove

t decision making from reality and result in significant delays in
decisions.

Several oersons, in particular some external to the Services,

advocated for significant change tc 03D policy and organizations.
rhe argurients here varied - some felt a large activity (Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for OT&E) was necessary while others
specified smaller but potent activities within the current DDR&E or
Systems Analysis structres.

A key point raised was the nature of responsibilities of any OSD
activity. Most interviewees saw little objection to some OT&E function ,.
at the OSD level. The Services ter.,' to look on such an activity as L
one that would monit.or Service OT&E, be helpful in obtaining funds
and facilities, and perhaps occasionally refereeing (or suggesting)
OT&E activities that involve more than one Service. However, any ,
OSD function to direct and control OT&E was almost universally
rejected as inherently unresponsive and a potential negative force
on OT&E effectiveness.

The most reasonable and productive function for an OSD OT&E
activity was considered to be the establizhment of overall general
pohc•y and perhaps framing the pertinent questions about capabilities
that wouil ass;st Services in developing their OT&E to also respond r 7l
to valid OSD iifdrmation requirements.

As concerns OT&E pol.,-v and organization within each Service,
intervi•ewees generally felt that his own Service's way of accomplishing
OTbE was r'or.sonable and responsive. Service OT&E organizations
vary. TI . Navy places OT&E responsibilities in an independent •. ,
orgAn.:,Ation (neither developer or user) reporting directly to the Chief
of 'aval Opcrations. The Army has an independent materiel-oriented
OT&E activity unler the developer organizationally, but reporting
-0;rectly to the Chi,.-f of Staff. Other OT&E in the Army, test and
evaluation of operational and organizational concepts, is done by an
agency which represents the user and also reports directly to the
Chief of Staff. The Air Force has OT&E a user responsibility. As .
a result of these differences, the question of independence and

C I.
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reporting level for Service OT&E was much discussed. The general
opinion was the separation of OT&E from the developer was necessary.
Opinion on degree of user responsibility and participation \aried;
however, the need for trained, knowledgeable and motivated working
level OT&E personnel was considered more important than organization.
There was some support for an independent OT&E activity within the
Air Force and reporting to the Chief of Staff. However, Air Force
experience with the Air Proving Ground Command was fresh enough
so that the creation of an.identical actvity - large and cumbersome -

S, was not considered appropriate.

3 1 3. How should OT&E be funded?
; I

indiProvide a level of effort finding to take care of housekeeping and
indirect labor. Program managers should budget and fund for direct

• labor costs of their testing programs apd for any special instrumenta-
"tion required to carry r. it the tests. Procurement funds should be
used where an item is consumed by the test. Example - missiles.

SIt is felt that funding should be consistent between the Services
and ranges. Customers are forced to use range facilities that are

free to them versus ranges that are industrially funded even though
* the overall cost to the Government might be more. Industrial funding

tends* to make facilities cut overhead costs to a minimum; however,
* on the other hand, it tends to make the program manager cut his test

program below the optimum level because of the cost.

- The general consensus was that OT&E was receiving adequate
furids now for the type of OT&E being conducted considering budget
conatraints. However, If OT&E should be undertaken on the scale
envisioned by the PSAC report, a considerable Increase in the ThE
budget would be required.

4. Should production other than prototype be contracted before
Scompletion of OT&E?

This qtsestu:,n is inflhwnced by many other factors. A weapon
systern like a fi, 4htir aircrnft will be uxed here aj an example. The
basic deaign of *Je F-4 aircraft wax submitted in 1953, and the fIrst
contract was signed in 1954, The aircraft wan first introduced to an

I.
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"operational squadron in 1960. The present replacement for the F-4 If
is the F-14, which should be finishing operation?.l testing about 1975.

If the decision is made to go into limited productinn after first flight [ !

in 1971. the aircraft would get to the fleet in limited numbers in

1975, or twenty-two years after the F-4 was conceived. r

If the decision i. made to test before buy, and after testing in

1975 the F-14 does not come up to expectations, it would take aur

additional seven years minimum to get another system up to this

point. The F-4 would then be twenty-nine years old and would have been
unable to meet the Russian threat for many years. I- other words,
when you do not have a new prototype coming along every two - three
years, you are more or less locked in to making the new system
work beca•'se it is better than what you have. If you have several
weapon systems in R&D spaced properly, you can afford to go slower,

do more thorough testing, and undoubtedly get a better product.

The general consensus of those interviewed w-as that under the
present system, it is too costly on major systems not to contract for

some production models prior to completion of testing.

5. For a major weapon system, how many test vehicles are required
for a thorough test program?

For aircraft and tanks, six-tn-eight would be the minimum number
for Operational Cvaluation only. For the complete test program tht ough ;
Operational Evaluation, the numbers should be on the order of sixteen
to twenty. For other items such as a major iterm of complex electronics
equipment, the number can be af low as two. It was evident that the

-' particular weapon system being tested determined the number needed.
'Most people felt that test items for Operational Evaluation Ahould be
manufactured with production-line tooling since production-line
techniques will result in a different product than R&D techniques.

6. What are your thoughts on test ranges and their control -

national ranges, Service ranges, contractor ranges, methods
of funding, methods of scheduling?

Responscs to this question varied somewhat according tP the
Service affiliation of the interviewee. In general, U.S. Arm.' rerson,'el
considered their facilities adequate for OT&E (Service Testing in the
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• I Army) as did U.S. Navy persennel. U.S. Air Force responses
indicated general satisfaction with R&D test facilities/capabilities
but also citei OT&E razges as limited in proper scope and instrumenta-
tion. In this regard. the Air Force-proposed concept for an extensive
capability to cornduct integrated offensive-defensive OT&E with sizable
numbers of airborne systems in conjunction with realistic simulatedj threat situations (the HAVE EDGE study) was the subject of some
comment. Although such a capability was considered ideal and
ce-tainly of far-reachirg potential for needed mission-oriented OT&E,
not all agreed that the co.'cept was feasible within the present state-of-
the-art of instrumentation er ability to coastruct an inclusive and
realistically f!--:ible threat environment.

A serious problem of concer'n to most intervieweeu. regardless
of Service, is the slow but continuing encroachment on range space
and facilities by civilian communities, -ivil air desires, natural
resource exploitation interests, and other intermst groups within and
outside of the Government. Many ranges have lost some flexibility
to do comprehensive OT&E due to flight restric~ions.

In general, scheduling of Service ranges is not considered a
I major problem. Each Service feels its ability to control its ranges

is essential for responsiveness. In addition, utilization of other
Service ranges when necessary is not considered a major prob;,-m.
Scheduling and reimbursement procedures are adequate and reasoniably
responsive.

The need for national range resources is generally appreciated:
however, these should be limited to those unique and costly resources

71 of common use to all Service needs.

Funding of ranges was che subject of extenhive comm,-nt. Funding
methods and procedures vary between and within the Services. Most
felt that the Services should have the same type funding procedures.
The majority opinion was for some level of effort Service funding as
the best means of preventing loss of capability. However, there was
some support for industrial funding as the best way to force planning
and eliminate inefficiencies.

E-
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Separate funding for OT&E (as a program element) was given
some support. Wdentification of OT&E fund requirements by ?roject
was considered beneficial - particularly when the proj.:ct required U
new facilities/capabilities.

7. What kinds of actual combat experience are amenable to 4
evaluations as contrasted with formal OT&E?

The. majority of the respondents to this question were of the
opinion that actual comba, experience has limited value as a source
of oper-'tional data. The main reasons giver. for this consensus was
that the lack of control over the situation in combat resulted in data
of unknown validity. Some data such as that pertaining to maintenance,
logistics, sorties flown or ordnance delivered can be accurately
recorded, but data concerning effectiveness cannot be acquired with L
any degree of assi-ance regarding its validity.

8. Define Operational Testing and Evaluation,

There was no general agreement among the respondents as to a
precLse definition of Operational Testirg and Evaluation The most
frequently mentioned elements of OT&E were operatior.al environment
(actual and simulated), typical user personnel and operationally con-
figured systems (prototype or early production model;). Purposes
mentioned for OT&E ranged from aetcrmining the sui:.Lbility of newly
developed systems to developing "new uses for olo systems. The follow-
ing definition is a distillation of the majority of the "--isponses to this -.

question: a test conducted under actual or simulated .tperaticnal con-
ditions to determine the suitability of an item to accompiish its intended
function; the best way to employ an item; or modifications needed to &

make a system more useful.

Some respondents indicated thit in their opinion operational
evaluation precedes the developnment of requirements and that subsequent
operational testing constitutes only one of many inputs to conatinued
operational evaluation. Several responses included comments to the L
effect that OT&E continues throughout the life of a system.

I-6
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9. Can OT&E be used in the decision-making process? If so, how?

The majority of the respondents were of the opinion that the
results of OT&E must be considered in production decisions. A
rdsignificant minority maintained that OT&E cannot be realistically
accomplished until production models are available and that OT&"
cannot therefore provide input to a decision to produce. in recognition
of this minority position, several respondents indicated a belief that
production should be limited until OT&E is complete. Others felt
that OT&E of prototypes or R&D models would suffice as a basis for

Idecisions to produce a sygtern in quantity.

10. How does the quality of OT&E now compare to simiiar efforts
j of a decade or more ago?

How does it compare with what is needed?I
There appeared to be substantial agreement among those

responding to this question that OT&E is better now than in the past;
however, there was a recognition that there is still a great deal of
room for further improvement. Areas requiring improvement were
the use of more precise analysis of results, more use of compute,
simulations as an assist to analysis, and the development of a higher
degree of testing expertise within the Services.

t
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INDIVIDUALS INTER-VIEWED BY THE OT&E TASK GROUP

Joint Chiefs of Staff

BG Russell A. Berg, USAF - Requirements and Developments .
Division, J-5 (Plans and Policy)

BG Maurice W. Kendall, USAF - Deputy Director for Commands/
Areas, J-3 (Operations'

BG John J. Kenney, Jr., USA - Western Hemispihere Division,
J-5 (Plans and Policy)

BG R. P. Lukeman, USAF - Strategic Division, J-5 (Plans
and Policyr

Army or Army Affiliated -

LTC Curtis Amende - Deputy Chief of Test & EvaluAtion
Division, Headquarters, Army Materiel Coe'mand,
Washington, D. C.

LTG Austin W. Betts - Chief of Research & Developm#',t,
Departmunt of the ArmyWashingtonv D. C.

Mr. 'enJamin F foodwin - Special Assistant to the Commanding
(;-. ,',, , TesL & Y,,aluption Command, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland

Mr. Jack Harris - Plans and Programs Division. Combat
Development Command, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia

LTC John P. Haumersen - Chief, Reliability & Maintainability
Branch, Management & Evaluation Division, Office, Chief
of Research & Development, Department of the Army,
Washington, D. C.

COL E. 3. K•itchens - Cormanding General, Combat Arms Group,
Comnbat Development Command, Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas

0OL C. J. Molloy Jr., Director, Plans & Operations, Test &
Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen,
MHaruland

COL N. L. Robitison - CommAnding Officer, Yunn Proving Grounds,
Yuma, Arizona

W, E. L. Rowny - Deputy Chief of Research & Development,
Department of the Army, Washligton, D. C.
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BS George Sanmiet, Jr. - Director, Plans & Programs Office,
Chief of Research & Development, Department of the Army,
Washington, D. C.

5 LTC H. Thaxton - Director, Test & Evaluation, Yuma Proving
Grounds, Yuma, Arizona

Mr. Floyd Watts - Technical Advisor, Yuma Pro',ing Grounds,
Yuma, Arizona--

I Mr. Arthur Wds - Office of Assistant Vice Chief of Staff,

Department of the Army, Washington, D. C.

Navv and Marine Corps or Navy Affiliated

CAPT James L. Anderson - Director, Surface Warfare Division,
Operational rest & Evaluation Force, 11. S. Naval Base,
Norfolk, Virginia

Mr. C. J. DiPol - Associate Department Head (Operations),
T �Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California

CAPT Jama. Foster - Commanding Officer, VX-4-N,'S, Pt. Mugu,
California

CAPT Charles Fritz - Conmand~ng Officer, VX-5-NAS, China Lake,
California

Dr. I. E. Highberg - Head, Systems Development DepArtment,
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California

CAPT Lewis A. Hopkins - Commnanding Officer, Naval Missile
Center, Pt. Mugu, California

CAPT Richard W. fluxford - Ditector, Air Warfare Division,
Operational Test and Evaluation Force, U. S. Naval Rase,

Norfolk, Virginia

CAPT R. T. Jmniec - Range Operations Officer, Pacific Missile
Range, Pt. 1lugu, Camlfornia

CDR Rudolph I. Krause - Head, Fighter Weapon Section, Air
Warfare Division, Operational Test & VIaluation Force,
U. S. Naval Base, Norfolk, Virginia

COL E. S. Maloney - Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff (RD&S),
Headquarters, 11, 5. Marine Corps, Washlinton, D. C.

CAPT J. K, KcConeghy, Jr. - Exfcutive 9fficer, Navnl Weapons
Center, China Lake, California
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CAPT J. D. Mooney Director, Pacific Missile Range
Directorate, Pt. Mugu, California

RADM Howard S. Moore - C,,-ander, Pacific Missile Range,
IPt. Mugu, California

CDR E. C. Parker - Pro.iects Director, Air Test & Evaluation
Squadron Five, Naval Air Station, China Lake, California L

COL Y. P. Rice - USIC Liaison Officer, Naval Weapors Center,
China Lake, California

VADM Edward A. Ruckner - Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(Development), Washington, D.C.

Mr. Carl Schaniel - Naval Ordnance Tebt Staeion, China Lake,

California L

RAD. Levering Smith - Director, Strategic System Projects,
Headquarters, Naval Material cammana, Washington, D.C.

CAPT I.. J. Smith, III - Deputy Test & Evaluation Coordinator,
Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, Maryland

CAPT George W.atkins - Deputy Director, Naval Air Test Center, -.

Patuxent River, Maryland

Mr. H. G. Wilson - Deputy Technical Director, Naval Weapons L.
Center, China Lake, California

Air Force or Air Force Affiliated 8...

Brig. Gen. C. H. Bolender - Acting Director, Development,
DCS/R&D, lieadquarters, USAF, Washington, D.C.

Col.Jerald Cooke - International Security Agency, OSD,
Washington, D.C.

SMr. Thonas Dalehite - Chief Scientist, Armarent Development
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S~I.Y'ZR ODUCTION

Ar.ong the specific study tasks which the OT&E Task Group

undertook was documentation of selected represented OT&E efforts.
"The results of this undertaking are presented in this Appendix in the
orni of cAse histories. These case histories include both specific

opf-rational tes-, and also development programs with OT&E activit:es
and their infli ence (oz lack thereof) noted and discussed. It is believed
that studying These case histories will yield insight into the characteristics

of bo;h successful and unsuccessful OT&E and will also point the way to
"actions whch are required to make OT&E play a more important role
in placing effective weapon systems and materiel in the hands of the
operational forces.

Detailed comments on specific testing are found in the individial
-ase hisiries. ý.t should be pointed out, however, that there is a
"liffer..ace :,etween "good" or,•.ational testing and "effective" operational
tezing. For OT&E to be effective, it- results must be communicated to
the proper leveL -- d acted uFon. 'Thc-" is considerable evidence that
such communication aid subsequent action represent weak links in the
overall system. For tn:s reason, it is evident that much "good" OT&E
has not been "effective" OT&E.
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TEST H:STORY OF THE ?,";51 (SHERIDAN/SHILLELAGH)
WEAPONS SYSTEM AS IT RELATES TO MAJOR DECISIONS

background

The M.!551 weapons system has been the subject of intensive
investigation by Congress and the General Accounting Office. One

result of this investigation has been an allegation that the system
was not adequately tes*ed prior to its "ull scale procurement.

Discussion"

The, requirement for an Armored Reconnaissance Airborne Assault
Vet. icle weapons system was approved in 1959. This requirement
ider tiffed the need for an armored vehicle to funccion as the main
reco raissance weapon for armnor, infantry and airborne operations.
and as .he main assault weapon for airborne operations and combined
arms tea:..,s not emplbying the main battle tank. The vehicle was to
possess a high degree of cross-country mobility, have an inherent
swimming capability, and be air transportable and air droppable. The
vehicle was to replace the M56 Self- Propelled Anti-Tank (SPAT) Weapon
and the %141 tank. The M551 weapons system was developed to satisfy
th-s requirement.

The cdesign which was adopted for development entailed high
rsks in several areas including the gun-launcher through which both
conventional ammunition and the guided missile could be fired; the r-
anti-tank guided missile itself; the combustible cartridge case for the

conventional ammunition for the mair, armament; the night-firing system;
and the m-king of a tank-like vehicle which could swim and be parachuted
from aircraft. While all of these features had beeatthe subject of previoi,3

&D efforts, none of them had been proven iti prior operational systems.

By earl, 19(-4, the first pilot models (prototype) had been assembled

and de:livered tv the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM)
for Engiecering Test (determination as to whether .:,e manilacturer has
met the .stated specifications) and Service Test (determination of suit-
abAlity for U.S. Army use).

I-
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The Service Test, the first operational test to which a new system
- is subjected, revealed ninety-eight deficienciesli and one hundred twenty-

six shortcomingsY and resulted in the waiver of three unachievable
requirements which were included in the approved military characteristics
for the system. The final report of this test contained a conclusion that
the M551 was not suitable for U.S. Army use until the deficiencies and
shortcomings had been corrected. While the Service Test was underway,
action had been taken to type classify the M551 for limited production,
and a multi-ycar production contract had been awarded. The system was
t--pe classified Standard A!/ in May 1966, approximately six months
after the completion of the Service Test. (Inclosure I presents a graphic
relationship. between tests and decisions. ) This testing of pilot models
coatinued with climatic tests in desert and arctic environments.

iC

In late 1966, five early production M551s were delivered to the
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command's Armor and Engineer Board
for Confirmatory Test. During this test, representative crews we!re
exercised in a simulated combat environment in a manner designed to
t. •t all components of the M551. The final report of this test indicated
that of the ninety-eight deficiencies found in the Service Test, forty-five
had not been corrected in the production models and that of one hundred
twenty-six shortcomings previously 'ound, forty-seven had not been
corrected. This Contirmatory Test additionally revealed one hundred

1/ Deficiency - A deficiency nor ially disables or immobilizes the
equipment; and if occurring during test phases, will serve as a bar
to type classification action.

" Z/ Shortcoming - Will not cause an immediat- b-eakdown, jeopardiz.,
safe operation, or materially reduce the utieabiity of the item. if
occurring during test phases, should be corrected if it can be done
"without unduly complicating the item or inducing another undesirable
characteristic such as increased cost, etc.

3/ Standard A - A preferred and fully acceptable item which loas success-
fully completed all required test and evaluation, m,-,&N DA appr,)vel
rcquireniiiits, iuiilitary characteristics, and apecifications for world-
wide or specified geograpihic areas, is totally suitable for performing
the requfr,,d mission, can be properly maintai.oed and logist,.ally
aupported in the area or environment in which the item is tr, be used,
"and i4 being or can be produced i.i quantity.
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fourteen new deficiencies and one hundred twenty-eight new shortcomings.

This test report also indicated that of the eighty-two requirements
subjected to measuremert in this test which were included in the approved

military characteristics for the system, sixty-five were m'!t or exceeded
by the test items. The most important area of failure to meet the criteria •

of operational suitability was the conventional ammunition. L.

The oper;.tional testing and evaluation of this system continued for
the ensu':ng three years in the fox m of climatic tests, check tests,
confirmatory tests, product improvement tests, and troop tests. Many
of these later tests used either pilot or early production models which
ha8 not yet been modified to correct the known deficiencies and con-
seqaently old deficiencies were rediscovered and some new ones were
identified. -"

Based on test results, various modifications to the system have
been duveloped, and retrofit programs have been initiated to provide
vehicles which are suitable for U. S. Army use.

Modified systems have been deployed to some U.S. Army units
in the continental U.S., Vietnam, Europe and Korea. The CONUS unit
pacticipated in a U.S. Army Combat Developments Comma.d Troop .

Test of A Light Armor Battalion. While this test was designed to
evaluate the organization and doctrine for the test unit, there were
some side evaluations of 10551 operational suitability. The'deficiencies
revealed by this test had been previously discovered by the TECOM
tests. One significhint modification was recommended - the addition
of a range finder for use when firing conventional main gun ammunition.
This recommendation was based on an unacceptably low percent of
first round hits during the test. Using commands in both Vietnam and
Europe were asked to conduct evaluations of the M551 when initial
deployments were completed. The deficiencies found in each theater

had been identified by previous TECOM tests. Coincidentally, each
theater reinforced the CONUS recommendation concerning adding a
range finder. Othei modifications, peculiar to the environment in
each theater of operations, were recommended.

Analysis

The operational testing and evaluation of the M551 was both
"0,orouigh and complete. In fact, the test program could be more properly
fauilt-i for overtesting than for undertesting.
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The TECOM testing was designed to determine the degree to which
* the system satisfied a rigid set of military characteristics which were

adopted very early in the program and which were not revised to keep
abreast of rapidly changing operational concepts within tue Army - the
emergence of airmobile operations as a logical successor to airborne
operations. Furthermore, these characteristics were not challenged
by the ultimate users as a result uf their operational tests and evaluations.

Many of the design characteristics which were the subject of
recommendations for modifications were dictated by the requirement
for the vehicle to be air droppable. Relaxation of this requirementI Y very early in the development would have permitted the developer
greater latitude in designing against truly critical requirements.

It appears in retrospect that too many high risk components were
included in this one system. Testing illustrated this fairly early in
the development of the system but irreversible commitments had been
made ta the production of the system before these test results had been
given sufficient visioility at the proper levels.

TEST HISTORY OF THE PERSHING WEAPONS
SYSTEM AS IT RELATES TO MAJOR DECISIONS

BackL_:ound

"The PERSHING Program has experienced very little criticism from
Congress or the General Accounting Office ;'ben compared to the M551
(SHERIDAN/SHILLELAGH) weapons system. However, in many respects,
the two development programs were very si.nilar. Botha weapons systems
were Type Classified Limited Production (TC-LP) before the Operational
Test and Evaluation (i. e. , Service Test) was completed. In fact; if any-
"thing, wie PERSHING missile tep program was more comprebsed with
TC-LP in July 1961 over two years prior to the beginning of integrated
Engineering Test and Service lest (ETiST) (Sept 63 - Jan 64). [his
case study will review those featurcs of the PERSIIING Program which
helped it to become a relatively succ-bsfui R&D effort, even though
production decisions we,:e made two years before the required Army
"testing (ET'/ST) was even stirted. (See Inclosure 2.
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"Discussion

The PERSHING weapons system was developed as a smaller, more
mobile replacement for the REDSTONE missile, which had been developed
in the e,•rly fifties and placed in the field in 1955. The initial Qualitative .
Military Requirement (QMR) was approved by Department of Army in
July 1957. At first the range was nut specified; however, the missile
weight was limited to a maximum of 10. 000 lbs. The PERSIIrNG system
was designed to be transported on an ).M474E1 tracked vehicle and to
be helicopter tran-portable. Feasibility studies were conducted for the
PERSHING missile, and finally on 7 January 1958, the Secretr-y of
Defense authorized the Army to begin its development progra-1. (See
Inclosure 2.

The Martin Marietta Corporation at Orlando, Florida, was
awarded the contract for research and development of the PERSHING
on 28 March 1958. A fecond generation missile system, PERSHING Ia, 1
was also developed by MarAin beginning in mid-1964 to fill the Quick
Reaction Alert (.ORA) mission in Europe. The major changes were to
increase the number of launchers from eight per battalion to thirty-six
per battalion. All tracked vehicles were replaced by new, high-mobility,
wheeled v.hicles. The number of programmed test stations was
increased from four to twelve per battalion. Essenti,-lly, the PERSHING
Ia is A product improvement of the PERSHING I missile and therefore
wa.r a relatively low risk development effort.

The development approach for each end item consisted of preparation I.
of detailed component specification, component design and test, bread-
board fabrication tnd test, engineering model fabrication and test,
followed by prototype fabrication and test. The end items then were
mi rried into a system, arnd a weapon system test program, including a
flight test program, was conducted. Finally, a rather limited Engineering
Test and Service Test concluded the development program.

The PERSHING weapon system development program has generally T
been successful, meeting milestones without any significant increabes in
cost over the planned expenditures. This Puccess has been obtained
without the benefit of either the Engineering Test or Service Test before
a decision wad made for production. In fact, the PERSHING I was issued
to missile battalions at the same time that the integrated 7i,',T was just

'I
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beginning. Yet, the PERSHING I system met most of the characteristics
Sspecified in the QMR such as target engagement, transportability,

environmental effects, configuration, safety, rangeaccuracy and
rate of fire. The PERSHING I system did not fully meet the require-
ments for reaction time asd reliability; however, the PERSHING Ia

showed improvement in both these areas.

Ana1vsis

There are a number of factors which enabled the PERSHING missile
Sprogram to achieve success in the same type of environment that caused

the M551 (SrHERID.gN/SHILLELAGH) to do so poorly.

1. There was a rather extensive Engineering Design Test
Program conducted by both the contractor and the Army Missile Command.
Deficiencies were identified early, and corrective action taken to prevent
reoccurrence.

2. A highly competent team was formed at the Project Manager
level with continuity provided by key civilian personnel.

3. Project Managers have been highly competent, and their
replacement has been contiolled to occur at logical break points in the
development program.

wc 4. There was a solid technical base a Redstone Arsenal
which could draw on experience obtained fcom t0 JUPITER and REDSTONE
missile program.

I 5. Adequate funding has been provided for the development
Sprogram without any major budget cuts which might have affected

I development.

6. There has been strong OSD support for the PERSHING Ia

S Program.

7. Command interest at all levels, including overseas
j commanders, has existed throughout the PERSHING Program.

8. A PERSHING office was established at Dep;'rtment of the
Army level which aided the overall management of the program.

F-7
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9. A compvtent technical and management team was

assembled by the Martin Company to work on the PE.RSHING contract. i

10. A high level of motivation was found iii personnel at all

levels from the contractor to the tactical units. Th'.rc was a determina- •

tion to make te system work.

11. Most important, there was a continuot, ;nterface be:ween

the users, the deve!opers and the contractors. Informal channels of

comnimunicdtion wvere kept open between all echelons.

In ,.un-mary, the OT&-E that was accomplished during the develop- U

ment cycle v•as ro-e in terms of operational evaluations with Engireer.
ing Deiga 'rest providing most of the test data. The best OT&E was

performed in the missile battalions that were activated using the pro-

duction missiles. The PERSHING Piogram demonstrates clearly

t hat the production decision can be made before the OT&E is accomplished,

providing other factors are present. In this case, the str-ng, centralized

nm.anaqement teams formed by both the contractor and the Army, plus the

close oordination b,-twveen the user, developer and contractor personnel
helped to 'keep the program out of serious trouble.

TEST HISTORY O7 THE OH-6A (CAYUSE)
HELICODTER AS IT RELATES TO MAJOR DECISIONS

Background

The OH-6/ helicopter A,,.s been selectecd to illustrate the develop-

ment of a systea, under a more conservative philosophy than that used

far the other Ar'ny systems examired, Sheridan and P•:shing, Vi

Discussion

The rezt: renient for a Light O1-servation Hlelicopt,:r (LOH) which

was to rep).- .ie If-13, 11-23 and L-19 iuring the period 1960-1970

was approed in May 1960, This rejuirement called for a lightweight,

reliable, easily maintainable, readily ar transportabi,- helicopter

capable of performirg the following missions: visual observation ar.d
target acquisition re,onnaissance, and command control. The

helicopter was to be of mii,iimrun size consistent with the requirement
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for a pilot and three pasrengers, or a pilot and four hundred pounds of
* q cargo. Reliability and front-line supportabiL"ty were to be given primary

consideration.

I Aircraft mrnufBctirers were invited to sabmit design prrposals
for the LOH in Octo.ei 1960. In response to this invitation, twelve
companies submitted a total of seventeen desigr proposalb for th• LOH
in January 1961.

A design selection board was convened in April 1961 to evaluatet•" the proposals and select two or more designs to be developod t!hrough the "
iL flying prototype stage. Three designs were ultimately selected laor

development. Two of these designs were somewhat conservat;ve pro-
duct improvements of existing deo.. while the third, later selected

-. for produc'ion, was an innovative d. arture fron-. past light heiicopter
design. Ah three were to u-.i ,he same engine wh'ch was being developed
"separately to provide an extremely lii,' t-vwezght turbine engine for light
helicopter application.

*" In October 1961 the planned engine for the LOH encoun.tered
-- developmenUtl difficulties of sxch seriousie.:s that development was

xn'tiated on a second, back-up engine. This back-up program was
later terminated when the difficulties with the prim-ary .ingive were

-. overcome.

iThe three prototypes (five aircraft of each m,•el) were subjec .-d
nto an intensified military potential test durig the p riod March to

Jine 19o4.

A desi-gn selection board was atnpoin'ed in September 1964 ta
selet the most suitable desikn for the LOH mission. This board,
after exhauotive analysis of the results 3f the military potential test,
recommended a price cornJ)t.itiun for at least 1, 000 aircraft be :on-
ducted between the two detogns selected as most nearly reetik.g the
Army requitrement, In Octo*'er 1964, the Secretary of the Army
approved the board reo'ommerrlation but redluced the quantity to 714.

rThe OHI-6A was type classified ioi i-lnted prod'hction ii Septemoer
1964 and a mn:lti-year production contrrc, was awarded in May 1965.
*rigineering and Service Tests were completed in late 1965 and tie
system was type clae,.ified •t.andard A In July 1966.
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Var:otrs other tests anJ v....t.zns were conducted throu-h
-'d-196S (see Inclosure 2 fur a -- ephic preber.tatiort of test history),
and units were equipped a.- earl;- a-. DL:cemLer 1 966W 6

Analys;s pI

This he)-copter followed an almost idealized development, test

and evaiuation pattern. The develepnmnt of u-ree competitive

prototypes was feasabie due to the relatively ,ew cost involved. rhe V
d:rect competitior between ýhe three models in the Military Potential

Test gave the decision makers an objective assessment of -he options r-

available to them. L

The testing of prototypes enabled the Army to discover major

des.gn deficiencies before a commitment t0 full production was

incurred. The production specifications could therefore incorporate
the resit~is of tests and preclude the productior of items with known

d'.ficiencies.

The deve'op-ment and testing of severa! prototypes did not result I
in increases in either cost or lead time. The initial production price "" I

was. very reasonabie and the first u.nits were equipped with a fully
tested and fully operational syste'io culy six years after the establish-

ment of the requirement tor the system.

The timely provision of test rcaults to the decision .nakers permitted

their proper consideration before decisions were madt.. The inclusion of -

t,.st results in the bases for decisions, particularly in the early phases
of deve!o.nient, resulted in the production of a system which was not

plagued by costly retrofit problems after the system was fielded.

TROOP TEST OF LAND NAV!GATIGN SYSTEMS

This casoe history Is being proeented because t.is tet rtpres, nts

i dirwbtrro from past test philosophy and will probably be a precuri.or of

t#,Nt. to colnli e..

F-,
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Background

The U. S. Army has recognized a requiremient for navigation
aids in combat ve ticies sitnce World War 11. Several development
pro,-ams have been undertaken in the ensuing years, but none produced
"a satisfactory system until a Canadian company, Av~ation E!cct-ic,
Ltd., combined the results of pr. .- ,ts efforts with newly developed
comoonents to produce a wcrkable system in the early 1960s. This

system was tested by the U. S., British, and Canadian Armies and
various improvements were suggested as a iesult of phese tests.
The •ystem which emerged was considered operationally suitable by1the Ca-iadian and British ArrmLes and has been deployed by bot".

SD-Iscussiot

In 1967, it was decided by toe Departrient of the Army that a
Troop Test of Land Navigation Systems was required. This test was
to use the Canadian-developed systems in their then current configura-
dcn. The test was to determine:

I. The relative tactical advantage, during day and night
operations, gained by type test organizations using various mixes of
land navigation systems;

2. The relative navigational advantage duiring day and

I night of type test platoohs /battery comutnd and control elements
, equipped with various mixes of lad navigation systems;

: 3. The wvorkability of propoaed type test organizations
equipped with land navigation systems and proposed test training

program for use of lanI navigational aids;

4. The operability, reliability, andi maintainability of

"the land naviga ion svotems; and

"5. The logibtic and maintenance reqiurenient3 to support
units equipped wth land uavigation devices.

To support this test, a limited pro( urerie ,t of navigation systenms
(17() was made, Thes,. systenio are being instalted in various rmiix(s in
:ypical combat units. These units inclzide a tank i,attalion, a mechad rzied
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S iaatry batt-lion, an armnred ca-,:. I-.) squat'. ), wt s if -propelled

arti alery battalion, and a brigade hea-l'quarte. s each, battalion,ope

one company;battery will serve as a base unit and wvil hive no naviga- L 3
tion systems assigned; one company will have a vzrf au,,:ere allocation
of systems , -t the third will have a rather generous al'rcation of systems.

Each o" these units will be exerrised! ia accordar( c with a set
.cenario, arcd "ie results will be corr.Qared to dettrmirn tl-,. ,idvaritage
gained, if any, by the addition of land navigation systems.

This test will be conducted durir.g April 1970"at Fort Carsen, :1

Colorado. ""

Analysis

This te-t will embody several features which have been recommended
by va.rious, h.gh level bodies such as Congress and the President's Science
Advisory Committee. It will provide for operational test and evaluation L
of the nav,qa.ion systems before full scale procurement is initiated.
Tne sys.ý-.n is a fully developed foreign product which, if procured,
will be produced in the U.S. The test will establish a current capa-
bility against which the tested capability can be compared.

TES : HIST ,)RY OF THtE A-6 A (GRUMMAN ALL WEATHER U
AT lACK A1RCRAFTi AS IT RELATES TO MAJOR DECISIONS

Aackground

The Operational requirement for the A-6 was pr n-iulgated in
October 1956. A con~ra,:t was let for 4 R&D aircraft in 1958 and 4
in 1959. The lirst flight of the A-6 was conducted in April 1960 and
the first production contract for 12 A/C was let in July of 1960 for
delivery at the rate of I per month, starting in January 1962. (See
Inclosure 4).

Discussion

Phase I of the Navy Preliminary Evaluation (NPE) was Lomp',eted
on 30 Novcn.ber 1960. The NPE is the Navy's first chance to evaluate,
with Ntvy pilots flying the aircraft, .he characteristics and suitzi!.ility
of a w.,apo'wi system for Navy use. Tie parpose was to evaluate at an
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early date, handling qualities and performance tests in order to
estimate the degre..' to which operationa! requirements would be met
and to allow early correction of deficiencies. The results were as
follows:

"1. 5 highly desirable character.stics which were worthy [
of special mention.

2. 13 items for which correction was mandato,.ry for
satisfactory service use. (No major iteriis)

* €.* ,-3. Z8 items which it would be desirable to correct.

4. ' item that should be considered in any future design.

"*�Phase II of the NPE was completed on 8 December 1961 in which
trying qualities with latest changes, air refueling, mission suitability

with avionics systems, and all weather capabilities were tested. III
this series of tes:s there were numerous discrepancies that needed 4

correcting prior •o service use, the majority of which were in the
avionics system. The terrain avoidance and the main radar presenta-
"tion were unacceptable and alternate systems were recommended.

Phase ll - 1 of the NPE tests was completed on 5 Sepiember 19t-2.
The purpose was to evalual'e flying qualities, the automatic flight control
system, the production cockpit display, night air refueling capability
as a tanker and corrections to deficiencies previously reported by
p)revious test redults. The results showed that 34 of the previous dis-
crepancies hadl been corrected satisfactorily. There were 10 uncorrected
or new deficiencies which were considereca mandatory pt :or to service
usc. There were 40 deficieuciuR which were .onsidered desirable to
correct. The NPE lBoard recoimmendod thast the 10 mandatory dtl .ciencies
be corrected prior to delivery of the A-6 to the NMvy fur further tlcsting
and that the destrabe c': rection: be corrected on a high priority balm,..
The Boiurd of lnepectiona and Survey trialh started in Octo;er 1962 and
were to contitnuet until June 1965 before the A/C wan formerly accepto.d for
, .rvlc , use, The Carrier Suitability d.mon•stratenh were co:1pleted on
19 Novenibcr 1962,. The A-6 did well on the carrier suitability dcen•,st ra-
tionts a .i had only 5 deficien:ics which were cons ide:rt riiandatory to
correct, These were all fairly mnincr and eorre,.tabl1e.

Ie
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Although the BIS trials were not compl-tte at this time, the
results of Phase III NPE and the c-crier suitability demonstrations
showed no major airframe problem areas and a follow-on production
contract for 23 aircraft was let in November 1962 and for an additional
37 in June 1963. Service acceptance trials on the A-6 continued
through Januar*r 1965. During these tests various discrepancies
we. re found and corrected. The avionics system was a big step fMrward
in the state-cf-the-art but was plagued with various problemo, the
greatest of which was reliability. The mea.n time between failure
(MIBTF) of various components did not meet guaranteed requirements
in many instances. By redesign of bits and pieces, changes and modifica-
tions which were incorporated on production line A/C as soon as they
proved to be satisfactory, performance improved 'reatly and In March
of 1965 the President of the Board of Inspection and Survey recommended
t, at the A-6 A be accepted for service use when specified mandatory
deficieni'ies were corrected. On 14 March 1966, the Chief, Bureau of
Naval Weapons reported to the Secretary of the Navy that the deficiencies
had been corrected, except for a few minor exceptions where further
dei,:.lopment was still going on, and recommended that considering the
high degree that the A-6 A met the contractual requirements that it
be accepted for service use.

Analysis

Because of the press of .•EA the A-6 was introduced into a fleet
squadron in November 1963 and deployed to SEA in late Spring 1965.

The Operational Test & Evaluation Force VX-5 received its-
first A/C for operational test and evaluation In March of 1965. This
was because saares and support eq,3ipment were not available for support
of another site. However, OT&E and Replacement Air Group Training
were conducted together at the Naval Air Station, Oceana starting in
October 1962 concurrently with the Service Acceptance Trials at
Patux,.nt River. This it not desirable because the fleet had to train
and develop tactics with aircraft that were not fully tested and had
various deficiencies to overcome. It did, however, get squadrons
trained to deploy with a capability and aircraft that were sorely needed
in SEA in the Spring of 1965. The aircraft which the sqitadron deployed
with were right off the production line with all of the changen ant;
rnodifications ;ncorporated that the Board of Inspection and Survey

1produced tor

stavauiable copy.
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recommended in .ts March 1965 report. If the production line had
been closed, after delivery of 20 A/C in 1962, until testing recommended
service acceptance in 1965, and a decision to produce was then made,
it would have been approximately 1968-70 before the A-6 could have
been deployed in bombat. The A-6 has proved to be an outstanding
weapon system which performed e.ceptionally well in combat in SEA.
This .apabilify might not have been achievcd in SEA if the 'Tr? before•" i Buy" concept had been used.

TESTING HISTORY OF THIE C-141 AIRCRAFT

(CATEGORIES i. II, AND III)

I The C-141 aircraft has entered the U.S. Air Force inventory as a
principal item in the attainment of a new capability in its worlc-wtde
logistic support mission (System 476L). It has been produced in quantity
(Z84) after having undergone the complete acq-iisit*on and operational
test cycle prescribed ;n Air Force Regulation 80-14. T'.c airplane
itself features four ti rbofan engines separately mounter), a high wvng
with 250 sweep, fus lage mounted landing gear, truck týed height level
cargo compartmt-,. and high T-tail empennage. Its principal pexformar.ce
characteristics a, e as follows (approximately):

Takeoff weight, maximum 316.600 !bs

Pay'oad 59, 300 lbs
at 4000 NM

Speed, maximum 506 Kts.

Average cruise speed 431 Kts.

Takeoff distance over 50' 5, 660 ft.@ max
obstacle (sea level) gross T.O. wt

L.nding distance over 50' 1, 870 ft @
"" obstacle (sea level) 25 1, 500 lbs

F-15
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The C-141 program from conception to production f:iish, covered
the time period from May 1960, when the Soecific Operational R.equire-
ment was published, to the first quarter of CY 1968. At this writing

, all testing of the system has been completed except some p;nses o1
* tue fatigu,' test which a:e expected tc be finished in 1973, due to a USAF

decision to test to a ;actor of 4 in lieu of 2 life tim'.s.

The C-141 System management concepts were directed toward .
organizing and employing various junctional agencies, each of which - 1
made its own particular contribution to the overall development and
acquisition plan. These were.

Air Force Systems Commard (AFSC) - Development, test,
procurement, production -

Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) - Supply, maintenance,
transportation

Air Training Command (ATC) - Trainirg

Military Airlift Command (MAC) - Operations

U.S. Army - Adviser

L,,ckheed - Georgia - Manufacturer

Federal Aviation Agency - Certification (of aircraft for
"potential commercial applications)

U.S. Corps of Engineers - Facility construction .

By the application of centralized management principles the inputs of r
these functional agencies were coordinated and used in the conceptual, 4,
development, test and production phases of the program. This philosophy
produced an integrated effort which recognized all facets of the system
acquisition prublem and gave proper weight to each of thlem. The extezt
to whic:h this was carried in the eval-,ation cycle is reflected in the fact
that the Category HII testing was done by a Joint Tent Force, in which the
Military Airlift Command was joined by AFSC, AFLC, ATC, the U.S.
Army, and the contractor, with a record of outstanding success. The
final result was an airlift system which was responsive to the needs of
all users, operators, and support agencies. -,

F41
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TEST DIRECTIVES

J Category I - Air Force Regulation 80-14
Category If - Aeronautical Sy3iems Division of AFSC

Category III - Military Airlift Command - Test Plan

dated January 1965 authorized by AFR 80-14

_TEST ORGANIZATION t

Category I - Lockheed - Georgia

S* Category II - Air Force Systems Coinmana (with Lockheed assistance)

Category III - Military Airlift Command (Joint Test Force with

AFSC and Lockheed assistance)

TESTING PERIOD iSee Inclosure 5)

T Static, Test - June 1963 - June 1965

Fatigue Test - August 1963 - factor of 2 completed December 1967

factor of 4 will continue through 1973

Category I and II - September 19b3 - May 1965

* Category IJI - April 1965 - July 1966

"TEST ITEMS

Category I - 5 aircraft

"Category II - 3 aircraft (first production)

Category III - Entire operational fleet then in inventory
(approx 122)

TEST SITES

Category I - Lockheed facility in Georgia and Edwards AFB, Calif.
Category 11 Flight test at Air-Force Flight Test Center,

Edwards AFB, Caliiornia and Ft. Bragg, N. '..
Environmental tests at El Centro, California,

Eglir AFB and Alaska

Category III- Travis AFB, Californ:a and MAC's world-wide

routes
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S Test ResultsLs

Although the Air Force was an active participant in the Category I
tests of the C-141 with an eye toward early evaluation o. the airplane,
it was Category 11 testing which was more productive from a military
standpoint. The prime Category I objective was to obtain the FAA type
certificatiou. In general, the Category II tests showed the C-141A
capable of fulfilling the Specific Operational Requirement (for a large
c:apacity, high speed transport with long range and an air drop logistic
capability). 2500 flight hours in one year of testing showed tno significant
airframe structural deficiencies. There were shown to be some undesirable ' 3
aerodynamic chara/cteristics, none oi them major. 347 recomu.endations •,
for minor or desirable improvements were made as a result of Category
I1. Category III tests, which employed a considerable number of the MAC
fleet then in inventory, were based on a much larger sample size. The -

principal results of these tests reirforced the findings of Category II,
which was significant ir, the light of the fact that data were obtained in ;
tactically f ealistic'conditions. lnfoi'mation was derived from logistici
missions flown in support of the Southeast Asia effort in additiou to
several large-scale exercises in other world areas. fn general, the
C-141 was found to be tactically suitable for its intended role, to be
supportable from a Iogistics and maintenance standpoint, and to possess
the operating characteristics that are desirable in a long rznge, fast, 7
versatile transport of its type. Several minor problem areas were
uncovered most of which were correctable by small design changes or
local modification programs. Ir, the main, however, the Category III
portion of the test program bore out the wisdom of the earlier decision
to produce the aircraft.

Decisions Made as Result of Testing

As a result of a System Discrepancy Report (SDR) System used
during Category II and III testing of the C-141, a total of 760 probiemo -A

was identified, of which 140 resulted in Engineering Ctbanpe Actions
(auxiliary power unit exhaust, redesign of cargo rarmp, etc. ) 146 were
taken care 3f by local action (in tho operr.ting activity) and the balance
distributed between "Quality Control" and "No Action Warranted." As
observed before, the testing had no influence on the acquisition decision.

F1I8
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Costs

I (Limited to cant:act custs - do not inhlde gcv-:inrnent-furniphed
material or manpower.)

Category I - $46. 530M (4, 008,000 sna.&hours)
Category It - 3. OlOM (8G, 0ZG manhours) estimatedSCategc.ry Ill - 2. 349M (2, 610 flying hours) estimated

TESTING HISTORY OF F-5 AIRCRAFT

Background

The F-SA/II was designed as a clear air mass fighter, irtendL It
to perform'the classic functions of the fighter mission, i.e., air
superiority, interdiction, close air support, and aerial reconnaissance.
It is a relatively light, very maneuverable supersonic aircraft.
Simplicity *of operation and maintainability were stressed when the
airplane %as designed. The F-5A is a twin-engined single place ¶

aircraft equipped with two M-39 (20mm) cannons. The F-5B has a
second cockpit in place of the guns. The RF-5A is the photo recon-
,aissance version of the F-5 series (See Inclosure 6).

"The F-5 aircraft was specified to fill the requirements of the
U.S. Military Assistance Program (MAP) for a simple, effective,
easily supportable fighter weapon system. Its design was an eulerowthl
of that of the T-38 trainer used for several years by the USAF Air

Training Command. Low unit cost, low operating cost. light weight,
ease of maintenance, two-engine safety arid relatively high performance
are features of the concept. Principal differencs between the trnir.er
and the F-5 are the niodifications to the wing structure to giie it an
external load-carrying capability, its arman-rent equipment, :,nd its
low footprint pressure (to enable it tV operate from sod or austere
fields).

The testing cycle of the F-S wan un~que to the extent that, In
addition to the regular USAF Category I, 11, and III testa, the system
"vwas evaluated in a r'omhat environment wien a 12-aircraft sqiiadron
was deployed to Soatheast Asia in late 1965. As project SKOSII TIGEIR,
the F-5 squadron was compared with F-100 and F-4 equiipped orgAnizations

F
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in thze theate- in an attempt to gct data bearing on f,•rce mix decisions, 1
etc., i.e., so.tie rates, logistic zo-nparability, maintenance require-
ments ant' the.like. The F-S tactical fighte. can be said, therefore, ii -
to have been thoroughly evalua.,d - from its performance as a training
airplane to its derr.onstration in combat.

Test Directives 1
System Program Directive - Feb 64
Category I test plan prepared by Norvair Div'sion, Nowrthrop Corp.

i , Category I/1ll1 test plan prepared by AF Flight Test Center ad
approied by System P_-oject Office - Systems
"Division, Aeronautical, AF Systems Command

SKOSHI TIGER test plan prepared by AFSC/TAC

Test Sites

Category I - Contract,'r facilities and Edwards AFE , V
Category l/Illl - Edwards AFB, California
Environmental Tests - Eglin AFB, Yuma, Arizona and Eilson AFB, .1

Alaska

Test Orgianiuation

Primary

Category I - Contractor - Norvair Division of the Northrop
Corporation

Category 11/Ill - Air Force Systems Command, Air Force
Flight Test Center, Edwarda, AFB, Calif.

Category 11I11 - Tactical Air Command
SKOSHI TIGER - I 0th Fighter Command Squadron

Support

Aeronautical Systems Division, AFSC, Wright-Patterson AFD,•'Ohio fl'I
Managing Agency for F-5 Program and CAT II
Adverse Weather T,ust Program

F-20
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Air Proving Grvund Center (Now Jrnmar~ent Development and .

Test Center). E-lin AFB. F "iida - C!imatic
Laboratur- supp.ort ,f CAT " Prcgram

Air Trairing Command, R" 'ulph AFE, Texas
*. Personnel traimn.g fcor ali ph.,ses

Ai- Force Logistics Comm'and, Wright-l-Patterzor ArIl, Oio
L.ogistic support for all phases

I Test Item:

3 At tl-e peak tert period in the CAT V-I/-l/11 cycle there were "3
aircrait in t e test inventory %one 14-]56 - .the for-runner of th, F-5.
two YF-5,a preproduction n'Je.a, two F-51, and eight F-5A).

SINOlFHI TIGER was conductec, with a 12-aircraft squadron of .7-5
aircraft, one of which was lost to enemy action.

ITrt Results and Resulting De,:isos h t a

In general, the tests indicated to the testing organizations and
the Systern.a Project Office that the F-5 A/B weapon sy.eiem fulfilled
the Specific ,perational Requi:ement. The recommendations nmade ii

the test reports were mainly to correct mino- design deficiencies c- to
-ghlight improvements thought des: rable but which werc ou:tside th,.,
original requirement. Of tho 227 .ecommendations made, 13 , ere

accepted and implemented without change, 68 were im:lemerted af',r
revision and the balance we.re rejected. There weire 6Z Enginer.ri'.
SChaý'ge Proposals generated by the re:cmmentLctions of which 9t i,

" were approved.

SKOSHI TIGER testing of the aircraft (not includihg the sortie

rate potential, maintenance ev.411ation, and logistic support?.bility
"investigation) was limit.-d to aiii-ty-of-fIight ite:ns ard flighl clearance
of certain armament not previously cleared. SKOSIII TIGER combat
experience led to the incorp:ration of the following on all '-5A
airplanes:

best valable opY.
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catiga. Gunbay screens (to eliminate ingestion of spent
" ";cartridge cases) •:

b. Increased rudde, authority (to improve ground
handling characteristics)

c. Windscreen rain removal svtemr

d. Improved design of the gun/bombing sight

Test Costs

Following are estima.ted contract costs and do not include government-
durnished material or manpower (bombs, ammunitions, rockets, fuel, and
oil. and military and civilian personnel at the test sites). The latter are
not readily available.

Category ! - $7. 9M
Category II/111 - $1.4M
SKOSJIT TIGER - $2COK

DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF THE M-16 RIFLE

Backg round

The M-16 was designed in 1937 by Mr. Eugene M. Stoner,

Armalite Division, Fairchild Engine and Airplan~e Corporation, to
meet an expressed Army requirement for a lightweight, high-velocitf
rifle of smaller cpliber than the standard 7.62mm NATO caliber. Colt
bought production rights for the new rifle in 1959.

Development and test of the rifle did not go thrugh the usual, V
rig,,rous design competition and lengthy compet.tive te!sting to verify - i
that a detailed set of requirements had been met. The Commanding
General of Continental Army Command had informally requested Mr.

Stoner to examine the Army's need for a lightweight rifle in 1957.
Mr. Stoner developed a weapon design patterned after the NATO 7. 62mm

AR-j10 rifle but in 5.56mim caliber. This rifle was called the AR-15
in the commercial version, later receiving the military designation of "

XMI6EI until stAndardized as the M-16 for the Air Force and as the _ &
M-16AI for the Army and Marine Corps. (The M-16AI has a manual
bolt closure device not on the M-16.) -

I!/ -c!-do°,"r"q 7 nd It cnntain a chronology of events.
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Mr. Stoner designed the AR-15 to use cartridges containing a
conimerc:al propellant called :mprovel ?iv;lit-%ry Rifle (LD.E. p.wder
and using commercial primers. Quantity production of this propellant 1
"later became a major problem because of the high rejection rates
necessary owing to powdcr lots exceedieg cham:aber pressure limits.
Armsay poli:y of dual production sources led to introduction of different

* types of IMR propellant and to production of ball propellant with
different characteristics and performance.

IMR and ball propellant powder had substantially different chamber
V pressures. PRal1 propellant also causcd grcater fouling. Cult tocuuntered

excessive malfuncticns with ball propellant; in 1965, more than half the
production weapons exceeded bolt cyclic rate limits with ball propellant.
To m'.cct Vicrnana weaposi rtquirements.. the Army permitted Colt to

K I use IMR poler for acceptance tests even t]'.ugh both IMR powder and!
ball propull-.nt powder cartridges were issued to the troops..

" To overcome malfunctions encountered with the use of ball pro..
pellant, the M-16 was redesigned with a modified buffer to take up part
of the bolt recoil and to slow it down. Then the rifle malfunctioned

5with IMR powder.

""i* Cleaning equipment was found to be inadequate or lacking. There
was only a limited issue of ramrods. Improper lubricants were employed
in the field in an attempt to cope with the malfunctions. Use of these
lubricants caused additional manfunctions and corrosion.

Discussion 0

l Armalite Division produced several AR-15s in 1958 and delivered
them to Ft. Benning and Aberdeen Proving Ground for test. In tests

'V at Ft. Benning, the AR-15 mialfunctioned considerably fewer times
than did the standard M-14 rifle against which it was fired. The results
were: AR-15 - 6.1 malfunctions per 100 (3578 rounds fired); M-14 - 16
malfuinctions per 100 (2337 rounds fired).

Me. Stoner made several minor modifications as a result of these
1tests including two-piece handguard, zoodified safety, larger outside

barrel diametpr at tho muzzle and buffer ao-cmbly rmod!f;N.atiUv. These
became standard in the AR-15.
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Concurrent with the brief Arn~y tests in 1958, Mr. Robert W.

Macdonald of Cooper-Macdonald, Inc., who had a sales promotion

contract with Fairchild, demonstrated the AR-I5 and M-14 in the

Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Burma, Italy and India.
! Thp first AR-15s (25) were sold to Malaysia o'i December 5, 1959;

the :next AR-15s (1250) to Indonesia-March 11, 1960; and ARPA

ordered 1000 AR-15s oi. December 27, 1961 for test in Vietnam. TheSAir Force first procured the AR-15 (50, in M.a. e92b o~ntract

with the new manufacturer, Colt Industries, and the Army first procured '1
a small quantity (338) in October 1962 fchr evaluation and test. The next
major military procurement was in 1964 when the Army bought 104, 000
1.1-16 s (85, 000 for the Army and 19, 000 for the Air Force). By December L4
31, 1967, the Army procurement ro.e to 996,157 totRl since its first
procurement in 1962. Over fifty other countries had also purchased
small quantities of the M-16 during the period 1964-1967. On April 19,
1968, "sccond-source" selection contracts were let to General MntnrR
and Tfarrington-Richardson for 240, 000 rifles each.

Malfunctions were alleged to bave daused a numbe'r of deaths in
tomnat. This unfavorable publicity resulted in intensive Congressional "
investigation in 1967 and eventual pxoduct modification. .j

Although the,.e is no formal procedure for the development of
small arms, it can be seen that development, test, evaluation, and
p.2rchase of the M-16 did not follow the norm. Different DOD agencies
had ordered and independently tested small quantities of the weapon.
In retrospect, it appears that these tests were overlapping, uncoordinated, 2
and carried on in some cases under insufficiently qualified supervisors.
In particular, these tests did not reveal many of the problem areas found
in later intensive operational use.

In tracing the history oi the M-16 roany facets appear obvious
today which were oot recognized at the time. From most accounts,
the Afl-15 au •u.•ted 'L l.e US and in VietnAm during the period 1q58.
1964 performed very well. It must be secognized that these tests were
with a different version of the rifle waan that which malfunctioned so
frequently in the period after 1964, the M-16.

On the other hand, the tempo of the Vietnam war was different
before 1965 whcn there was a maximum of 17,000 US troops in all of
Vi'tnaim. 1he Vietnamese soldiers were enthusiastic about the 1000

-oP4
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AR-Is& they tested over an extended period from 1962-1964. Yet
there was little sustained close range fighting during this period.
Air Force personnel receiving the AR-15 after 19bZ were generally
using the weapon for guard duty whete malfunctions were not likely

r? either to be encounterel or considered quite so serious as in close L.
1% combat.

After 1964, the situation changed. The serious sustained close
"combat by many units of the several hundred thousand troops now in
"Vietnam generated frequent situations where life was dependent upon
weapon perfor a...c.. 1.Malfunctions web's reported in increabiag
numbers.

*, Later investigations. tests and inspections have shown a number
of causes. These include:

o Poor troop discipline in maintaining the rifles and lack
of cleaning equipment, including ramrods. Without ramrods, there
was no way to remove a shell in the chamber.

o Redesign to accommodate the new p:opellants. This caused

"- " malfunction with the original propellant (IMR) in th, cartridges
already procured.

v Cartridge niagazines had springs with improper tension,
* , causing jarrs.

o TIhe test anr evaluation of different lubricants by different
combat uiits not understanding the ch-emistry of the lubricants caused
additional malfunctions. Improper cleaning and lack of cleaning equip-
ment alqo resulted in many weapon failures.

o Unfortunately, it was not realized for several years that
variptions :n powder would have a major impact on M-16 functicning.
Modifications (made to correct four malfunctions) caused other
malfunctions when powder types were used Interchangeably. The IMR
4475 propellant gave excessive chamber pressures enless there was
gooe quality control. Ball propellant caused mord- fouling. It also
increased the cyclic rate of the bolt from the norm of 650-850 to
over 1000 cycles a minute and this caused rapid wear on parts and
eject-on malfunctlons. Chrome plating the chamber added for hardness
and cleaning ease reduced malfunctions with IMR but aggravated them
w it, luaii prope,, ali.
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The M-16 malfunctions becarne increasingly serious after 1964 L
as najor weapon procurement was increased to keep pace with tb'e

as--..r• p strength and war tempo in Vietna-m. W. "

For some time the military. OSD and contractor efforts to
corres.t defizi,.ncies appear to have been more a piecemeal than a
systems approach. For exa e, Col. was allowed to test-qualify
production weapons using the i;\MR type of powder that worked well
although the weapons would malfunction with ball propellant also
issued to the troops.

There have been product hiIpruveracnt modifi.ations on over 54 L
of the 223 pa-ts of the original AR-15, commencing with minor modift-
cations by Mr. Stoner after his 1959 tests to the Army. Through mid-
1967 there were 159 engineering changes in the Colt contract-, of which
10 were considered by the program manager to significantly improve
the weapon. -.

I.•

The rifling twi t started at 1 to 14 (one turn of the bullet in
14 inches of travel) but was changed to I to 12 to overcome alleged
instability in extremely cold weather. Later, the original twist was
tested again because of continued uncertainty of performance in each
case. The Army also addcd a manual assist bolt closure device
requirement although testing did not substantiate a need for it.

In 1967-1968, after the Ichord Committee had reported to
the: public on the M-16 rifh. problems, the Weapooz- -ystems Evaluation
Group supervised an operational test in Panama under simulated combat
conditions, using USMC riflemen. WSEG conclusions confirmed the r.
M-16 variation in performance with different modifications and different U
powers.

The cumulative effect of Cougressional attention and DOD investi- U
gation finally led to an improved M-16 variation.

Conclusions

Even in the relativ-ly simple M-16 rifle system, a design change
to one portion of the system drastically altered the performance of
other eler,'ents and caused se-ious combat malfunctions. A chan-gc in
one part of the system should have been fully tested with the system
at a %hole before being accepted. .

best available copy. Y"
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The results of field tests of proposed changes by the user shouldhave been tre-ated as ;uspect and shuuld have been repeated under

-' controlled conditions *-v nua'fiegd tesit oerstnnErl for verification.
SS3

T There was a need for closer Government supervision of
contractcr prod"ctio- practices arad inspection.

High-level decisions on weapor. changes were made without
supporting facts and were unnecessary.

.• The Government failed to plan from the beginning for a technical
I data packagc and manufacturing rights and thus paid a gre't d-1 i

the end.

Poor command supervision at all levels over weapon maintenance
(inadequate cleaning and care of weapons in the field) and over issuance

T •of cleaning instructions and cleaning materials was a major factor in
weapon performance.

OMM
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MASTER PHASING PLAN
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OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION RANGES/FACILITIES

INTRODUC:TIGN

This Appendix presents the restl.ts o0 the OT&E Task Group's
investigation of OT&E rangesiiacilities. This investigation was limited
in scope. A comprehensive study of the subject would reouire time and
resources far beyond what was available to the Task Group. However,
the investigation did produce much pertinent information which wasJ useful to the overall OT&E study. A summary of these findings on
OT&E ranges/facilities appears above (pp. 34-36).

I The primary source of inforrmation consisted of interviews with
personnel involved with OT&E both within the Services at all levels
and within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Additional informsa-jtion and data were obtained from visits to several selected OT&E
facilities in the western part of the United States.

RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS

If appropriate to their experience and function, personnel inter-
Sviewed by the Task Group were asked the question:

What are yot.r thoughts on test ranges and their controlan
nationr.' ý;nges, Service ranges, contractor rAnges.
methods of funding, methods of scheduling?

Summaries of interview responses to ten key issue questions are
provided in Appendix E to this report. That portion summarizing
responses to the question on OT&E ranges is extracted and included

SI hcrn.

"Responees to this question varied sarnewhat according
S I to the Service affiliation of the interviewee. In gethcral, U. S.

Army pcrsonnel considered their facilitiert adequate for OT&E
. . . as did U.S. Navy personnel. U.S. Air FVorce responses
indicated general satisfaction with R&D test fa¢ Hties/capa-
bilities but also cited OT&E ranges as limattd in proper scope
and instrumentation. In this regard, the Air Force proposed

I
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concept for an extensive capability to conduct integrated
; offensive-defensive OTa&E with sizable numbers of airborne
* systems in conjunction with realistic simulated threat situations FT

(the HAVE EDGE study) was the subject of some comment. L
Although such a capability waa, considered ideal and certainly
of far-reaching potential for needed mission-oriented OT&E, F,
not all agreed that the concept was feasible within the present L
btate-uf-the-art of instrumentation or abi!ity to construct an
inclusive and realistically flexible threat environment.

"A serious problem of concern to most interviewees,
regardless of Service, is the slow but continuing encroach-
ment on range space and facilities by civilian communities,
civil air desires, natural resource exploitation interests,
and other interest groups outside of the Government. Many

* ranges have lost some flexibility to do comprehensive OT&E
due to flight restrictions.

"In general, scheduling of Service ranges is not considered
a majoi problem. Each Service feels its ability to conitrol
its ranges is essential for responsiveness. In addition,
utilization of other Service ranges when necessary is not
constdered a major problem. Scheduling and reimbursement
procedures are adequate and reasonably re3ponsive.

"The needi for national range resour•.es is generally
appreciated; hcwever, these should be limited to those unique
and costly resources of common use to all gervice needs.

"Funding of ranges was the subject of extensive comment.
Funding methods and procedures vary between and within the
Services. Most felt that the Services should have the mame
type fundit,g procedures. The mijority opinion was for sume
level of effort Service finding as the best meat 3 of I reventing
loss of capability. However, there was some rupport for
industrial funding as the beat way to force planning and
eliminate inefficietncies.

G-2



"Separate funding for OT&E (as a program element)
was given some support. Identification of CT&E fund require-
ments by project was cotisidered beneficial - particularly
when the project required new facilities /capabilities." I

ACTIVITIES WITrI-hN OSD CONCERNED WITH OT&E RANGES/FACILITIES FV

At the OSD level, there is an office conc.-rned wi'h DOD ranges:
the Office of the Assistant Director (Ranges and Space Ground Support),
Deputy Director (Strategic and Space Syst.ems), ODDR&E. This is a [
relatively small office with only five proftssiunals; however, it is
responsible for:

.'eviewing and recommene:ng policies, plans and programs
pertaining to the ground envirznment support of national
space and missile programs to i.aclude -

Development, procurement, alloca'ion, management
and operation of missile range and space tracking

"network. instrumentation;

Coc.rdination of NASA and DOD range instrumentation
and facilty plans, and ground environment support.

.I Monitors the programs and budgets of the National
Missile RP.ngc;.

This office is prima-ily concerned with National Ranges although it
maintains cognizance of many Service ranges/capabilities to the

"extent possible with its limited manpower. It should he noted that
this offi'-e is under a separate Deputy Direct.or (Strategic and Space
Systems) from the Office of the Assistant Drector (Operat inal Test
and Evaluation), which is under the Dertity Director (Administration,
Evaluation and Management). This org,-riz:tional separation introduces
inevitable difficulties of rommunication a,'d effective cooperation.

The Ranges and Space Ground ,Support Directorate does participate
in meetings of the Range Commanders' Council and its various subgroups.

f The Range Commanders' Concil is an unofficial body that arranges
informally for dissen-ination of information in areas of mutual interest
to the technical and working levels. This informal activity has had a
benvficiai effect on facilities. For example, the Inter-Range Instrumenta-
tion Group (IRIG) is recognized as an outstanding body in the field of

G--3
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range tracking management. The IRIG has established telemetry
stan~ards that have been accepted by both Covernment and industry.
Membership in the IRIG is not limited to National Ranges; many
Service activities participate. House Report No. 1340, "Missile
and Space Ground Support Operation", by the Committee on Govern- F
merit Operations, cited the Council and its subgroups as producing
work

"characteri;-ed by objective and thorough exploration
of matters. By contrast, the formal coordinating budies
frequently tackle a )rcblem only after positions are
hardened, and solutions soomn about largely through
time-consuming bargaining and compromise . . .

Other OSD activities have been involved with aspects of range/
facilities documentation. For example, OASD (Installations and
Logistics) has developed a computerized data base on existing ranges,
with pertinent information on their current facilities, capabilities,
and utilization. A first print-out of this data base was completed
in June 1969. Although the document shows potential, it is incomplete
in its present form. The OT&E Task Group believes that this data
base should be expanded, hopefully in a more useful iormat, and
updated at regular intervals.

It is evident that OSD attention co ranges and facilities is of
a fragmented and incomplete nature. There seems to be little common
diiect.ion or guidance provided to the interested parties (the National
Range focal point, the I&L data base activity, and t.he OT&E function

in ODDR&E). As far as ranges/facilities are concerned, the emphasis
" !1 at the OSD level ts certainly on National Ranges. Essentially, this

means emphasis on missiles and space systems, since there are the
primary areas of responsibility for thc National Ranges. As a result,
little iegular attention is paid to tactical OT&E ranges/capabilities
(abide from missiles that relate to tactical missions). Although the
Services bear the reRponsibility for developing range capabilities
adequtate for nupporting OT&E of their tactical systems, Service
efforts in this regard might be assisted and imprvved by greater
emphasis on tactical range matters at the OS) level. In, particular,
an OSD organizatioh could act .us a knowledgeable advcnate of legitimate
Service needs and provide high-l, evl support when Service ranges are
in jeopardy" due to encroachment by non- Defense interests.

4
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VISITS TO SELECTED RAN.GE ACTIVITIES

-. Three military members of the OT&E Task Group visited several

• Iranges in order to obtain firsthand knowledge of current capabilities, I
limitations, and problems. *Specific purposes of the visits were to
obtain information concernti.,:

[ 1. OT&E ranges aAd facilit ie . including scheduling and
funding uf tests.

3.2. Data collection ai d pro,.essing.

3. Analysis and ev?.i:ation.

The following facilities were visited:

Yuma Proving Ground Command, Yuma, Arizona (U.S. Army)
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California (U. S. Navy)
USAF Tactical Fighter W'eapons Center, Nellis Air Force

"Base, Nevada (U. ý Air Force)
Pacific Missile Range, ."-.,:4nt Mugu, California (National

* -" Range with U.S. NX'-ry as Executive Agent)

In addition to those involved in mana,. ng these facilities, some testing
"organizations were also visited. These were the Navy Test Squadrons
VX-5 (China Lake) and VX-4 (Point Mugu).I/

Some general observations based on the trip as well as some
comments on individual facilities are given below.

I/ Relation of thc VX Squadrons to U.S. Navy testing is covered in

Appendix C, "Operitional Test and Evaluaticr. in the Navy and

Marino Corps".
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SGENERAL OBSERVATIONS r

. p.

RTange Facilities L

' The various ranges had a great deal of capability for
hardware item testing. There was some overlap and •.uplicat.ion; "

however, it did not appear to be unreasonable and was perhaps less

than might have btt-n expected.?

There was much less capability for performing tests

aimed at determining mission and combat effectiveness. This was
primarily because of difficulties inherent in quanatifying the differential -

effects of combat variables. It was also evident that there t.% currently

less emphasis on this type of testing t~hdn would be desirable. .

b t.4

Ballistic missile testing was a case where 't is virtually •

impossible to test in an environment which simulates combat employment.including enemy capabilities and reactions. The Navy is somewhat better F

off in that they canilaunch from any water position that does not require
o-erflight of land areas. The Air Force is presently restricted to firing:

from Vandenberg Air Force Base. Although various improvementb are "
being made to idc naear to be unrealism, the most valaable step
tihing fromh operational sites - has nd t yet been approved.

This is au area where there are as many ways of operating

as there are organin•ations. Some facilities find it difficult to achieve
the proper balance between workload and capabilities andt prefer a l
level-of-effort type funding (e.g.; Yuma Proving Ground). Some like

industrial lunding since it reveals inefficiencies and forces planvingr
(e. g. , Naval Weapons Center). Other organizations believe that industrial
finding would result in less and less u aton.ion which might si turn cause

deterioration and loss of capability (e.g., Pacific Missile Range). r

Funding is an important problem area that needs high-level

st,,dy and policy guidance. It is difficult to get a handle on the funding. .
Because each organization appears to do it differently and to have un;que
problems in conputing overhead, etc., it is hard to make meaningful
comparisons. The most attractive method of funding seems t be the
way thf National Ranges are now funded, rather than using industrial
funding across the board.

T ah rmrG-6
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A Possible New Range Activity at OSD

-R Service personnel alhncst .nanisnously considered this of
doubtful value and/or potential. It -,',.s obvious, however, that they
were particularly concerned that such an activity :r.igh become

involved with control or direction ::f tests. There w•s g,;neral agrec-
ment that an O0D range activity couli :aelp to obtain required resources
fir the Ser-.-,',-s and to provide high-level DOD support against lobs of
range capabilities. The present informal set-up under the Range
Commanders' Council, IRIG, and other comrmittees was generaly"
felt ao be effective in arranging for dissemination of timely informa-
"tion to the technical and working levels.

At all ranges visited, supervisory personnel stressed th-t
"scheduling must be done at the local level if it is to be effective.
No range reported any serious inter-Service problems with scheduling.

"The following sections present certain selected information

on the ranges/facilities visited in the c,'urse of this investigation.
Emphasis is on significant capabilities aad limitations which have
general application .o ranges/facilities suitable for supporting OT&E.

j YUMA PROVING GROUND. YUMA, ARIZONA tU.S. ARMY)

Yuma Proving Ground covers about 1, ;00 square miles of desert
land in the southwest corner of Arizona. It ih the Arni, 's de•ert
environmental test center and performs both ei •incering ard production
type tests on automotive equipmernt, munitions and weapons. and air

' t ~detivery materiel. •

"Comments

(1) Range facilities appeared to he excellent.

(2) Range facilities are used primarily for engineering and
* production type tests under desert coweitinna witV a minintim of

purrly OT&E type testing effort. Some Arany preliminary evaluations
are being conli(cted on proposed weapon systems for the Cheyenne.
Yuma does not .imulate host-le environments by uaing ECM, since this
type of equipment is available at Fort 1iuachuca.
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)1(3) Schedoling of tests presents no significant problemas. i
Normally, a customer submits a request for tests through TECOM
and is assigned a priority cod.ng I to V!. Suitability tests on develop-
mental materiel are scheduled by TECOM in a similar manner. Daily/
weekly test schedales are developed locally, based on priority and
equipment availability. The Marine Corps utilizes Yuma Proving
Ground tor testihg landing vehicles and weapons. The Navy7 has a
permanent detachment stationed at Yuma to man a tracking station
for them. Yuma works with China Lake and other bervice testing -

facilit'es. For example, Yur.a has run tests on a 16-inch gun and
the Bullpup, both for the Navy.

(4) Fundng: Thirty per cent comes froin R&D direct funding
to Yuma Proving Ground; the rest of the funds come from customer- L
funded test programs.

(a) Yuma prcfers level-of-effort type funding rather
than industrial or Service funding. In their opinion, the current
accounting system is cdmphcatedi enough and industrial funding would
make it even worse.

(b) Current funding procedures make it difficult to
keep a proper balance between workload and capabilities at Yuma.
About one-third of their funds are provided in the RDT&E budget. .

The remainder fluctuate in a random fashion due to cuistomer test
programs. For example, the 3d Aviation Company now stationed

at Yuma provides funds for about twenty-five per cent of the overall •..
base operation costs. When this Company departs about 30 June 1970,
Yuma will have a funding crisis t,ntil some way is found to make up this
deficit. If no way is found, there may be a considerable reduction in
force.

(5) Integrated Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG): The
Yuma Proving Ground participAtes in mectings of the IRIG and feels

that it is the best way to coordinate ac.ivities and efforts among the
three Servi:es. Formal supervision by OSD or the Army is not con-
sidered advantappous in this area.
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NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE,_ CALIFORNIA (U.S. NAVY)

* t The Naval Weapons Center at China Lake. California (approximately

155 miles northeast of Los Angeles, California) is an installation of
the Naval Material Command and comprises the Naval Weapons Center,

|1 China Lake, and the Naval Weapons Center Corona Laboratories (at
another Southern California location). The NWC is engaged in develop-

r ing weapons and advanced weapons concepts. The Chi.&a Lake faci!ity
J consists of the Michelson Laboratories, the Naval Air Facility, and

extensive ground, track, and aircraft test , The majority of
ranges are ased for development testing. However, some OT&E is

- conducted here by VX-5 and fleet units. Of special applicability to
OT&E are the COSO and Echo Ranges. The COSO Range is an
instrumented facility that closely simulates a combat environment
and target conditions (although no live ordnance is dropped). The
Echo Range provides an extensive electronic warfare environment.

Comments

(1) Funding: The range at C2l'*ia Lake is industrially lunded.
.. They feel that this makes for more efficient management., although it is

hard to compete with free ranges as they do have to hire and fire
"" according to workload.

(.2) Hostile Environment: The Echo Range simulates hostile
"environments and provides an excellent range to test the effectiveness

of DECM gear as well as the tactics to be used. It also provides
excellent development testing capability. Training of deploying pilots
in the best use of their DECM gear is a secondary mission.

The COSO Range provides enemy vehicle i, radar, etc.,
"in a wooded or camouilaged complex to test the ability of a weapon

,I system and pilot to acquire and attack enemy targets.

(3) Inter-Service Use of Range: The various ranges in the
SChina Lake complex are used for development tebts and evaluation.

The other Services are welcome and do use the various ranges periodi-
cally. There have beea no problems establishing priorities. However,
other users have to be able to afford the cost of using an industrially-

I funded facility.
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(4) Need for new range facilities and methods of controlling

their use: The Naval Weapons Center sees a need to keep updating
"facilities to provide more realistic combat conditions. Control of use

should be left at a local level. Tnere are no inter-Service problems
at that level.

users 1(5) Scheduling- There is a scheduling conference with LL
users every Thursday. Ps•ed on forecast workload and instrumenta-
tion required, the following week's schedule is planned. Priorities
are seldom a problem and are solved by local arbitration. The
schedule is very flexible. They are usually able to slip in another
project if the one scheduled has to cancel. The policy is to accommodate
all custorners Vi they have the money.

(6) A small high-level testing agency might be of value in
conducting large scale exercises to define information needed, tabulate , '

and evaluate results, and most important. take necessary action to
correct equipment deficiencies.

(7) There is a lack of information concerning what some of
our complete systems can do under cormbat conditions. This needs
high-level emphasis and representation, perhaps at the JJS level
where the Services operate together. Any higher-level control tends
to be less and less productive.

PACIFIC MISSILE RA1'".E. POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA (NATIONAL RANGE) r

The Pacific Missilk Range is a designated National Range with the
U.S. Navy as Executive A, ent. The range headquarters is located at
Point Mugu, California aHppr-r'ximately fifty nwiles north of Los Angeles,
California). The ranges tLet; selvws consist of extensive airspace off
th- cona of Cnlifnrnia - inrll ri sornre portions of the Channel Islands -.

and an underwater range in the rawatian Islands. The offshore air- 2)
space is crossed in several plac ' v civil airways; permission to use
this airspace is granted to civilian . e on an "as available" basis by the
Pacific Missile Range.

Range clearance for water areas Ls maintained by dedicated
resources (helicopters, etc. ) that patrol the areas to be used and warn
off avy ve'sscls that may be In a potential impact are.

G1
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Comments

-" The range facilities are outstanding. Ranges are used for
development testing, OT&E testing and training. Scheduling is carried
out in three phases:

(1) Long term - consists nf planning and making arrangements
for procurement of instrumentation peculiar to a planned projecL Such
insta-umentation is funded by the Project Manager.

"(2) Ao.;thly and weekly conferences with users for short

range planning.

(3) Daily rescheduling insofar as possible to substitute for
cancelled events. Priorities are determined by the Pacific Missile
Range in arbitration with users; there have been no problems to date. ik.
Air Force users account for approximately twenty-eight per cent,
mostly missile firing; NASA, contractors, and various other agencies
approximately twelve per cent; the remainder is used by the Navy.
It was stressed that scheduling has to be done locally for efficient
use of the range. Funding is pro'pideri by the Naval Air Systems

* Comm&.'d for level-of-effort plus a small amount for range improve-
ments.

Problems

"(1) 'Tncroachment by new Los Angeles Airport and overseas
airways traffic.

(2) Oil drilling and exploration rigo.

I'. (3) Proximity of tests to Russian electronic information
gatherizig ships off the coast.

,SA F TACTICAL 1FIGTITER WEAPONS CENTER, 'ELLIS AIR FORCE
BASE, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

The USAF Tactical Fighter Weapons Center at Nellin Air Force
Bame, Nevada, has the dual miutlion of training tactical fighter pilots
(including the development of tacticR and doctrine) and OT&E. The

Neliis Air Force Base ranges lie to the north and east. There are
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significant amounts of airspace and grounf available for a variety of
capabilities. Because Nellis Air Force Base has in the past been
primarily involved with training missions, the ranges were so
developed to fulfill training requirements. At present, the Tactical
Fighter Weapons Center has one rar,'e, Range 3, dedicated to
formal OT&E.

Comments

(11 Range facilities for OT&E are quite primitive. However,
they do have a program for improvement that could provide a good
capability if sufficient funds are provided.

(Z) The Tactical Fighter Weapons Center philosophy is that 9

OT&Z must be responsive to urgent needs, and therefore ranges must
be equally responsive. The capability to use ranges for both testirg
and training is necessary for their mission. They do not think an OSD
cer.ral act-vity would enhance responsiveness to the users' heeds - 4

for development, yes, but not for OT&E. -

(3) Tactical Fighter Weapons Center personnel appreciate
the capabilities of nearby ranges such as the Naval Wreapons Center
and the Pacific Missile Range. However, the Nava' Weapons Center
is costly, and use of the Pacific Missile Range presents problems
in overflight and staging thai. increase costs and limit responsiveness.

C1
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513LIOGRAPHI

I_ OFFICIAL PVBLICATIONS OF A DIRECTIVE NATIUE

Office of the Secretary of Defense

Denartment of Defense Directive 5129.1, "Director of Defense
Reiearch nnd Engineering," Office of the Secretary of

I Defense, Washington, D. C., 10 Feb 1959

Describes the mission, organization and operating
procedures of DDR&E.

Department of Defense Directive 5158.1, "Organization of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and Relationships vith the Office
of the Secretary of Defense," Office of the Secretary of
Defense: Washington. D. C., 31 Dec. 1958

SI Describes the mission, organization and operating
procedures of the JCS and Joint Staff.

Department of Defense Instruction 5129.37, "Weapons Systems
Evaluation Group," Office of the Secretary of Defense,

I Director of Defense Research and Fngineering, Washington, t

I D. C., 23 August 1962

Describes the plssion, organization and operating
'I procedures of WSEG and its relationship to the

• JCS and DDR&E.

Joint Chiefs of Staff

The Joint Chiefs of Staff Memorandum for the Secretary of
Defense, JCSM-350-68, Subject: "Consideration of Requirement
for a Joint Test and Evaluation Agency (U), 31 May 1968
(SECRET)

JCS reply to th4 Deputy Secretary of Defense proposal
for an OT&E agency on the Joint Staff.
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Department of the Arm

Army Regulation 70-10, "Research & Development: Test
Ev&luation During Research and Development of Matertel,"
SHedquArters, Department of the Army, Washington, D. C.,
26 Dec. 1968 •

The current policies and procedures for Army test
and evaluation during research and development of
materiel. A re~ision to this AR is under prepara-
tion to implement new procedures for OT&E.

Army Regulation 71-3, "Force Development: User Field Tests,
Experiments & Evaluation," Headquarters, Department of Lhe -

Army, Washington, D. C., 19 March 1968

Outlines the objectives, policies, responsibilities
.- d procedures for conduct of user field tests, "
,-xperiments ad ealuations. These tests include -

troop tests, coiufirmatry tests, field exper;tments,
field eveluations and combat evaluations.

Army Regulation 71-6, "Force Development: Type Classification/
Reclassification of Army Materiel" (Effective I Jan 1970N,
Headquarters, Department of the Army, Wa.'.ington, D. C.,
20 Nov. 1969

Describes the p:ocese for type :lassification and ,
reclassification of items of Army materiel and
establishes overall policies and procedures for
type classification or ieclassification actions.
It is current (Jan. 70) and prodes a good under-
standing of how the Army classifies equipment for -1
its use.

Army Regulation 705-5, "Research & Development of Materiel:
Army Research & Development," Healquarters, Department of
the Army, Washington, D. C., 9 Aortl 1968; Change 1,
8 Dc.c 1969 1:

Establishes responsibilities, policy and procedures
for conducting research and dwvelopment in the Army.

Provides a gnod description of the weapons system
acquisition process.
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1.cepartnent of the Army Directive, Subject: "Test Dir etive
y for ,project Mobile Army Sensor System Test, Evaluation and

SRevie, (n.ASST-r),- Department of tne Army, Office of Chief
oý Staff, 29 Dec. 1969, with inclosure:
Inclosure I - "Project MASSTER Test Schedule - FY 1970"

Establishes objectives and concept of operation
of Project MASSTERL

Department of the Army Letter AGDA(I) (13 Oct. 69) CSSTANSO-M,
Subject: "Charter, Project Director, Project Mobile Army
Sensor Systems Test, Evaluation, and Review (MASSTER),"
DepartakenE of the Army, Office of Adjutant General,
Washington, D. C., 27 Oct. 1969, with inclosures:
Inclosure I - Department of the Army Letter ACSD-C(M)

c .. , (10 Sep 69) CSSTANSO-C, Subject: "Establishment of the
US Army Project Mobile Army Sensor Systems Test,

- Evaluation and Review (.ASSTER)," Department of the Army,
Office of Adjutant General, Washington, D. C., 15 Sep. 1969
Inclosure 2 - Charter of Project Director Mobile Army
Sensor Systems Test, Evaluation and Review (HASSTER), 1969

Establishes mission for Project MASSTER

Department of the Army, Office .f the Chief of Staff
Memorandum for Record, CSAVCS-F-ASG; Subject; "AVC of SA's
30 Oct. 69 Meeting; Operational Test & Evaluation & Role
of Center Commanders," 31 Oct. 1969

Provid-s a summary of a high-level me,,ting chaired
by AVC/SA on the subject of OT&E and the role of the
Center Commanders. Discusses future steps which will
be taken to improve OT&E and to obtain maximuim bene-
fits from timely evaluation of test restilts at all
decision levels,

Department of Army Pamphlet No. 11-25, "Life Cycle lAnagement
"Model for Army Systems," Headquarters, Departmesit of the
Army, WashingLon, D. C., 11 Oct. 1968

-. Thts pamphlet supplements AR 11-25, "The Management
Process for the Development of Ariry Systems." It
describes in grent detnil the steps in the life cycle
process by which Army systems are developed,
fielded and modified.
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U. S. Amy Combat Developments Command Regulation 71-7,

"Combat Developments Field Experimentation," Headquarters,
U. S. Army Combat Developmeonts Command, Ft. Belvoir, Va.,
6 Jan. 1970

Prescribes policies, respozsibilities for the conduct
of field experiments by the USACDC Zxperimentation
Command (CDEC).

Department of the Navy

SCOOPTEVFOR Instruction 3930.lE, "Project -nstructions,"
3 Voliases, Department of the Navy, Operational Test and T
Evaluation Force, Norfolk, Va., 6 March 1968 with Changes

GCidance of subordinate commands and personnel e
concerned with the prosecution of projects for
Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation Force. " 4"

Delineates in detail the methods of testing,
test plans and reporting for those conducting "
tests. " .

NAVAIR Instruction 4200.12, "Responsibilities and Procedures for
Release for Production of Systems, WeapGns and Equipment,"
Department of the Navy, traval Systems Command, Washington,
D. C., 12 April 1968

Naval Air Systems Command policies, responsibilities,
and procedures governing the release for production
of systems, weapons inrd equipment. Delineates
Naval Aviation policy for the compli.•ted problem
of "fly before buy."

OPN,,VINST 3930.8A, "zTNAV Internal Management Procedures for
P• ~RDT&E Projects Assigned to the Operating Forces,""

"Department of the Navy,- Office of Chief of Naval Operations, ,,,
Washington, D. C., 31 July 1968

Cuidance for the internal management and initiation 4
within OPNAV of RDT&E projecte which are Lo be
assigined to the Operating Forces for operational
test and evaluAtion, Delineates management of T
COMOPTEVFOR within OPNAV for OT&E. j.

I1
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OPNAVINST 3960.lD1. "Prosecution by the Operating Forces of
C4O Assigned RDT&E Projects," Department of the Navy,
Office of Chief of Naval Operations, Washington, 0. C.,

SI 4 Dec. 1967

Policy and guidance for the prosecution of CNO
assigned RDT&E projects by the operating forces,
including functions and r-..onsibilities of
RDT&E activities involved a the parcicipat*..on of
the operating forces. Delineates the procedres
whereby the operating forces support the RDT&E
cycle.

Department of the Air Force

Air Force Regulation No. 55-31, Final Draft, "Operations:! Operational Test and Evaluation," Department of Air Force,
Washington, D. C., 1969

TI States the objectives, policies and responsibilities
.1 for U. S. Air Force Operational Test & Evaluation

activities, including the development of employment
concepts, ;actics, and techniques, for systems,I subsystems, and equipment. It applies to all Air
Fccce organizations and activities.

' I
Air Force Regulation No. 80-14, "Research aad Development:

Test and Evaluation of Systems, Subsystems, and Equipment,"J Department of Air Force, Washington, D. C., 24 Feb. 1967

States the objectiv-s, oolicies and responsibilities
for U. S. Air Force -at and evaluation activities

""which support Air Fo:ce research and development,
"- acquisition of operational and support systems,

sul'systems, 3nd equipment; technical and
engineering service programs and projects. It
applies to all Air Force organizations and
activities.
:..

Air Force Systems Comna.nd Pamphlet, AFSCP 80-5,. "Research and

Development: A Cuide for Design, Conduct, and Analysis of
Air Force Tests," headquarters AFSC, Waslmington, D. C.,

-. I April 1966

"7or 17. S. Air Force personnel involved in planning,
-. designing, directing and analyzing the results of

tests and evaluations of Air Force systems, subsystems,
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components, and equipment Items. In essence, it Intro-
duces any reader not specifically trained in testing to

the spectrum of ronsiderations he will encounter - from r'
siLple statistical theory to Znstrumentationi, data cal- L
Iec~ion and pro~.essing, the mechanics of good test
management, arnd the presentation of results.

STUDIES. REPORTS AND) OTHER REFE.RENCES

"Aircraft Wea.pons Systems Tcsc and Evaluation Ad Hoc C- uitteeL
Report," s;L!:=t'ed toCDR Navil Air Systems Coamiand by Naval
Air Test Cen~ter, U.S. Naval A~r Sration, Patuxent Rivor, Md., -

14 June 1967 (Does not include Appendix X)

A review of test and evaluation in Naval Aviation. Pro-
vides an in-depth study of-testin.; in Naval Aviation and
delineates the problems of management control.

"Analysis of Test anid Selection Procedures for Snail Arms-Lubricants,"
Report No. RACTC-TR-61, prepared for Office of Advaniced En~gineer-
ing, Advancee Research Projects Agency, DoD, by .iACIC, Battelle
Memorial Ins,:4cute-Columbus laborator *ies and A. D. Little, Inc.,
Contract No. F33657-67-C-C8O, 10 June 1968 (FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY)

Reviews the history of the M'-16 rifle and of the 'rarious
small arms lubricants. Results of combat experimentation
with other than the specified lubricant are reported.
Small arms development cycle is desciibed. There is an -

extensive bibliography on the M-16.

"Army's 'Unbelievable' Mismanagement Caused M-:16 Rifle Problems.
Arnct Szrvices Subcovmmittea Found," Press Release by U.S. Houre L
of Representatives, Ccnmiittee on Armed 3ervices, 90th Cong.,
19 Oct 1967

Sumnbarizes findings of the House Armed Services
Subccnriittee investigating Lthe M-l6 malfunctions .

in Southeast Asia.

"Bat Bulletin: The VX-5 Newsletter," Air Test and Evaluation
Squadron FIVE, U.S. Naval Air Facility, China Lak~e, Calif.

This newsletter is distributed to Navy ogivraetional
unitq and contanqn up-to-date infortiation derived
from VX-5's teots and ('valunti(&ns which would atss~st
thosie units In Lraining for and performing combat -

missions..
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:2 El "Bibliography on 31F-2" prepared by Director of Operations.
Headqiiarturs USAF, Feb. 1969

A -" An annotated bibliography for internal use includes
reports on formation 4f JTF-2, terms of reference,
programs and funding; exchange of information with
the UK, tests and related data. Copy on file in

AFXOIJ.

"Concept for a PLogram of Strategic Low-Altitude Penetration
* Tests (U)," Supplement I to WSEG Report 74, Weapins

Systems Evaluation Croup, DuoD, June 1964 (SECRET)

Provides a concept and integrated test program
for weapons systems tests.

"Concepts for a Program of Tactical Low-Altitude Penetration
Tests (U)," WSEG Report 74, Weapons Systems Evaluation
"Group, DoD, May 1964 (SECRET)

Provides a concept and integrated test program
for weapons systems tests.

"Conduct an Operational Evaluation of the Helmet Sight In An
F-4 Aircraft As An Acquisition Aid During Air Combat
M.aneuvering (U)," First Partial z(eport on Project O/V63
Task II Annex A, DepartmeenL of the Navy, Operational Test

-. and Evaluation Force, Norfolk, Va., 6 Oct 1969
(CONFIDENTIAL)

Report on a recent test conducted by the Navy's
Operational Test and Evaluation Force. Cited as
repres.rttative of the activities encompassed by
OP¶EVFR's mission.

"diepartment of tie Navy RDT&E Management Guide," NAVSO P-2457
(Rev. 7-69), Dept. of the Navy. Office of Asst. Secretary
of the Navy (R&D), Washington, D. C., I July 1969

Provides a summary overview of De,)t. of Navy
RDT&E "machinery," mad in a handy source of gencralI •information concerning RDT&F organization,
procedures and references to official sources.
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"D5efe.szie SciL.-ce B. ord Task F-cc *n KW 'Mttageueent,"

Prt•i imnar: Draft of Final Ac-port. Office of Director
De.e*ise hess..areh and Engia .ae"itko mig 1964

, Add&.sS-s the acquisition •anarttaenC practices of
b 

1he !OD ..ith emp*asis o0i tr KW aspects. major

focal )cinr.s -if discu-sion ;.ere protot'pes,
rejuiremeer: . cc;.c,-st fornulation in relation to
dt.'elorme'it netds -. ' con-.ractirg flexibility.
Also adiressed was uCn nar-gese..t i: ae seaort

E system acquit--tiv-% procs-, develo,.mev of a
raana~e.-ent model, budgeting J coati.ng.

"Deter.i--ijfton of USAF Tescini rolic'os and Concepts Whicr. Best
help to Achieve operational t-, Effective iieapons as..,
Equtp-_.it," Thesis by Cot. C. W. Lutz,, USAF, submitted to
Ge3r.. '-aa!:inGton Unhiversity, 1959

A th.esis-form discuss.on of the problem written
by Colone! Lutz as a p.Frt of his requirements for
aa advanced d.ree at George Wa"hi'in,,. Universitf.
Although writtwn in 1959, much of Colonel '.utz's
m.terial and rati-nale Is perLinent to present-day
• eapon syst.m tvclu;tion pt %losophy. Tne basic
requi:ement for test of At. Forct equipment, a suvey

f of test objectives, concepts, and po'icies, and
conclusions v-d recoruietdations for optimum test
wnageerten doc. cine are" offered. Support for hit
U,'dings is given in an an&lyjis of a sampling of
opinion of test-experienced people on the staff o,
Headquarters, USAF. rompkicison of testing methoL:.)1o-
gies of various foreign mtlitkqr' ifertnautical
organizations eP well -is V. S. Civil Aviation authority
is offered,

"Documentation Aids for CINCSTRIKK Test and Evaluation Plan,"
prtpared by Spindletop Research, Inc. for Headquarters,
USAF Tect.1cal Air Warfare Center, Eglin Air Fo'rce Bese,

Fla., Contitict No. AF O8(635)-4129. 1 June 1.964 (FOR
OFFICIAL USE ONLY)

A compilAt Ion of referenct,s on FIRE SUPPOItT,
KL.ONNAISMANCE, TACITCAL AIR MOVE;I'r, STrATh(;IC
AIR MOVEM*N*r, Ct*MANO AND COWIT'OI., ,ond AIRCRtAFT
VUI.NrItAIILI'i Y/•tI;hIRVtAILI rf. The prpoube was to
provide basic reference information *or the newly-
otganized Air Force Tactical Air Warfare Center.
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"DoD eranr.ional Test & Fvaluar;on Report," unpublished workingpaper by Dr. W'm. Pettijohr, no date (TOP SECRET)

Working paper includes:
1. Case Studies - M151 'T. Truck (FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY)

Short Range Gro-:nd Surveillance Radars (CONFIDETI1AL)
Tactical Surtace-to-Air Mibsiles (SECRET); Strategic
,issile TesLing (TOP SECRET)

"2. "Section VI: Cor.zlusions," fr,, a Report of JTF-2
Experiment 4.1 lIn-Hulise Coments), no date

"r �£(VXCLASSIFIED)
- 3. "Field Experimentation and Small Arms Evaluation: A

Case in Point Regarding the Future of Military System
Arnalysis," by J. A. Stuckfiscl, unpublished paper which
is a revision and expansion of a paper presented to
Military Applications Section of the 31st Meeting of

GRSA in New York, 2 June 1967 (UNCLASSIFIED)
" '. "Operational Test & Evaluation it, the Services," by

W. Pacti;chn. (Source: "Study of Army Test and
Evaluation," May 1966 - a comparison of the three
Services, (FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY)

5. "The Army's Tveapov System Studies, Test & Evalaation (U),"
aut',or .-nknown, paper dated 15 June 1967 (FOR OFFICIAL

USE ONLY)
6. "Inztzumentation," by W. Pettijohn (FOR OFFICIAL USEM:LY) ;

7. Time Schedule FY 69-73 for Various S~stems from
Production Time Throt'gh Time in frocuremenL Channels
(UNCLASSIFIED)

fl. "F'FWET Instrumentation System," :gli, Air Force Base, Fla.,
I Ju-y 1967, 17 p. (UNCLASSIFIED)

9. "JTF-2 Insttrumentr.tion," exterpt froo another unidentified
repott, 5 p. (UNCLASSIFIED)

10. Conclusions & Recomumendations 1, I. Pettijohn (FOR
OFFICIAL USE ONLY)

Tnese papers were assembled by Dr. Fettijohn while
he "#as Special Assistart'for Oocrations Test and
Evaluation, ')ASD (Systems Analysis). They were
aaqsmbled in 1968, for the most part.

"Evaluation Mcthods for CINCSTR!KE Test and Evnluatioa Plan,"
pr,.-prred by Spindtetop Resenrch, Inc. for HpadquIar'ers,
ULSAF rnctkcal Air Warfare Center, Eglin Air Force Base,
Fla,, cor'tract No. AF OJ(635)-4129, April 1964 (FOR
"OfFICIAl. USE ONLY)
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Describes testing, war gawes, and analytical
studies by which the Air Force's Tactical Air
Warfare Center proposed to support CI.NCSTRIKE 1

* in conducting rOW FIRE I.

"Hearings Before the Special Subcoummittee on the M-16 Rifle
Program of the Committei on Armed Services," No. 19,
U. S. House of Representatives, 90th Cong., Ist Sess.,
May 15, 16, 31, June 21, July 25, 26, 27, Aug. 8, 9, 22, 1967

Sutmarizes months of study inLluding field
investigatiors in South Vietnam and extensive
hearings in Washington on M-16 ,talfunet ons.
It includes testimony from the inventor,
manufactirers representatives, cartridge
propellant representatives, Army program
managers and comoat personnel.

I

"Integrated Management of Test and Test Support Capabilities,"
Thesis by Charles it. Ham, submitted to Graduate School of
Florida State Univers-ty, April 1963 L..

Examines the feasibility -nd desirability of
alternative methods of achieving the integrated
management of the test and tebt support "
capabilities of a major U. S. Air Force R&D test
organization. At the time the research was done,
the author had more than 20 years' experience in
administering OT&E projects and facilities.

"JCS JTF-2 Final Report (U)," Joint Task Force, Sandia Base,
New Mexico, December 1968 (SECRET)

Summartzes history and testing program of JTF-2. L

"Joural of rvfense Research, Series B, Tactical Warfare (U),"
Vol. lB No. 3, Fall 1969, published by Institute for Defense
Analysis for ARMA, DoD, Washington, D. C. (SECRET)

This issue is devoted exclusively to a series of
papers dealing with remote - sensors technology
applicable to counter infiltration problems and
tactical battlefield problems. This overall
program is managed by the Defense Communications
Plaininp, Croup (DCIOG), anrd the genesis of the
concept and the origins of DCPC are recorded.
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Letter to M. E. Marston, OSD Blue Ribbon Defense Panel,
Wash., D.C. from RACIC Battelle Memorial Institute,

* .- Columbus Laboratories, Reference: R-3295, 18 Dec. 1969,
H |with enclosures:

Z • EEclosure I -"Biblfography--Ml6 Rifle Test and Evaluation"

.- Enclosure 2 -Letter to LtC W. J. Lynch, ARP4, Wash., D.C.
.from R. W. MacDonald, Cooper-4acdonald, Inc., Baltimore, S• , MI., 10 Nov 1961, with enclosures:

Enclosure I - "History of AR-15"
Enclosure 2 - Set of Pictures

Letter forwardt additional bibliography to that in
RACIC-TR61, "Analysis of Test and Selection

Procedures for Small Arms Lubricants," and a letter
from Mr. Macdonald, President of Cooper-Macdonald,

Inc. The latter summarizes history through 1961
"of the AR-15 (connercial name for the M-16)
development. It summarizes results co Service
comparative tests and initial world-wide sales

-.efforts.

"Operational Reliability Test M-16AI Rifle System," WSEG Report'
124, Weapons Systems Evaluation Group, DoD, Feb 1968
(FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY)

V

"Describes an operational test carried on by the U.S.
Marine Corps under WSEG superviston in Panama, tc
"measure the operational reliability of the H-16A1

-. rifle syrtems. The M-14 rifle system was included. in the
test as a control. Three types of M-16AI rifles were
"used and two types of cartridge propellant. 328 USMC

riflemen each fired 480 rounds/day for three days in
"c•Al of four differing environments using 447 rifles.

"Papers Concrning TAIC Vulnerability/Survivability Evaluations,"
prepared by Spindletop Research, Inc. for Headquarters, USAF
Tectica. Air Warfare Center, Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.,
Contract No. AF 08(635)-4129, June 1964 (FOR OFFICIAL

- USE rhNL1Y)

DtrI a with the problems associated with aircraft
vinmcrability which on operational testing
orginizAtion must faae and solve. Also contains
a bibliogrnppiy o,: vulneraility/surviwvbtlity
which contnins 276 references.

I H1
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"Papers Exemplifying Field Test (Exercisc); Data Collection
Concepts," prepared by Spindletop Research, Inc. for
Headquarters, VSAF Tactical Air Warfare Certer, Eglin
Air Force Base, Fla., Contract No. AF 08(635)-4129,
May 1964

A cocqpilation of various papers prepared for
the Conminder, Tactical Air Warfare Center, TAC,
during the period (L964) when TAUC was involved
in preparing for the Joint Army-Air Force exercises
which were designated GOLD FIRE I and GOLD FIRE I1.

They deal main'vy with methods of obtaining quantLi-
tative data from large-scale field exercises and
cover such activities as Fire Support, Reconnaissance,
and Logistical Support.

"A Perspective: Air Force Testing and Evaluation," by Charles
C. Ham, in Tactical Air Warfare Center Quarterly Report,
Dec. 1969

Represents an overview of the current Air Force
testing concept and presents a rationale for a I ,
possible re-structuring. The author bases his
views on what he regards as redundancies and
unnecessary complexities in.the managing and
conduct of today's test and evaluation program
in the Air Force.

"Planning Within the Department ot Defense (U)," Working Paper,
Report by Military Aircraft Panel of President's Science
Advisory Committee, 18 April 1969, 23 p. (CONVIDENTIAL)

On ii Aug. 1969 this report was forwarded to the
Secretary of Defense by Dr. DuBridge, the President's

Science Advisor, with the conwmnt that Mr. Laird
might wish to make it available to the "Fitzhugh
Commission." It has a section devoted to an
assessment of military operational testing and Li

evaluation.

"Project Deseret Project Master Plan (PMP)(U)," RCS, AMC N,-101,
Project Deseret Test Center, Ft. Douglas, Utah, 30 Sept. 1969, ,.

circa 75p. (SECRET)

Gives history, organization and schedule for
Deseret Test Center.
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"Project :0.%SSTM (U)," Briefing presented to DoD Senscr Aided

Cvmbat Symposit'.1, at National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,
Md., by Maj. Gen. John Norton, U.S. Army, Deputy Director,
Proj'ct NASSTER, Jan. 1970 (Ct*FlDE,4TIAL)

Explains mission and tentative approach to testing ofJ Advanced Sensors in a cumbineZ, arms environwent.-

"Project MASSTER Organization Chart," effective 6 Jan 1970

"A Prototype Strategy for Aiteraft Development (U)," Memorandum P

RN-5597-PR, by Robert L. P,.rry, RAND Corporation, April 1968
(CONF IDENTIAL)

An examination of the conditions that warrant the use
of a prototype strategy in the development of military
aircraft. Exampler; are given, based or, recent experi-
ence both in the U.S, and abroad. Attention is given
to the management approach that is most appropriate to
a prototype strategy.

"Report of the Panel on R&D Management," 1969 Summer Study,

Defense Science Board, Office of the Director, Defense
Research & Engineering, Newport, Rhode Island, 6-18 July 1969

Study formulates spe.cific actions which OSD could
consider taking to implement the recommendations of the C
"DS3 Task Force on R&D Management. Consists of a
sumnary with recommendations for action together with ,
discussion, and several supporting papers on the
principal issues.

"The Role of Competition in Aeronautics," presented by G. S. Schairer,
The Boeing Co., at The Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial Lecture
of ti• moyal Aeronautical Society, London, England, 5 Dec 1968

Emphasizes that competitioa is a very important factor
in achieving aeronautical advances - thac competition
results in the customer receiving more for his monc:y.
Competition can be limited to paper studies, to proto-
types, or continued throughout production. Paper

competitions assume that pecple get smart by studying.
Prototype competitions add the smartness learned only
by doing.
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"A Study of Aray Test and Evaluation (SATE)," Volume II:
Summary and Section V, Improvement Actions, Department
of the Army, Office 3f Chief of Staff, Systems Analysis 1'
Group, Hay 1966 (FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY)

Volume II provides a summary of the SATE study
effort and a deLailed discussion of the eight r
improvement actions. Provides background infor-
mation as to -he alternatives available in 1966
for revised Army testing organization and procedures.

"Test Capabilities at Yuma Proving Ground (Revised Edition),"
Department of the Army, Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma, Arizona,
October 1968

Provides detriled description of the extensive test
"facilities and capabilities at Yuma Proving Ground,
Arizona.

"U.S. Air Force Tactical Air Support Requirements Board Comments
on Report of Army Tactical Mobility Requirements Board (U),"
4 Volumes, Department of the Air Force, The Tactical Air "
Support Requirements Board, Washington, D.C., 14 August 19(2
(SECLET)

This report was prepared by a board of general officers
chaired by (then) Lt. Gen. Disoway. It is a critique
of the Army's "Howze Board" report and also conLains
results of Air Force studies and tests relating to the
Air rorce's capabilities to contribute to Army air
mobility.

"Weapons Syst-ms Evaluation GLoup," Weapon, Systems Evaluation
Group, Department of Defense, no date, 9p.

An information brochure for new WSEG personnel which
sunmnarlzes WSEG origin and histcry, relationships to
LDRhE and JCS, contractor iclationship and support,
and nature of operational evaluation@.

H.
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BRIEFINGS ATTEMDED SY THE OPERATIONAL TEST & EVALUATION TASKj CKOVP OF TIlE BLUE R I B30N DEFENSE PANEL STAFF

Army or Army Affiliated

"The Role of the United Stetes Army Mnteriel Command in Army
Operational Test & Evaluation," presented by LTC 'urtis
A•.wnde, Deputy Chief of Test & Evaluation Division,

Headquarters, Army Hateriel Command, Washington, D. C.

"The Role of the United States Combi: Development Command in

Army Operational Test & Evaluation," presented by Mr. Jaca
Harris, Plans & Programs Division, Combat Devetopment
Command, Ft. Belvoir, Va.

"United States Army Test & Evaluation Command," presented by

Mr. Benjamin S. Goodwin, Special Assistant to the
Commeanding General, Test & Evaluation Commard, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md.I

"Yuma Proving Grounds Test Operations," presented by Mr. Floyd
.r Watts, Technical Advisor, Yuma Proving Giounds, luma,

Arizona.

Navy and Marine Corns or Navv Affiliated,

',Naval Operational Test and Evaluation," presented by CAPT James

L. Anderson, Director, Surface Warfare Division; CAPT
Richard W. Huxford, Director, Air Warfare Division; and

I CDR Rudolph L. Krause, Head, Fighter Weapon Section, Air
Warfare Division, Operational Test & Evaluation Force,

U. S. Naval Base, Norfolk, Va.

"Naval Weapons Center," presented by ChPT J. K. McConeghy, Jr.,
Executive Officer; Mr. II. j. Wil:.on, Deputy Technical

T Director; Mr. C. J. DiPol, Associate Dept. Head
(Operations); Dr. 1. E. Highbcrg, Head, Systems Development
Dept., Naval Weapons Center, C(itia Lake, California.

i "Operational Tzst & Evaluaticn in the United States Marine
Corps," presented ty COL 2. i. Maloney, Assistant Deputy
Chief of Staff (RD&S), tleadolarLers, U. S. Marine Corps,
Washington, D. C.

"Pacific Missile Raige Facilities," presented by CAPf R. T.
Janiec, Range Op.rations Officer, Pacific Missile Range,

L Pt. Mugu, California.

"Pacific Missile RonbJ Operation." presented by RADH Howard S.
Moore, Commander, Pacific hissile Range, and CAPT J. 0.
Mooney, Director, Pacific Missile Kange Directorate,
Pt. Mugu, California.
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t ! ~"Testing rh~iosophy," presented by CAPT G.-orge Watkins:.I
Deputy ireator, Naval Air Tatuxent Seu 4..

"VX-4 Projects and Testing Philosophy," presented by CAr Jme;

Foster. Covwaanding Officer. VX-4-NAS, Pt. Nugu,
California.

"IX-5 Operations and General Testing Philosopty," presented by
CAPT Charlei Fritz, Commanding Officer, VX-5-WAS, p

China Lake, California.

Air rorce or Air Force Affiliated

"ALIVE EDGE," presented by Mr. Howard A., Beck, Chief, Resources L
Branch, Evaluation and Resources Group, Deputy Director for
Operaticnal Test and Evaluation, DCS/Plans & Operations, 1
Headq•.rteri. USAF, Washington, D. C.

"Strategic Missile nperational Test & Evaluttion," presented by

Lt. Col. Edgar A. Northrup, Jr., Strategic Division,
Directorate of Zerations, Headquarters, USAF, Washington,
D. C.

"United States Air Force Operational Test & Evalation,"
prrsented by Lt. Col. Malcolm Agc-ew, Peputy Chief,
Evaluation & Resources Group, Office ef the Deputy f

Director for Operational Test & Evaluation, DCS/Plans &
Operations, Headquartmrs, USAF, Washington, D. C.

2.rher

"General Motors Proving Ground Operations," presented by Mr. C.
J. Brady, Manager, General Motors Proving Grounds, Milford,
Michigan.

"The Operational Test and Evaluation Stuay Conducted by WSEG
Study Group," presented by Dr. Robert Fox, Director,
Scienca & Technology Division, Institute for Defense
Analyses, Arlington, Va.

"Overall View of General Motors Engineering Concept," presented
by Mr. L. A. Kintigh, Vice-Presldent, General Motors
Engirneering Staff, General Motors Technical Center,
Warren, Michigan,

"Research, Development, 'eat and Evaluation Policies Within

Geleral Motors," p-esented by Mr., K. E. Prooker, Minager,
Engineering Staff Operations, General Motors Engineering

Staff, General Motors T.chtnlca' Center, Warren, Michigan.

"The Weipons Systems Evaluation rruup," presented by Col. V

Clifford Moore, Jr., USAF, Weapnns Systemr Evablation
Grcup, Department of Defense, Washington, D. C.
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